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Abstract

Understanding consumer behavior is critical for firms’ decision making. How con-

sumers make decisions about what they want and buy directly affect the profits of

firms. Therefore, it is important to consider consumer behaviors and incorporate

them into the model when studying the optimal strategy of firms and competition

between firms. In this dissertation, I study rich and interesting consumer behaviors

and their impact on firms’ strategy in two essays. The first essay considers consumers’

shopping cost which leads to their preference for one-stop shopping. I examine how

store visit costs and consumer knowledge about a product affect the strategic store

choice of consumers and, in turn, the pricing, customer service and advertising deci-

sions of competing retailers. My analysis offers insights on how specialty stores can

compete with big-box retailers. In the second essay, I focus on a well-established

psychology phenomenon, cognitive dissonance. I incorporate the idea of cognitive

dissonance into a model of spatial competition and examine its implications for sell-

ing strategy. I provide new insight on the profitability of advance selling and spot

selling as well as the pricing of bundle and its components. Collectively, two essays

in this dissertation introduce novel ways to model consumer behaviors and help to

understand the impact of consumer behaviors on firm profitability and strategy.
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1

Introduction

It is important for firms to understand how consumers behave and make purchasing

decisions when choosing optimal strategies and forecasting profits. Different con-

sumer behaviors introduce different features into demand function, which could have

a direct and significant impact on firms’ profits. Hence, it is essential to consider

consumer behaviors and incorporate them into the model when investigating the

optimal strategy of firms and competition between firms.

Previous works have shown how consumer behaviors could change the optimal

strategy and equilibrium results dramatically. For example, works on consumer

search have shown the existence of search cost leads to completely different equi-

librium results. In the setting of homogeneous goods, the famous Bertrand model

assumes that consumers have complete information about all prices on the market,

which is equivalent to no search cost. In Bertrand competition the only equilibrium

price of the product is marginal cost and firms make zero profits. However, Diamond

(1971) completely reverses the result by incorporating a positive consumer search

cost. It shows that when the search cost is positive, no matter how small it is, the

equilibrium price would be the monopoly price and firms enjoy monopoly profits.
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This is because in a steady state consumers expect the price of the next store to

be the equilibrium price. Therefore, consumers would take a price slightly above

the equilibrium price at this store to save the search cost. If the equilibrium price

is below the profit maximization price, the store can always raise price by a small

amount and consumers still will buy from this store. To bridge the gap between these

two results, Varian(1980), Rosenthal (1980) and Stahl (1989) include two groups of

consumers: shoppers who have a zero search cost and always buy from the store of-

fering the lowest price and non-shoppers who have a positive search cost and search

for prices following optimal searching rule. They show that firms randomize price to

price discriminate these two groups, which explains the price dispersion we observe

in the real world. Later works, e.g. Wolinsky (1986), show how much consumers

know about the product utility could also impact the equilibrium results. He finds

that consumers’ imperfect information about differentiated products can lead to a

truly monopolistically competitive market, where each firm is negligible in the sense

that is has no impact on the market but meanwhile the equilibrium price exceeds

marginal cost.

Some other works incorporate psychology phenomena into economics models to

explain why observed behaviors deviate from rational decision making or utility max-

imization. Cognitive dissonance is a well-established psychological phenomenon and

has been studied by psychologists for decades. Recognizing its influence on behavior,

some economists have explored its implications for public policy. For example, in an

attempt to reduce cognitive dissonance, workers employed in hazardous industries

may choose to believe that their jobs are safe. Akerlof and Dickens (1982) show

that in such a context, safety legislation is needed to motivate workers to adopt

cost-effective safety equipment. Rabin (1994) suggests that attempts to increase

people’s distaste for immoral activities could backfire. This is because consumers

who are susceptible to cognitive dissonance may become more motivated to convince
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themselves that those immoral activities are indeed moral. Oxoby (2000) explains

how cognitive dissonance can drive the formation of a social underclass. When in-

dividuals fail in their efforts to attain high social status, they experience dissonance

between their desire and the reality, and it encourages them to change their beliefs

about what constitutes status, creating an underclass that behaves differently from

the mainstream.

In this dissertation, I study rich and interesting consumer behaviors and their im-

pact on firm strategies in two essays. The first essay considers consumers’ shopping

cost which leads to their preference for one-stop shopping. I examine how shop-

ping costs and consumer knowledge about a product affect the strategic behavior of

consumers and, in turn, the pricing, customer service and advertising decisions of

competing big-box stores and specialty stores. In the second essay, I incorporate the

idea of cognitive dissonance, a well studied psychology phenomenon, into a model of

spatial competition and examine its implications for selling strategy. In both works,

I start from consumer primitives and explicitly model the consumer behavior that I

am interested in. Then, I derive the demand function of consumers and understand

the unique features of the demand function due to the consumer behavior I am mod-

eling. Finally, I analyze firms’ optimal decisions and infer the equilibrium results in

a competitive market. This approach provides a deeper understanding on the impact

of consumer behavior and allows me to study one specific consumer behavior in an

explicit and direct way.

Essay 1 (Chapter 2): How should Specialty Stores Compete with Big-Box Retail-

ers?

Big-box stores offer a broad selection of products and make it convenient for con-

sumers to buy many of the products they need in just one store. On the other hand,

specialty stores often focus on a specific product category and provide exceptional

customer service to help people evaluate the products. In this paper, I examine
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how store visit costs and consumer knowledge about a product affect the strategic

behavior of consumers and, in turn, the pricing, customer service and advertising

decisions of competing retailers. Our analysis offers insights on how specialty stores

can compete with big-box retailers. I consider a market in which consumers incur

a travel cost to visit a store and need a certain level of knowledge to assess the fit

of a product. In our model, a specialty store selling a specialty product competes

with a big-box store selling both the specialty product and a basket of staple goods.

Consumers visit the big-box store first to enjoy the convenience of one-stop shopping.

They visit the specialty store if they do not find a suitable product at the big-box

store or if they need the customer service provided by the specialty store.

Our analysis shows that even in the absence of any cost advantage or any differ-

ence in utility distributions, the big-box store sells the specialty product at a lower

price than the competing specialty store. However, the price order can be reversed

when the specialty store advertises its price. Furthermore, the specialty store ad-

vertises its price only when the distance between the stores is sufficiently large. On

examining specialty store’s profits, I find that locating the specialty store too close

or too far from the big-box retailer hurts its profits. The optimal level of customer

service provided by the specialty store decreases in distance when the distance be-

tween the two stores is small and increases when the distance is large. One might

expect the specialty store to provide more customer service as the level of knowledge

required to evaluate the specialty product increases. Interestingly, I find that the

optimal level of customer service could decrease in the knowledge level required to

independently assess the product. Finally, the level of customer service provided at

the specialty store could improve the big-box store’s profits.

Essay 2 (Chapter 3): Cognitive Dissonance and Selling Strategy

Consumers experience cognitive dissonance when they hold incompatible cogni-

tions in their minds. In this paper, I incorporate the idea of cognitive dissonance

4



in a model of spatial competition and examine its implications for selling strategy.

Prior research has shown that in the presence of demand uncertainty or informa-

tion asymmetry it is more profitable for a firm to advance sell its products rather

than spot sell them. I show that even in the absence of demand uncertainty and

information asymmetry, advance selling could be more profitable if consumers are

susceptible to cognitive dissonance. Traditionally, consumers pay a lower price for

product bundles. Yet the prospect of cognitive dissonance can motivate consumers

to pay a higher price for a bundle than the sum of the prices of its components.

Next, while psychological cost makes a product less attractive, I identify circum-

stances when it could improve firms’ profits. Furthermore, I extend the model to

consider heterogeneity in the malleability of consumer’s beliefs, a more severe form

of product failure, and learning. Finally, I provide experimental evidence suggesting

that advance selling yields more profits than spot selling if consumers are susceptible

to cognitive dissonance.
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2

How should Specialty Stores Compete with
Big-Box Retailers?

2.1 Introduction

Big-box stores sell several products such as fresh produce, consumer packaged goods,

wine, toys and electronics. This breadth of offerings makes it convenient for con-

sumers to buy many of the products they need in just one store. Although big-box

retailers sell a small assortment of fast-moving goods in each category, the scale of

their operations is very large, which helps them to compete aggressively on price.

The lower prices and the advantage of being a one-stop shop seem to drive the rapid

growth of big-box retailers such as Walmart, Target, and KMart in the US.

Many fear that the growth of big-box stores poses an existential challenge for

speciality stores. In contrast to big-box stores, specialty stores often focus on a

specific product category and carry a deeper assortment of products. For example,

Triangle Wine Company of North Carolina is a locally owned store that offers an

excellent selection of wines and strives to improve customer knowledge of the category

through in-store classes, wine tasting events and well-informed sales staff. Learning
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Express Toys is another specialty store that prides itself on offering quality toys

and exceptional customer service. The question is, how should such specialty stores

compete with big-box retailers?

To compete with big-box retailers, speciality stores need to understand the forces

that shape consumers’ store visit decisions. For example, consider the following three

consumers:

• John is arranging a party for his colleagues, at which he plans to serve leek-

and-pecorina pizza. As Pinot Noir pairs well with this pizza, he would like to

buy it. Fortunately, while visiting Walmart to buy his basket of staple goods

for the week, he finds a Pinot Noir that meets his needs and purchases it.

• Michael is preparing a light fish dish for a family dinner. He knows that light

fish dishes take on more flavor when matched with equally delicate white wines

such as Pinot Grigio. Unfortunately, he could not find Pinot Grogio at Walmart

during his weekly visit and therefore visits Triangle Wine Company to buy it.

• David has invited a few of his friends for dinner. Unlike John and Michael,

David has no knowledge of wine-food pairing and would like some help in

picking a wine for the dinner. Although he goes to Walmart every week to buy

groceries, he chooses not to buy wine there. Instead, he makes a special trip to

Triangle Wine Company so that he can consult the knowledgeable sales staff at

the store, sample a few products and buy one that his friends will appreciate.

As in the above examples, consumer knowledge about a product category could

be quite heterogeneous, and some consumers may not be sufficiently knowledgeable

to evaluate the products in the given category. In-store education, product sam-

pling, demonstration, and sales people can help improve the category knowledge of

such consumers so that they can make an informed purchase decision. Perhaps, the
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category knowledge required for choosing wine is much higher than for a less com-

plex product. In addition to category knowledge, factors such as the proximity of

the specialty store, depth of assortment at the specialty store, and customer service

available at the specialty store may influence consumers’ store visit decisions.

A common fear of many specialty stores is that they need to compete aggressively

on price with the big-box stores, or they will be decimated. This apprehension raises

the following questions: what is the optimal pricing strategy of a big-box retailer in

the absence of any cost advantage? And what is the optimal pricing strategy for a

speciality store even if the quality of its products is comparable to that of the big-box

store? Speciality stores also tend to believe that customer service may be a potential

way to differentiate themselves from big-box stores (Janofsky 2014). However, it is

not clear what level of customer service is optimal at the speciality store and what are

its strategic implications for the big-box store. Finally, sometimes a specialty store

advertises the prices of its products. This changes consumers’ shopping behavior in

an important way because it enables consumers to make store visit decisions based on

actual prices rather than on the prices they expect to see in the speciality store. The

possibility of advertising price poses additional questions: how will price advertising

affect the relative prices of the speciality store and the big-box store? And when is

it profitable for the speciality store to engage in price advertising?

To theoretically examine these issues, consider a market comprising a big-box

store and a specialty store. The big-box store sells a basket of staple goods and

a specialty product, whereas the speciality store only sells the specialty product.

Before making the store visit decisions, consumers know the product assortment

available in each store, their knowledge levels, the level of customer service provided

at the speciality store and travel costs. Although firms have already simultaneously

set the prices, consumers do not know the prices before visiting the stores. Con-

sumers discover the prices and the exact utility of the products in each store when
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they sequentially search the stores. Consumers vary in the depth of their knowledge

about the specialty product category. Because consumers need sufficient knowledge

to evaluate the specialty products, some consumers may not have the required knowl-

edge to make informed decisions about the specialty products and they come to rely

on the knowledge-augmenting customer service provided at the speciality store.

On analyzing the model, we find that even in the absence of cost advantage, the

big-box store sells the specialty product at a lower price than does the competing

specialty store. Moreover, the speciality store charges a higher price though there is

no difference in the utility distribution of the specialty products at the two stores.

We obtain this result because of the one-stop shopping convenience of the big-box

store. Customers visit the big-box store first because it offers the potential benefit

of being a one-stop shop. A consumer who has sufficient knowledge to evaluate the

product without any aid from the store will visit the speciality store only if she does

not find a product with a good match value at the big-box store. On the other hand,

consumers who do not have sufficient knowledge to evaluate the product visit the

specialty store to enjoy the customer service provided by the speciality store to make

an informed purchase decision. Thus, for consumers visiting the speciality store, the

specialty product at the big-box store is less desirable. This permits the speciality

store to charge a higher price even when the underlying utility distributions of the

products and the costs in the two stores are the same.

Our analysis shows that the profits of the specialty store increase in distance when

the distance between the two stores is below some threshold, but decrease otherwise.

Note that as distance increases, the price at the specialty store increases because of

reduced price competition. However, the traffic to the specialty store declines with

distance because the cost of visiting the specialty store increases. In this context, if

the distance between the two stores is small, profits can actually increase as distance

increases because the specialty store can charge a higher price without losing too
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much store traffic. On the other hand, if the distance is above a certain threshold,

the price still increases with distance but the increase does not compensate for the

decline in the number of consumers visiting the specialty store. Thus, the profits of

the specialty store decrease in distance. An important implication of this finding is

that locating the specialty store too close or too far from the big-box retailer could

hurt the specialty store’s profits. Furthermore, the threshold distance at which we see

the qualitative difference in findings decreases with the level of consumer knowledge

required to evaluate the product. We also find that the specialty store can earn

higher profits than the big-box store on the specialty product when there is a great

need for customer service and it is not too costly for the specialty store to provide

the customer service.

Note that the customer service provided at the speciality store improves the cate-

gory knowledge of the consumers who visit it and helps them to evaluate the product.

It has no bearing on customers who purchase the specialty product at the big-box

store. Yet the big-box store’s profits can increase when the specialty store provides

customer service. This is because when the speciality store provides customer service,

more of the less knowledgeable consumers gain the ability to evaluate the specialty

product at the speciality store and potentially buy it, and this helps the specialty

store to charge a higher price. The big-box store, in turn, is also able to charge a

higher price for the specialty product and earn more profits. Next, the optimal level

of customer service decreases in distance when the distance between two stores is

small and increases when the distance is large. To see why, notice that the specialty

store sells to less knowledgeable consumers and softens the price competition for

knowledgeable consumers by increasing customer service. When the two stores are

close, the benefit of selling to one more such nonsavvy consumer is small because

the price of the specialty product is low, and softening competition between stores

becomes the main purpose of providing customer service. Now as distance increases,
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the need to soften competition decreases and therefore the specialty store provides

less customer service. Shifting attention to a situation where the two stores are far

apart, note that in this case the competition between stores is weak. Now the de-

sire to sell more units of the specialty product to its base of captive consumers at a

high price drives the specialty store to raise its service level, and this desire becomes

stronger as distance increases. One would expect that, as the required level of knowl-

edge to evaluate the specialty product increases, the specialty store should provide

more customer service. However, we find that the optimal level of customer service

can decrease in the required knowledge level when distance is small. As discussed

before, when distance is small, softening competition is the main incentive to provide

customer service. As the required level of knowledge increases, there are fewer savvy

consumers and thus less competition between the two stores. So the specialty store

will offer a lower level of customer service.

In the absence of advertising, consumers do not observe the actual price and make

their store visit decisions based on expected prices. Consumers would not expect the

store to charge a low price as it is not optimal for the store to do so once consumers

get into the store. Recall that the big-box store sells the specialty product at a lower

price than does the competing specialty store in the absence of advertising. In the

presence of price advertising by the speciality store, the rank order of prices can be

reversed. To understand the rationale for this change in result, notice that in the

absence of advertising, even if the specialty store were to sell its product at a price

lower than the expected price, it will have no bearing on the store traffic. But with

price advertising, consumers observe the actual price of the specialty store before

visiting it and the specialty store can attract more consumers to visit by committing

to a low price. However, it is not always profitable for the specialty store to advertise

its price. Although price advertising increases the traffic of the specialty store, it also

intensifies the price competition with the big-box store. When the distance between
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the two stores is small, the negative effect of price competition is so strong that the

specialty store earns lower profits if it engages in price advertising.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related

literature. Section 3 presents a model of a big-box store and a specialty store.

Section 4 analyzes the model to understand equilibrium prices, profits, customer

service level and advertising strategy. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and

provides directions for future research.

2.2 Literature Review

Our work builds on prior literature on consumer search. In a seminal paper, Wolinsky

(1986) shows that the optimal search rule is stationary when the number of products

is finite and consumers can freely recall a product searched for earlier. The Diamond

paradox is eliminated when the products are differentiated. Anderson and Renault

(1999) developed Wolinsky (1986) to study the effect of the degree of product differ-

entiation. Armstrong, Vickers and Zhou (2009) examine a search model where one

firm is assumed to be prominent. In this model of non-random search, the promi-

nent firm charges a lower price than the other firms. Armstrong and Zhou (2011)

investigate how a firm can become prominent so that consumers visit the firm first.

Firms could pay commission to intermediaries, engage in price advertising or build

loyalty to become prominent in consumers’ minds. When search is costly, consumers

may not participate into the market at all because the firm may charge a high price

after the search cost is sunk. Wernerfelt (1994) suggests that price advertising can

be a commitment device to promise that a firm will not exploit buyers after they

visit the store. Lal and Matutes (1994), on the other hand, show that multi-product

retailers can advertise below marginal cost prices for some products in an attempt to

attract store traffic and profit from the unadvertised products. Moreover, carrying a

full product line and selling some products below marginal cost is in the best interest
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of stores when shopping costs are relatively high. Looking more broadly at the in-

formation context of product advertising, Anderson and Renault (2006) explore why

advertisements often have little information about the focal product and price. They

show that when the search cost is low, no advertising is needed to induce consumers

to visit. But when the search cost is high, the firm needs to advertise price informa-

tion and partially reveal product information. If advertising fully reveals consumer’s

match value, price must be advertised to avoid hold-up. In contrast to this body

of literature, we examine a different model and investigate a different set of issues.

In our model, the big-box store can be a one-stop shop for some consumers and

this motivates them to visit the big-box store first. Consumers sequentially search

the big-box store and the specialty store. We analyze how relative prices, customer

service and profits of the speciality store are affected by store location, customer

knowledge and price advertising.

Our paper is related to the marketing literature on customer service and shop-

ping experience. Iyer and Kuksov (2012) study the relationship between shopping

experience and price advertising in a competitive market. When the level of shop-

ping experience at a store is low, then it does not fully offset consumers’ search cost

and retailers have to advertise the price to motivate consumers to visit the store. In

this context, improving the shopping experience is akin to improving quality. On

the other hand, when the value of the shopping experience is high, the retailer with

competitive advantage on shopping experience does not advertise its price. Note

that shopping experience augments consumer utility, whereas customer service in

our model does not add utility. It augments consumer knowledge and helps people

to evaluate the product. In our model, it is the availability of the staple product at

the big-box store that makes it attractive for consumers to visit the big-box store

first, and product differentiation drives consumers to consider visiting the specialty

store. So the mechanism of consumer search is different. Shin (2007) focuses on
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customer service and the potential for free riding. All consumers visit the retailer

that provides customer service first to learn about product fit, but only consumers

with high shopping cost purchase from the store. Consumers with low shopping cost

free ride on the customer service and buy from the other store. He shows that free

riding can actually soften competition and improve both retailers’ profits. In our

model, there is no scope for free-riding because the big-box store and the specialty

store carry different products. Consumers visit the big-box store first due to its one-

stop shopping convenience and then visit the specialty store in the hope of finding a

better fit product.

Research on the cost of thinking is also related to our work (Shugan 1980). If

consumers can reveal their needs and salespeople help identify the best matching

product, then it is useful to have a salesperson, especially when the matching task is

complex (Wernerfelt 1994). In some instances, consumers' own valuation for quality

may not be immediately apparent to them. They might need to engage in costly

deliberation to uncover their valuation for quality. Guo and Zhang (2012) show

that a monopolist can encourage deliberation by maintaining quality dispersion and

cutting the price of the high-end product. A firm can also prevent deliberation

and induce impulsive purchase by offering a low quality product at a low price.

Our work investigates how consumer knowledge and evaluation capability affect the

competition between two asymmetric retailers, and the optimal effort the speciality

store needs to expend to facilitate product evaluation.

2.3 Model

Our objective is to study the competition between big-box stores and specialty stores,

especially when big-box stores offer convenient one-stop shopping. Therefore, we

focus on the product assortment difference between the two stores while abstracting

away from some other supply-side differences such as cost. In this section, we first
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describe characteristics of firms and consumers and then discuss the decision sequence

of the game.

2.3.1 Firms and Products

We consider a market with two stores. One of the stores is a big-box retailer, denoted

by b, and the other is a speciality store, denoted by s. The big-box retailer offers

a basket of staple products, which is modeled as a single product, and a specialty

product. The utility that consumers derive from this staple product is uniformly

distributed over the interval r0, 1s,1 whereas the utility from the specialty product

is uniformly distributed over the interval r0, v̄bs.2 The speciality store sells only the

specialty product and its utility is uniformly distributed over the interval r0, v̄ss.3 We

initially assume that v̄s � v̄b ¡ 1,4 and later relax this assumption to allow the utility

distribution of the specialty product offered by the specialty store to have a higher

upper bound (that is, v̄s ¡ v̄b), which captures the possibility that the specialty store

can potentially provide a better fit product. The distance between consumers and

each of the stores is sb. The distance between two stores is ss. We assume that the

travel cost is one per distance unit. When the cost of visiting a store is very high,

consumers will not visit that store at all. To rule out the uninteresting case, we want

to ensure that consumers have an incentive to visit both stores. Hence, we assume

that sb ¤ 1
8

and ss ¤ 1
8
, which are sufficient conditions for consumers to have an

1 If the utility of each staple product in the basket follows some distribution, the sum of the utility
would be close to normal distribution rather than uniform. This assumption of uniform distribution
is not critical to our results. As long as the expected (sum) utility of the staple product(s) is not
small, our analysis remains exactly the same when assuming normal distribution.

2 The utility of a product is idiosyncratic to consumers. The difference in utility among consumers
is simply due to personal taste rather than quality difference. The quality of the specialty product
is captured by the upper bound of the distribution to some extent. This is a parsimonious way to
model both horizontal and vertical differentiation.

3 In this paper, we only model one specialty product. But we can allow more than one specialty
products. The results remain the same as long as the product categories at the specialty store are
subset of the product categories at the big-box store.

4 Our analysis holds for v̄s � v̄b ¤ 1.
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incentive to visit both stores.

2.3.2 Consumers

There is a unit mass of consumers. Each consumer at most purchases a unit of

the staple product and a unit of the specialty product. The utility a consumer de-

rives from the three products are assumed to be independent. Consumers know the

product assortment of each store as well as the utility distributions of the products.

However, they have imperfect information about the prices and the exact utility.

They engage in a sequential search to discover the price and the utility of the prod-

uct(s) sold in each store. The utility of a product is idiosyncratic to consumers. We

use vst, vb and vs to denote the utility of the staple product at the big-box store,

the utility of the specialty product at the big-box store and the utility of the spe-

cialty product at the specialty store respectively. Then, the net surplus provided by

product j with j �{st, b or s} is given by vj � pj where pj is the price of product

j. After visiting a store and discovering the price and the utility, a consumer would

never purchase a product with negative surplus (i.e. vj   pj).

Consumers buy the staple product frequently, so we assume that they have full

knowledge needed to independently evaluate the staple product and find out the

exact utility. However, we recognize that consumers may have less knowledge about

the specialty product, which they do not buy frequently, and that consumers may

differ in terms of their knowledge about the specialty product. We assume that

consumers’ knowledge level, denoted by k, is uniformly distributed over the interval

r0, 1s. Furthermore, consumers require at least β (0   β   1) level of knowledge to

independently evaluate the specialty product without aid from the store. Consumers

with k ¥ β are able to make the evaluation independently and we label them as

savvy consumers. We refer to the less knowledgeable consumers (such that k   β)

who are not able to evaluate independently as non-savvy consumers.
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In an attempt to augment consumers’ knowledge about the specialty product,

the speciality store provides in-store detailing and demonstration. Let ρ denote the

incremental knowledge imparted to consumers at the speciality store. Thus, customer

service improves the knowledge of consumers visiting the specialty store from k to

min{1, k�ρ}, and helps consumers with knowledge k�ρ ¥ β to evaluate the product

and make a purchase decision at the specialty store. This implies that consumers

with knowledge level in the interval rβ, 1s can evaluate the specialty product at the

big-box store which does not offer any customer service, whereas consumers with

k P rβ � ρ, βq is able to evaluate the specialty product with the help provided at

the specialty store. Consumers with k P r0, β � ρq are not able to evaluate the

product even with the customer service available at the specialty store. One special

scenario is that all consumers are able to evaluate the produce when the specialty

store provides customer service. This scenario is a special case of my model with

ρ � β. It is useful to note that consumers who do not have sufficient knowledge to

evaluate the specialty product could consider buying the specialty without evaluating

it if the price is lower than the expected utility value (i.e. v̄b
2

or v̄s
2

). But doing so

would expose these consumers to post-purchase regret when the actual utility of the

product is lower than the paid price for the specialty product. Such regret is likely

to be especially high for infrequently purchased products and high value products.

Recognizing this, consumers do not buy the specialty product without evaluating its

match value.5

We assume that consumers know their own knowledge level k, the required knowl-

edge level β, customer service level provided at the specialty store ρ and distances

to each store. Finally, we assume that consumers have free recall, implying that

consumers can buy a product from a previously visited store without incurring any

5 In the extension, I relax this assumption so that consumers can purchase without evaluation and
make purchase decision based upon the expected utility.
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additional cost. For example, consumers could place the order online given that they

know the utility.

2.3.3 Sequence of Events

We consider a game with two stages and use subgame perfect Nash equilibrium

(SPNE) as our notion of equilibrium. In stage 1, given location and customer service

level ρ, the two stores simultaneously choose prices. The big-box store sets prices for

the staple product (pst) and the specialty product (pb) while the specialty store only

sets price for the specialty product (ps). In stage 2, consumers make decisions on store

visit and product purchase. When consumers decide the order of store visit, they

know their knowledge level (k), the required knowledge level to evaluate the specialty

product (β), the level of customer service (ρ), distances to each store and product

assortment at both stores, but they do not know the exact price or the utility of

the products; hence they make the store visit decisions based on the expected prices

and the distributions of utility. After visiting the first store, consumers discover the

price and utility of the product(s) in that store. Given the net surplus obtained in

the first store, consumers then assess whether it is worthwhile to visit the second

store. If a consumer visits the second store, she discovers the price and utility of the

product(s) in that store. Then, she compares the net surplus of the products at the

two stores and makes the purchase decision.

2.4 Analysis

In order to ensure subgame perfectness, we start our analysis with Stage 2 in which

consumers make store visit and purchase decisions. We then analyze Stage 1 decisions

by the firms.
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2.4.1 Consumers’ Store Visit Decisions

A consumer’s decision on whether to visit a store and which store to visit first depends

on her expectations about prices at both stores and the utility distribution of the

product(s) being sold by both stores. Lemma 1 below significantly simplifies this

analysis.

Lemma 2.1. In equilibrium, savvy consumers will visit the big-box store first. Non-

savvy consumers are indifferent between visiting the big-box store first and visiting

the specialty store first.

Proof. Please see the appendix.

Lemma 1 captures the one-stop shopping advantage offered by the big-box store.

When sb ¤ 1
8

and ss ¤ 1
8
, the expected net surplus from buying the staple product

exceeds the search cost, implying consumers are always motivated to visit the big-

box store. Since all consumers want to purchase the staple product, it is optimal for

savvy consumers to visit the big-box store first. They could potentially buy both

the staple product and the specialty product at the big-box store, and save on the

cost of visiting the second store. If savvy consumers were to visit the specialty store

first, they still need to visit the big-box store to purchase the staple product. Due

to free recall, savvy consumers will not buy the specialty product at the specialty

store immediately. They will visit both stores and choose the specialty product that

gives a higher net surplus. The benefit of visiting the specialty store first (choosing

the specialty product with a higher net surplus from two stores) is smaller compared

to the additional search cost ss. For nonsavvy consumers, however, the search order

does not matter because they purchase the staple product from the big-box store

and the specialty product from the speciality store. As savvy consumers visit the

big-box store first, it functions as a prominent store (Armstrong et al. 2009).
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2.4.2 Consumers’ Purchase Decision

In this subsection, we first describe consumers’ purchase decisions given their store

visit order and then derive the demand of specialty products at the two stores.

When a savvy consumer visits the big-box store, she discovers the price and the

utility of both the staple product and the specialty product. She needs to make

two decisions: (1) whether or not to purchase the staple product; and (2) whether

to buy the specialty product in the big-box store or continue to search for it in the

specialty store. Note that savvy consumers will buy the staple product as long as it

provides a positive net surplus (i.e. vst ¥ pst). Furthermore, if the realized utility of

the specialty product is high enough at the big-box store, savvy consumers will stop

searching further and buy the specialty product at the big-box store. Otherwise,

savvy consumers will visit the specialty store and discover the price and the utility

of the specialty product at the specialty store. They compare specialty products at

the two stores and purchase the one with a higher net surplus. When a nonsavvy

consumer visits the big-box store, she discovers the price and the utility of the staple

product and she will buy it if the net surplus vst � pst is positive. But she does not

have sufficient knowledge to evaluate the specialty product without aid, so she will

not purchase the specialty product at the big-box store.

To derive the demand of the specialty product at the big-box store, we first

define the threshold net surplus that makes a savvy consumer stop searching and

buy the specialty product at the big-box store. Suppose in equilibrium the big-box

store charges pb and the specialty store charges ps. Further, let ∆ � ps � pb be

the price difference (if any) between the two stores. Assume that when a consumer

visits the big-box store first, she has a rational expectation about the price of the

specialty product in the specialty store. If the consumer discovers that the utility of

the specialty product at the big-box store is vb and the price is p, the indirect utility
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of buying the product is given by:

vb � p. (2.1)

But if she were to then visit the specialty store, her expected utility is given by:

�ss � vb � p� ps
v̄s

pvb � pq �
» v̄s

vb�p�ps
pvs � psqdvs

v̄s
. (2.2)

The first term is the cost of visiting the specialty store. The expression vb�p�ps
v̄s

in the

second term gives the probability that the specialty product at the big-box store has

a higher net surplus (i.e. vb�p ¡ vs�ps), and vb�p is the net surplus if the consumer

purchases from the big-box store. The third term gives the expected surplus when

the specialty product at the specialty store provides a higher net surplus and the

consumer purchases from the specialty store. A savvy consumer stops searching any

further and buys the specialty product at the big-box store only if (2.1) is greater

than (2.2), which is equivalent to

» v̄s

vb�p�ps
vs � pvb � p� psqdvs

v̄s
  ss. (2.3)

This inequality holds when vb � p� ps ¡ a, where a is given by:

» v̄s

a

pvs � aqdvs
v̄s
� ss (2.4)

a � v̄s �
?

2v̄sss. (2.5)

Thus, a savvy consumer stops searching if vb�p is greater than the threshold a�ps.
Such fresh consumers account for the first source of demand at the big-box store. If

the net surplus is below the threshold, the savvy consumer visits the specialty store

and then purchases the specialty product from the big-box store only if it yields

a higher positive net surplus. Such returning consumers are the second source of
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demand for the big-box store. Note that if the specialty products at both stores fail

to offer a positive net surplus, the consumer will not buy a specialty product at all.

More specifically, when the big-box store charges p and the specialty store charges

ps, the demand for the specialty product at the big-box store is given by:

qbppq � p1� βqr v̄b � a� ps � p

v̄b
�
» a�ps�p

p

vb � p� ps
v̄s

d
vb
v̄b
s

� p1� βqr v̄b � a� ps � p

v̄b
� 1

v̄bv̄s

» a

ps

vdvs. (2.6)

where p1� βq is the mass of savvy consumers. The first term inside the parenthesis

captures the fresh demand, and the second term gives the returning demand.

Next, we derive the demand of the specialty product at the specialty store. Con-

sumers expect the price at the specialty store to be the equilibrium price ps. When

the big-box store charges the equilibrium price pb for its specialty product, a savvy

consumer visits the specialty store only when the net surplus gained at the big-box

store vb � pb is smaller than the threshold a � ps. If the specialty store charges p

instead of ps, the savvy consumer visiting the specialty store purchases the specialty

product at the specialty store if vs � p ¡ vb � pb. The nonsavvy consumers, on the

other hand, rely on the customer service provided at the speciality store to evaluate

the specialty product and hence they purchase the specialty product from the spe-

cialty store as long as it offers a positive net surplus. The corresponding specialty

store’s demand when it charges p and the big-box store charges pb is:

qsppq � p1� βqra�∆

v̄b

v̄s � a� ps � p

v̄s
�
» a�ps�p

p

vs � p� pb
v̄b

d
vs
v̄s
s � ρ

v̄s � p

v̄s

� 1� β

v̄bv̄s
rpa�∆qpv̄s � a� ps � pq �

» a

ps

pv �∆qdvs � ρ
v̄s � p

v̄s
(2.7)

The terms inside the parenthesis give savvy consumers’ demand for the specialty
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product at the specialty store. The last term is the demand from nonsavvy con-

sumers.

2.4.3 Equilibrium Conditions

The big-box store’s total profits when it charges pst for the staple product and p for

the specialty product and the specialty store charges ps for the specialty product are

πtotalb ppst, pq � pstr1� F ppstqs � πbppq

� pstr1� F ppstqs � pqbppq, (2.8)

where the first term gives the profits of the staple product and the second term gives

the profits of the specialty product. It is useful to note that the purchase decisions of

the staple and specialty products are independent. Recall that savvy consumers visit

the big-box store first. Whether a savvy consumer purchases the staple product or

not does not affect her decision regarding the specialty product (whether to purchase

the specialty product at the big-box store or visit the specialty store) as the utility

of two products are independent. Nonsavvy consumers only consider purchasing the

staple product at the big-box store. Thus, the demand and profits of the staple

product and the specialty product are independent. We can separately maximize

the profits of these two products. The optimal price of the staple product is solved

in the proof of Lemma 1 in the Appendix. Here we focus on the optimal price of the

specialty product.

Given customer service ρ, the specialty store’s profits when it charges p and the

big-box store charges pb for its specialty product are:

πsppq � pqsppq � Cpρq, (2.9)

where Cpρq is the cost of providing customer service ρ.

In equilibrium, no store would want to deviate from equilibrium prices pb and ps.

Taking the derivative of the profit functions, we have the following two first-order
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conditions for pb and ps:

1�β
v̄b
rv̄b � a� ps � 2pb � 1

v̄s

³a
ps
vdvs � 0 (2.10)

1�β
v̄bv̄s

rpa�∆qpv̄s � a� psq �
³a
ps
pv �∆qdvs � ρ v̄s�2ps

v̄s
� 0. (2.11)

In the Appendix, we show that these two first-order conditions have a unique solution

which satisfies ppb, psq P rmaxp0, v̄b � aq, v̄b
2
s � rv̄s � a, v̄s

2
s.

The resulting equilibrium demand and profits of the big-box retailer are as follows:

qb � 1� β

v̄b
pb (2.12)

πb � 1� β

v̄b
pb

2, (2.13)

whereas the specialty store’s demand and profits are:

qs � p1� βqpa�∆q
v̄bv̄s

ps � ρ

v̄s
ps (2.14)

πs � p1� βqpa�∆q
v̄bv̄s

ps
2 � ρ

v̄s
ps

2 � Cpρq. (2.15)

Big-box stores typically enjoy economies of scale and better bargaining power

with manufacturers. As a consequence of these cost advantages, big-box stores can

afford to sell goods at a lower price compared to other stores. In the absence of such

cost advantages, is there any incentive for the big-box store to sell its product at a

lower price compared to other stores? Some might argue that the speciality store’s

specialty product might have a superior value distribution compared to that of a

big-box store, and this might prompt the speciality store to charge a higher price.

On examining this issue in the context of our model where v̄s � v̄b, we have the

following result.
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2.5 Results

2.5.1 Price

Proposition 2.1. Even in the absence of any cost or quality difference, the big-box

store sells the specialty product at a lower price than the specialty store.

This finding is driven by the one-stop shopping convenience of the big-box store

rather than cost asymmetry or difference in utility distributions. To see this, note

that the surplus that savvy consumers get from buying the specialty product at the

big-box store depends both on the exact utility and the price charged by the big-

box store. Furthermore, savvy consumers visit the speciality store only if vb � pb

is less than the threshold a � ps. So the savvy consumers who visit the speciality

store have already discovered that the big-box store’s specialty product has a low

net surplus. For some of these consumers, the big-box store’s specialty product

even offers a negative surplus, and such consumers will purchase at the speciality

store as long as they could get a positive surplus. Recall that nonsavvy consumers

crucially depend on the customer service provided at the speciality store to evaluate

the product and make a purchase decision, and hence they will buy at the specialty

store provided the surplus is positive. Together, these two groups of consumers

motivate the speciality store to charge a higher price compared to the big-box store.

This proposition suggests that ps � pb ¡ 0. The difference in prices, however, varies

with distance. We establish this claim in the Appendix.

2.5.2 Location

Next we turn our attention to the profits of the specialty store. On examining how

distance influences prices and, in turn, profits, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2. The profits of the specialty store increase in distance when ss   s�s

but decrease with distance when ss ¡ s�s . Furthermore, the threshold s�s decreases with
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the level of consumer knowledge required to evaluate the product.

Note that as distance increases, the price at the specialty store increases because

of reduced price competition. However, the traffic to the specialty store declines

because the cost of visiting the specialty store increases. When the distance between

the specialty store and the big-box store is small, the two stores compete head to head

on price and earn low profits. Now if the distance between the stores increases a little,

the specialty store can raise its price a little without losing too many consumers.

Thus, when ss   s�s an increase in distance improves the specialty store’s profits.

Next when ss ¡ s�s the speciality store’s price continues to increase with distance,

but the negative effect on demand gains strength and decreases the profits of the

specialty store. An important implication of this finding is that locating the specialty

store too close or too far from the big-box retailer could hurt the specialty store’s

profits.

Next, when we examine how the threshold s�s changes with the required level of

knowledge to evaluate the specialty product, we note that:

ds�s
dβ

� �
pa� 4psqdpsdβ

rpa� 4psqdpsda � ps � v̄ss dadss
  0. (2.16)

Thus, the threshold decreases with β. This is because when β increases, the propor-

tion of savvy consumers in the market decreases, and this reduces the competition

between the two stores for these savvy consumers and both stores charge higher

prices. Thus, when β is high the specialty store could afford to be located closer to

the big-box store. Moreover, when β is sufficiently large and the cost of providing

customer service is low, the specialty store could even earn more profits than the

big-box store. This is because when β is large and the service level is high, the spe-

ciality store could sell its specialty product to a large body of nonsavvy consumers

and earn more profits than the big-box store. We prove this claim in the Appendix.
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2.5.3 Customer Service

Thus far, we have assumed that the level of customer service provided at the spe-

cialty store is exogenous to the model. Now we let the level of customer service be

endogenous to the model. Specifically, the specialty store chooses level of customer

service first, and then both stores simultaneously set the prices. Based on the ser-

vice level and the expected prices, consumers make store visit decisions. One might

expect the specialty store’s service to hurt the profits of the big-box store. However,

we have the following result.

Proposition 2.3. The profits of the big-box store increase when the specialty store

provides customer service.

Recall that customer service improves the knowledge of nonsavvy consumers, and

these consumers do not buy the specialty product at the big-box store. Yet, according

to Proposition 3, the big-box store benefits from the service offered at the speciality

store to these consumers. We obtain this result because when the specialty store

provides customer service, more nonsavvy consumers gain the knowledge to evaluate

the specialty product at the specialty store and consider buying it, which helps

the specialty store to charge a higher price. As a result of the higher price at the

specialty store, more savvy consumers want to buy the specialty product at the the

big-box store, and this encourages the big-box store to charge a higher price. Thus,

customer service at the speciality store can have an indirect positive effect on the

big-box store’s profits. On further exploring the optimal level of customer service

that the specialty store will offer, we have the following result.

Proposition 2.4. The optimal level of customer service decreases in distance when

distance is sufficiently small and increases when distance is sufficiently large. Fur-

thermore, the optimal level of customer service could decrease in the level of knowl-

edge required to evaluate the product.
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To understand the rationale for this pattern of results, note that by providing

customer service the specialty store sells to nonsavvy consumers and softens the

price competition for savvy consumers. In the absence of customer service, if the

two stores are quite close, they would intensely compete on price. Consequently, at

both stores, the prices of the specialty product are low and the profits from selling to

a new nonsavvy customer are also low. Softening competition is the main incentive

to provide customer service when distance is small. As the distance increases, the

specialty store strategically reduces the level of service (or equivalently increases the

level of service as distance decreases). Next, when the distance between the stores is

sufficiently high, the specialty store will consider raising the service level as distance

increases for a very different reason. When the distance is large, the competition

between the stores is weak, and hence the desire to soften competition no longer

determines the service level at the specialty store. It is the desire to attract more

nonsavvy consumers that impels the specialty store to raise its service level and this

desire becomes stronger as distance increases.

It is useful to note that the marginal benefit of providing customer service depends

on the level of knowledge required to evaluate the product. When the required

knowledge is high, only a small proportion of consumers are savvy. One would

expect that the speciality store is motivated to invest in customer service. However,

we find that the optimal level of customer service could decrease in the required

knowledge level when distance is small. As discussed before, when distance is small,

softening competition is the main incentive to provide customer service. When the

required level of knowledge increases, there are fewer savvy consumers and thus

less competition between the two stores. So the specialty store would offer a lower

level of customer service. In the preceding analysis, we assumed that firms do not

advertise their products. Next we consider the implications of firms engaging in price

advertising.
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2.5.4 Advertising

In the absence of price advertising, consumers form expectations about the prices

and make their store visit decisions based on the expected prices (rather than the

actual price). In this context, even if the specialty store were to sell its product at a

price lower than the expected price, it will have no bearing on the store traffic. To

handle this problem, the specialty store could potentially advertise its price. Now

we extend the model to examine the strategic implications of the speciality store

engaging in price advertising. It is useful to note that there is no incentive for the

big-box store to spend money on advertising the price of its products because all

savvy consumers visit its store first even in the absence of advertising. We assume

that two stores choose prices simultaneously and the specialty store advertises its

chosen price. Consumers observe the price of the specialty store before visiting the

store. Even when the specialty store engages in price advertising, Lemma 1 still

holds. So savvy consumers still visit the big-box store first.

Now suppose in equilibrium the big-box store charges pb and the specialty store

advertises price ps. Further, assume that the specialty store will sell its product at

the advertised price, and not surprise consumers by charging a price different from

the price stated in its advertisement. The demand for the big-box store comes from

two sources. When the big-box store charges a price p and the specialty store charges

ps, a fraction of the savvy consumers buy at the big-box store on realizing that vb�p
greater than a � ps. These fresh consumers do not even visit the speciality store.

Another fraction of the savvy consumers visit the speciality store but return to the

big-box store because vb� p is more than vs� ps. Hence, the big-box store’s demand
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is given by:

qbppq � p1� βqr v̄b � a� ps � p

v̄b
�
» a�ps�p

p

vb � p� ps
v̄s

d
vb
v̄b
s

� p1� βqr v̄b � a� ps � p

v̄b
� 1

v̄bv̄s

» a

ps

vdvs. (2.17)

The first term inside the parenthesis gives the fresh demand, whereas the second

term gives the returning demand.

Turning attention to the speciality store, note that when the specialty store

charges p and the big-box store charges pb, savvy consumers who find upon vis-

iting the specialty store that vs � p ¡ vb � pb will buy the specialty product at the

specialty store. Additionally, nonsavvy consumers who rely on the service to help

assess the specialty product will buy the specialty store’s specialty product provided

it offers a positive surplus. Hence, the specialty store’s demand is:

qsppq � p1� βqra� p� pb
v̄b

v̄s � a

v̄s
�
» a

p

vs � p� pb
v̄b

d
vs
v̄s
s � ρ

v̄s � p

v̄s

� 1� β

v̄bv̄s
rpa� p� pbqpv̄s � aq �

» a

p

v � p� pbdvs � ρ
v̄s � p

v̄s
(2.18)

In the above expression, the terms within the parenthesis give the demand from

savvy consumers for the specialty product at the specialty store. It is useful to note

that the store traffic from savvy consumers, a� p� pb, depends on the actual price

of the specialty store rather than the expected price. This is because consumers use

the advertised price to make store visit decisions. The last term is the demand from

nonsavvy consumers.

The big-box store’s profits of the specialty product when it charges p is

πbppq � pqbppq. (2.19)
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The profits of the specialty store that offers service at level ρ and charges p are given

by:

πsppq � pqsppq � Cpρq, (2.20)

where Cpρq is the cost of providing customer service ρ. On setting the two first-order

conditions equal to zero at equilibrium prices pb and ps, we have:

1�β
v̄b
rv̄b � a� ps � 2pb � 1

v̄s

³a
ps
vdvs � 0 (2.21)

1�β
v̄bv̄s

rpa� ps � pbqpv̄s � a� psq �
³a
ps
pv � ps � pbqdv � pspv̄s � aqs � ρ v̄s�2ps

v̄s
� 0.(2.22)

On comparing equations (2.10) and (2.21), we note that the first-order condition

(FOC) pertaining to the big-box store does not change in the presence of advertis-

ing. Then, on comparing equations (2.11) and (2.22), we note that the first-order

condition pertaining to the specialty store has an extra term �pspv̄s�aq
v̄bv̄s

when the spe-

cialty store advertises. This additional term captures the effect of advertising on the

specialty store’s profits. To see this, note that if the specialty store increases the

advertised price ps by ε, then the probability that a consumer visits the specialty

store would decrease by ε
v̄b

. Moreover, with probability v̄s�a
v̄s

, this consumer would

have bought the specialty product from the specialty store had she visited the store.

Taken together, the negative effect of price increase on profit is �pspv̄s�aq
v̄bv̄s

.

In the Appendix, we show that the two FOC’s have a unique solution which

satisfies ppb, psq P r0, v̄b2 s� r0, v̄s2 s. Then the resulting equilibrium demand and profits

of the big-box retailer are given by:

qb � 1�β
v̄b
pb (2.23)

πb � 1�β
v̄b
pb

2, (2.24)
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whereas the specialty store’s demand and profits are:

qs � p1�βqpv̄s�ps�pbq
v̄bv̄s

ps � ρ
v̄s
ps (2.25)

πs � p1�βqpv̄s�ps�pbq
v̄bv̄s

ps
2 � ρ

v̄s
ps

2 � Cpρq. (2.26)

On comparing the equilibrium prices of the specialty product at the specialty

store and the big-box store, we have the following result.

Proposition 2.5. When the specialty store advertises its price, it may charge a lower

price than the big-box store. Furthermore, the specialty store advertises its price only

when the distance between the stores is sufficiently large.

The first part of the above proposition runs counter to the findings reported in

Proposition 1. In particular, the rank order of prices can be reversed. Note that

consumers can learn about the actual price of the specialty product at the specialty

store from its advertisement and use the information to make store visit decisions.

Hence, the speciality store can increase the traffic to its store by lowering its price.

Recognizing this behavior on the part of the specialty store, the big-box store is

also motivated to reduce its price. Thus the prices at both stores are lower when

the specialty store can advertise its price. Now to appreciate why the rank order

of the prices are reversed in the presence advertising, notice that the big-box store

offers an important benefit to consumers by being a one-stop shop for both the staple

product and the specialty product, implying that consumers could potentially buy

both the products there without incurring the additional cost of visiting the specialty

store. Recognizing its competitive disadvantage, the specialty store chooses to offer

a large enough price cut compared to the big-box store so that consumers find it

attractive to visit the speciality store. When the specialty store advertises, the price

of the big-box store increases in distance because fewer consumers visit the specialty

store and there is less competition between the two stores as distance increases,
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which is consistent with the no advertisement case. However, the advertised price of

the specialty store decreases as the distance increases. This is because as distances

increases savvy consumers are more reluctant to visit the specialty store. Lower price

is needed to persuade savvy consumers to pay a visit. This finding is opposite to the

no advertisement case where the price of the specialty store increases in distance.

To understand the intuition for the second part of the proposition, note that when

the stores are close, the incremental cost of visiting the specialty store is low and

many consumers visit the store even in the absence of advertising. In this case, if the

speciality store chooses to engage in price advertising, it intensifies price competition

and substantially lowers the speciality store’s price without an offsetting increase in

sales volume. Consequently, price advertising hurts the specialty store’s profits when

the stores are sufficiently close. But if the store are farther apart, the speciality store

gains more store traffic by advertising its price, and the improvement in sales volume

more than compensates for the reduced price. Consequently, it is profitable for the

specialty store to use price advertising only when the stores are sufficiently distant

from one another. Wernerfelt (1994) finds that profits are higher without advertising

for low values of inspection cost but for a very different reason. He assumes that the

distance between two stores is zero and by incurring the inspection cost consumers

find out the values of both products. Price could be lower when there is no advertising

and sellers happen to have low production cost because two sellers compete on price

until the lowest valued product is offered at the marginal cost. However, the profits

could be higher because more buyers inspect in the hope of finding low production

cost sellers. We find the opposite effects on price and demand. When there is no

advertisement, fewer consumers visit the specialty store, but prices are higher. The

higher price makes no advertising more profitable when the distance is small.
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2.6 Extensions

2.6.1 Purchase without Evaluation

In the main model, we assume that a consumer would not purchase a specialty

product without evaluating its match value as she do not want experience post-

purchase regret. To make the model more general, we relax this assumption and

allow purchase without evaluation in this section and investigate how our main results

would change.

Relaxing this assumption does not lead to change in the behavior of savvy con-

sumers. Savvy consumers are able to evaluate the specialty product independently.

In both stores, they evaluate the specialty product before purchasing it as in the

main model. However, relaxing this assumption could change the purchase decision

of nonsavvy consumers. In the main model, nonsavvy consumers only purchase the

specialty product at the specialty store after evaluating the product with some help.

But now nonsavvy consumers may purchase the specialty product at the big-box

store based upon the expected utility even without knowing the exact match value.

Savvy consumers still prefer to visit the big-box store first, as they can potentially

save the cost of visiting the specialty store. Nonsavvy consumers would be indifferent

between visiting the big-box store first and visiting the specialty store first if the

expected net surplus provided at the big-box store is not high enough to stop them

from searching. In this case, nonsavvy consumers always visit both stores. If the

expected net surplus at the big-box store is high, consumers may choose to purchase

there and stop searching. In this case, it is better off for consumers to visit the

big-box store first.

We focus on the case where consumers visit the big-box store first and nonsavvy

consumers always visit both stores as the expected net surplus at the big-box store

is not low first. After solving the equilibrium, we check whether this store visit order
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is optimal and whether the condition for nonsavvy consumers visiting the specialty

store is satisfied.

First, we derive the demand of the specialty product at the big-box store. Suppose

the big-box store charges p and the specialty store charges ps. Savvy consumers

purchase from the big-box store immediately, if the net surplus vb � p is above the

threshold a � ps. If a savvy consumer visits the specialty store, she purchases the

specialty product from the big-box store only if it yields a higher positive net surplus.

Nonsavvy consumers do not purchase at the big-box store immediately as long as

v̄b
2
� p is below the threshold a� ps, where v̄b

2
is the expected utility of the specialty

product at the big-box store. Nonsavvy consumers would return to purchase at the

big-box store if they find v̄b
2
� p ¡ vs � ps. So the demand for the specialty product

at the big-box store is given by6:

qbppq � p1� βqr v̄b � a� ps � p

v̄b
�
» a�ps�p

p

vb � p� ps
v̄s

d
vb
v̄b
s � β

v̄b
2
� p� ps

v̄s

� p1� βqr v̄b � a� ps � p

v̄b
� 1

v̄bv̄s

» a

ps

vdvs � β
v̄b
2
� p� ps

v̄s
. (2.27)

where β is the mass of nonsavvy consumers and the last term captures the demand

from nonsavvy consumers.

Next, we derive the demand of the specialty product at the specialty store. Con-

sumers expect the price at the specialty store to be the equilibrium price ps. When

the big-box store charges the equilibrium price pb for its specialty product, a savvy

consumer visits the specialty store only when the net surplus gained at the big-box

store vb � pb is smaller than the threshold a � ps. If the specialty store charges p

instead of ps, the savvy consumer visiting the specialty store purchases the specialty

product there if vs � p ¡ vb � pb. The nonsavvy consumers, on the other hand,

6 To simplify the math, we focus on the case when the specialty store provides customer service at
level β so that all nonsavvy consumers are able to evaluate the specialty product at the specialty
store with the help provided there.
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purchase the specialty product from the specialty store as long as it offers a higher

net surplus than v̄b
2
�pb. The corresponding specialty store’s demand when it charges

p and the big-box store charges pb is:

qsppq � p1� βqra�∆

v̄b

v̄s � a� ps � p

v̄s
�
» a�ps�p

p

vs � p� pb
v̄b

d
vs
v̄s
s � β

v̄s � v̄b
2
� pb � p

v̄s

� 1� β

v̄bv̄s
rpa�∆qpv̄s � a� ps � pq �

» a

ps

pv �∆qdvs � β
v̄s � v̄b

2
� pb � p

v̄s
(2.28)

The terms inside the parenthesis give savvy consumers’ demand for the specialty

product at the specialty store. The last term is the demand from nonsavvy con-

sumers.

The big-box store’s profits of the specialty product when it charges p is

πbppq � pqbppq. (2.29)

The profits of the specialty store that offers service at level β and charges p are given

by:

πsppq � pqsppq � Cpβq, (2.30)

where Cpβq is the cost of providing customer service β. Setting the two first-order

conditions equal to zero at equilibrium prices pb and ps, we have:

1�β
v̄b
rv̄b � a� ps � 2pb � 1

v̄s

³a
ps
vdvs � β

v̄b
2
�2pb�ps
v̄s

� 0 (2.31)

1�β
v̄bv̄s

rpa�∆qpv̄s � a� psq �
³a
ps
pv �∆qdv � pspv̄s � aqs � β

v̄s� v̄b
2
�pb�2ps
v̄s

� 0.(2.32)

We show these two first-order conditions give a unique equilibrium. In equilibrium we

find that v̄b
2
� pb ¡ a� ps which justifies that nonsavvy consumers visit the specialty

store after they visit the big-box store. This also confirms that nonsavvy consumers

are indifferent between visiting the big-box store first and visiting the specialty store
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first. In both cases, a nonsavvy consumer would incur the cost of visiting both

stores and purchase the specialty product with higher (expected) net surplus. When

nonsavvy consumers are indifferent with two store visit strategies, would their store

visit order affect the strategy of stores? If nonsavvy consumers visit the specialty

store first, they will always visit the big-box store for the staple product. Nonsavvy

consumers purchase the specialty product at the specialty store if vs�ps ¡ v̄b
2
�pb and

purchase at the big-box store otherwise. So the demand from nonsavvy consumers

at both stores do not change and the equilibrium presented above holds. On the

other hand, if nonsavvy consumers visit the big-box store first, would the big-box

store have an incentive to charge a price lower than the equilibrium price to stop

consumers from searching? We are able to show this would not happen when the

distance between two stores is not large, so the equilibrium presented above would

hold.

Given the two first order conditions, we compare the prices of the two stores.

We find that the results in the main model hold after relaxing the assumption of

purchasing after evaluation only.

Result 2.1. When nonsavvy consumers can purchase the specialty product without

evaluating the exact match value, the big-box store sells the specialty product at a

lower price than the specialty store. However, price advertising can reverse the price

order.

The intuition of the first part of this result is similar to Proposition 2.1, which

is due to the one-stop shopping convenience of the big-box store. Price advertising

flips the price order as the specialty store is motivated to attract more consumers by

advertising a low price.
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2.6.2 Overlapping Product Lines

In the main model, we assume that specialty products at two stores are completely

different and provide independent utilities. But in practice, we often see two stores

carry exactly same products, or have some product overlapping. In this section,

we allow the big-box store and the specialty store to carry the same product with

probability r. We will study how product overlapping impacts consumers search

behavior and in turn stores’ strategy.

The possibility that the big-box store and the specialty store have the same spe-

cialty product does not change consumers’ optimal store visit order. All consumers

still weakly prefer to visit the big-box store first. Given the store visit order, we first

examine the threshold of net surplus for visiting the specialty store. To simplify the

math and highlight the intuition, in this extension we assume utility of both specialty

products follow a uniform distribution on r0, 1s. Suppose in equilibrium the big-box

store charges pb and the specialty store charges ps. Further, let ∆ � ps � pb be the

price difference (if any) between the two stores. If the consumer discovers that the

utility of the specialty product at the big-box store is vb and the price is pb, the

indirect utility of buying the product is given by:

vb � pb. (2.33)

But if she were to then visit the specialty store, her expected utility is given by

�ss � rpvb � pbq � p1� rqrpvb � pb � psqpvb � pbq �
» 1

vb�pb�ps
pvs � psqdvss (2.34)

if pb   ps. The first term is the cost of visiting the specialty store. If two stores have

the same product, the consumer would buy from the big-box store as it has lower
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price, which is represented by the second term7. The third term gives the expected

utility when two stores have different specialty products. So a savvy consumer stops

searching any further and buys the specialty product at the big-box store only if

(2.33) is greater than (2.34), which is equivalent to

» 1

vb�pb�ps
vs � pvb � pb � psqdvs   ss

1� r
. (2.36)

This inequality holds when vb � pb � ps ¡ a, where a is given by:

» 1

a

pvs � aqdvs � ss
1� r

(2.37)

a � 1�
c

2ss
1� r

. (2.38)

Comparing (2.36) to (2.3), we find that increasing the probability of carrying the

same products has the same effect as increasing the distance between two stores. A

savvy consumer stops searching if vb � pb is greater than the threshold a � ps. As

a decreases in r, more consumers would stop searching and purchase at the big-box

store immediately when r increases. This leads to the following result.

Result 2.2. Overlapping products at the big-box store and the specialty store could

demotivate consumer search.

One might think it is always better off for the specialty store to carry completely

different products from the big-box store. But combining this result with Proposition

2 gives a counterintuitive outcome.

7 If pb ¡ ps in equilibrium, the expected utility of visiting the specialty store will be given by

�ss � rpvb � psq � p1� rqrpvb � pb � psqpvb � pbq �

» 1

vb�pb�ps

pvs � psqdvss (2.35)

instead of (2.34). The second term shows if two stores have the same product, the consumer would
buy from the specialty store as it has lower price. However, we are able to show that pb ¡ ps cannot
hold in equilibrium.
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Proposition 2.6. The specialty store could be better off by increasing product over-

lapping when the distance between two stores is small.

Proposition 2 finds that the profits of the specialty store increase in distance

when ss   s�s but decrease with distance when ss ¡ s�s . As increasing the probability

of same products is equivalent to increasing distance, the specialty store could be

better off by doing so when the distance between two stores is small.

2.7 Conclusion

2.7.1 Result Summary

Big-box stores offer a wide range of products and make it possible for consumers to

purchase several things they need in one store. The convenience of one-stop shopping

attracts many consumers to visit the big-box store. In contrast, specialty stores often

focus on a specific product category and carry a deeper assortment of products, and

furthermore provide better customer service to assist consumers in evaluating its

products. The goal of this paper is to understand how store visit costs and consumer

knowledge affect the strategic behavior of consumers and thus the pricing, customer

service and advertising decisions of competing retailers. Our analysis offers several

insights on how specialty stores can compete with big-box retailers.

• In the absence of any cost advantage or difference in utility distribution, is

there any incentive for the big-box store to sell the specialty product at a lower

price than the specialty store? Our analysis shows that the big-box store sells

the specialty product at a lower price than the specialty store even if there is

no cost difference or utility distribution difference. Customers visit the big-box

store first because it offers the potential benefit of being a one-stop shop. A

consumer who has sufficient knowledge to evaluate the product without any

aid from the store will visit the speciality store only if she does not find a
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product with a good match utility at the big-box store. On the other hand,

less knowledgeable consumers visit the specialty store so that they could use the

customer service provided by the speciality store to make an informed purchase

decision. Thus, for consumers visiting the speciality store, the specialty store

faces weaker competition from the big-box store. This allows the speciality

store to charge a higher price even when the underlying utility distributions of

the products in the two stores are same and the costs are also the same.

• Should the specialty store locate close to or far away from the big-box store?

Locating the specialty store too close or too far from the big-box retailer could

hurt the specialty store’s profits. Our analysis shows that the profits of the

specialty store increase in distance when the distance between the two stores is

below some threshold, but decrease otherwise. Note that as distance increases,

the price at the specialty store increases because of reduced price competition.

However, the traffic to the specialty store declines because the cost of visiting

the specialty store increases. When the distance between the two stores is small,

profits can actually increase as distance increases because the specialty store

can charge a higher price without losing too much store traffic. On the other

hand, if the distance is above a certain threshold, the price still increases with

distance but the increase does not compensate for the decline in the number of

consumers visiting the specialty store. Thus, the profits of the specialty store

decrease in distance. Furthermore, the threshold of distance at which we see

the qualitative change decreases with the level of consumer knowledge required

to evaluate the product.

• What is the optimal level of customer service at the speciality store? The opti-

mal level of customer service at the specialty store decreases in distance when

the distance between the two stores is small and increases when the distance is
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large. By increasing customer service, the specialty store sells to more nonsavvy

consumers and softens the price competition for savvy consumers. When the

two stores are close, the main purpose of providing customer service is to soften

the competition between the stores. In this case, as distance increases, the need

to soften competition decreases and therefore the specialty store provides less

customer service. Next, when the two stores are farther apart, the specialty

store increases its service level so that it could sell more units of the specialty

product to its base of captive consumers at a high price; this motivation grows

in strength as distance increases.

One would expect the specialty store to provide more customer service if the

required level of knowledge to evaluate the specialty product increases. How-

ever, we find that the optimal level of customer service can decrease in the

knowledge required to assess the product when the specialty store is near the

big-box store. Note that when the distance between the two stores is small, the

primary reason for the specialty store to provide customer service is to reduce

price competition. As the critical knowledge required to make an informed

decision increases, there is less competition between the two stores and the

specialty store might then choose to offer a lower level of customer service.

• Can the speciality store’s customer service hurt the big-box store’s profits? Our

analysis shows that the big-box store’s profits can increase with the level of

service provided at the specialty store. This is because customer service helps

both stores to charge higher prices and earn more profits. It is useful to note

that though the customers benefitting from the specialty store’s customer ser-

vice do not purchase the specialty product at the big-box store, the specialty

store’s customer service has an indirect positive effect on the big-box store’s

profits.
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• When and why would the specialty store use price advertising? Recall that the

big-box store sells the specialty product at a lower price than the competing

specialty store in the absence of advertising. In the presence of price advertising

by the speciality store, the rank order of prices can be reversed. This is because

price advertising helps consumers to make the store visit decision based on the

actual price rather than the expected price. By advertising a low price, the

specialty store can attract more consumers to its store. However, it is not

always profitable for the specialty store to advertise its price. To understand

why, note that although price advertising increases the traffic to the specialty

store, it can also intensify the price competition. When the distance between

the two stores is small, the negative effect of price competition is so strong that

the specialty store earns lower profits if it engages in price advertising.

To extend our model to more general settings, we relax the assumption that

consumers only purchase the specialty product after evaluating its match value. We

allow consumers to purchase the specialty product at the big-box store based upon

it expected utility, without knowing its exact match value. The analysis of this

extended model shows that our results still hold after relaxing this assumption. One

interesting finding is that the big-box store may have incentive to lower its price to

persuade nonsavvy consumers purchase based upon expected net surplus and prevent

them from visiting the specialty store.

In another extension, We relax the assumption that two stores carry completely

different specialty products . We allow the two stores to carry the same specialty

product with certain probability. We find that product overlapping would demotive

consumer search. However, the specialty store could be better off by carrying more

same products as the big-box store when two stores are close by.
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2.7.2 Limitations and Future Directions

In the current model, we focus on the case where consumers are motivated to visit

the big-box store first due to the surplus provided by the staple product. Therefore,

there is no incentive for the big-box store to spend money on advertising the prices of

its products. This permitted us to focus on the advertising strategy of the specialty

store. One can extend the model to allow for a higher search cost such that it is no

longer profitable to visit the big-box store first just to buy the staple product. Now

the big-box store may have an incentive to advertise the price of the staple product

so it can commit to offering consumers an expected surplus higher than the search

cost. The advertising strategy of the big-box store, in turn, could affect consumers’

store visit decision and equilibrium prices.

Future research can allow the big-box store to sell the staple product and the

specialty product as a bundle. In practice, we see big-box stores selling product

bundles and also offering even more flexible promotions such as ‘$10 off your $100

purchase’. Such a strategy encourages consumers to buy the bundle at the big-box

store and reduces their incentive to visit the specialty store. It would be interesting

to explore how bundling influences search behavior and, in turn, equilibrium prices,

customer service, advertising strategy and profits.

This work could serve as a foundation to study other more complicated decisions

of stores. In this work, we focus on the decision of stores after they enter a market.

Future work could push one step further to understand the entry decision of these

stores. Also, if a store decides to enter an area, where should it locate? This paper

studies the relative location of specialty store, but it is also interesting to explore

the location decision of big-box stores. Furthermore, instead of having one specialty

store, future works could consider many different specialty stores and understand

whether and when specialty stores prefer clustering to standing alone.
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3

Cognitive Dissonance and Selling Strategy

3.1 Introduction

Cognitive dissonance is a well-established psychological phenomenon, and the under-

lying theory has been refined through half a century of empirical research starting

from the seminal work of Festinger (1957). When people hold conflicting self-relevant

cognitions in their minds, they experience discomfort. This motivates them to mod-

ify their beliefs so that the discrepancy between dissonant cognitions is reduced (see

Harmon-Jones et al. 2009 and Amaldoss and Wang 2011 for reviews). Even children

and primates are susceptible to cognitive dissonance (West et al. 2010). Recognizing

the influence of cognitive dissonance on behavior, some economists have explored

its implications for public policy. For example, in an attempt to reduce cognitive

dissonance, workers employed in hazardous industries may choose to believe that

their jobs are safe. Akerlof and Dickens (1982) show that in such a context, safety

legislation is needed to motivate workers to adopt cost-effective safety equipment.

Rabin (1994) suggests that attempts to increase people’s distaste for immoral ac-

tivities could backfire. This is because consumers who are susceptible to cognitive
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dissonance may become more motivated to convince themselves that those immoral

activities are indeed moral. Oxoby (2000) explains how cognitive dissonance can

drive the formation of a social underclass. When individuals fail in their efforts to

attain high social status, they experience dissonance between their desire and the

reality, and it encourages them to change their beliefs about what constitutes status,

creating an underclass that behaves differently from the mainstream. Prior litera-

ture, however, has not explored how the presence of consumers who are susceptible

to cognitive dissonance may influence a firm’s strategy.

To fix ideas, consider a product with a known probability of failure. Even though

the product might fail in the future, some consumers may still buy it because of other

considerations, such as personal taste and quality of the product. These consumers,

like the workers in Akerlof’s hazardous industry, can potentially distort their beliefs

to reduce their fear about product failure. The distorted belief, in turn, could in-

fluence future purchase decisions. In light of such cognitive dissonance, how should

a firm price its product? For example, software is becoming an integral part of

many products, such as cars, appliances, photocopiers, and security systems. There

is a need to upgrade these products to protect them from viruses as well as reduce

electro-mechanical failures. How should a firm sell such upgrades?1

Overview. To facilitate theoretical analysis, we incorporate the notion of cog-

nitive dissonance in a model of horizontal product differentiation. Each competing

firm sells a product that fails with a known probability. Firms later offer a product

1 Microsoft Windows Update Services provides updates of Windows operating system and its
associated components. One could argue that this service should be free, as it is inconvenient to
price the service. On the other hand, given that customers value these updates, is it possible for the
firm to earn some profits from this service? If so, how should the firm sell this service? What factors
should the firm consider in formulating its selling strategy? For another example, consider iPhone
5S. A signature feature of the phone is TouchID. However, this feature often failed; moreover apps
frequently crashed, causing phones to sporadically restart (Chen 2014). To address these nagging
problems and bugs, Apple recently upgraded iOS 7. Given that the firm and consumers anticipate
such residual bugs in the software, which the firm typically addresses later through an upgrade,
should a firm sell the upgrade, and, if so, how?
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upgrade that can prevent product failure. In keeping with the theory of cognitive

dissonance, a consumer can adjust her subjective belief about product failure to be

consistent with her purchase decision and thereby reduce psychological distress. On

analyzing a duopoly model, we obtain several interesting results. First, even in the

absence of any demand uncertainty and information asymmetry, we find that it is

more profitable for a firm to sell the upgrade in advance (advance sell) rather than sell

it later (spot sell). To understand the rationale for this result, note that if a customer

believes that the product will not fail, she will not buy the upgrade. To motivate

her to purchase the upgrade and enjoy the economic benefits of a safe product, the

consumer needs to believe that the product may fail. But believing that the product

might fail causes psychological distress. Faced with this situation, the consumer can

reduce her distress by choosing a subjective probability of failure that is just enough

to align her belief with the purchase decision. In this context, a consumer can reduce

her psychological costs by advance buying the upgrade. The resulting savings in con-

sumers’ psychological costs give firms an opportunity to sell the upgrade at a higher

price. Second, notice that one typically expects to pay a lower price for product

bundles. Yet in the presence of cognitive dissonance, consumers may be willing to

pay a higher price for a bundle. We obtain this result because the bundle can lower

the psychological costs borne by consumers. Third, a firm could offer consumers the

option to advance buy or spot buy the upgrade. However, offering both these options

could be less profitable than just advance selling the upgrade.

Not all consumers may be able to conveniently modify their beliefs to suit their

purchase decisions. In an extension, we consider a situation where some consumers

cannot adjust their subjective beliefs. Because psychological costs decrease the util-

ity that consumers derive from a product, one might expect it to have a negative

effect on firm’s profits. Yet we identify conditions when firm’s profits increase with

psychological cost. In another extension, we consider a more severe form of product
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failure: complete cessation of functioning, which requires an upgrade to revive the

product. On analyzing this extension, we find that such a severe product failure

makes advance selling even more profitable (compared to the baseline model). In

our original model, the product independently fails in each period and does not af-

ford consumers an opportunity to learn from experience. If consumers could learn

from experience and make more informed decisions about buying the upgrade, will

they stop distorting their subjective beliefs to reduce dissonance? On extending the

model to permit learning, we find that many consumers do not learn but choose to

reduce dissonance, highlighting the robustness of the phenomenon.

It would be useful to assess the descriptive validity of our model. Toward this

goal, we subject a key prediction of the model to an experimental test. Consistent

with the qualitative predictions of the equilibrium solution, the average profits from

advance selling are higher than those from spot selling. Participants’ reaction to a

competitor’s price is asymmetric, sharply lowering price when seeing a competitor

reduce price, but only moderately raising price when a competitor increases price.

This asymmetric behavior intensifies price competition far more than anticipated

by theory, leading to lower prices for the base product. The observed profits are

substantially lower than the point predictions of the model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we review

the related literature and highlight our contribution. In Section 3, we introduce the

model and analyze how cognitive dissonance affects firms’ selling strategies. Section 4

extends the model to allow nonmalleable beliefs, severe product failure and learning,

and examines the strategic implications of these additional features. In Section 5, we

present an experiment designed to assess the relative profitability of advance selling

and spot selling. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper, outlining directions for

further research.
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3.2 Literature Review

A large body of literature in psychology has studied when and how cognitive dis-

sonance affects human behavior. Festinger’s experiments (1957) provide evidence

that a mere inconsistency between two cognitions is enough to cause dissonance and

motivate individuals to change beliefs to reduce dissonance. Further research shows

that cognitive inconsistency interferes with effective and unconflicted action and that

reducing dissonance helps individuals to engage in unconflicted action (Beckmann

and Irle 1985). At times, cognitive dissonance could lead to prolonged commitment

to a harmful course of action (Harmon-Jones et al. 2009). In keeping with this body

of literature, we assume that cognitive dissonance could arise when consumers pur-

chase a risky product, and that consumers may try to reduce dissonance by aligning

their beliefs to be consistent with their purchase decisions. Unlike this literature,

we examine the strategic consequences of cognitive dissonance for a firm’s optimal

strategy.

Our work builds on prior economics literature on the public policy implications

of cognitive dissonance. Like Akerlof and Dickens (1982), we study a product that

fails with a known probability. In their formulation, there is no direct competition

between a safe industry and a hazardous industry because the safe industry pays

a fixed wage. In other words, the safe industry serves as an outside option. Fur-

thermore, the workers are homogeneous. Unlike Akerlof and Dickens, we allow firms

to compete with each other on prices. Moreover, in our formulation consumers are

not homogeneous. Rabin (1994) examines how efforts to dissuade immoral activities

may actually increase the incidence of immoral behavior. Oxoby (2000) explains the

formation of a social underclass using the theory of cognitive dissonance. Prior lit-

erature, however, has not examined how cognitive dissonance influences consumers’

purchase decisions, and, in turn, a firm’s strategic behavior in a competitive mar-
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ket. Using a parsimonious formulation of cognitive dissonance, we investigate how

cognitive dissonance may influence the selling strategy of competing firms.

Our research adds to the theoretical literature on advance selling. Early research

on advance selling explains why advance selling can be profitable for airlines. A

monopoly airline that faces capacity constraints during peak demand periods can

improve its profits by diverting some sales to off-peak periods. More importantly,

advance selling enables the monopolist to sell discounted tickets to price-sensitive

consumers (Gale and Holmes 1992). If buyers are homogeneous in the advance-

purchase period (but not in the consumption period), then advance selling can be

as profitable as first-degree price discrimination in the consumption period (Shugan

and Xie 2000). Moreover, the incremental profits come from market expansion, not

through a transfer of buyer’s surplus (Xie and Shugan 2001). In these models of

advance selling, there is uncertainty among buyers about future demand or future

valuation. In our framework, there is neither such uncertainty nor information asym-

metry. Yet we identify conditions in which advance selling can be more profitable

than spot selling when consumers experience cognitive dissonance.

Our work is related to the literature on product bundling. Adams and Yellen

(1976) show that bundling permits firms to sort customers into subgroups with

different reservation price characteristics and to better extract consumer surplus.

Moreover, mixed bundling is more profitable than pure bundling because a firm can

extract more surplus from customers placing a high value on any one of the compo-

nents. Bundling is more profitable than just selling the component products, even if

the reservation prices for the two goods are not negatively correlated (Schmalensee

1984). McAfee, McMillan and Whinston (1989) further show that mixed bundling

is an optimal strategy if the reservation values of goods are independent. The em-

pirical work of Estelami (1999) documents that while consumers on average pay an

8% lower price for a bundle, they sometimes pay a premium for buying a bundle;
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he conjectures that this behavior could be because of poor knowledge of prices. Our

analysis shows that a bundle can be priced higher than the sum of the prices of

its components if consumers are susceptible to cognitive dissonance. In contrast to

the bundling literature, our formulation allows for inter-temporal price competition

between a bundle and its components.

Finally, our work adds to the growing body of marketing literature that examines

the strategic implications of psychological phenomena, such as self control (Jain

2009), inequity aversion (Lim 2010, Guo 2013), limited memory (Chen et al. 2010),

social comparison (Amaldoss and Jain 2010), fairness (Cui et al 2007), prototypicality

(Amaldoss and He 2013) and context-dependent preference (e.g., Amaldoss et al.

2008, Ho and Zhang 2008.). Next we introduce a model of cognitive dissonance and

examine its strategic implications.

3.3 A Model of Cognitive Dissonance and Selling Strategy

We first present a parsimonious formulation of cognitive dissonance and then examine

its implications for a firm’s selling strategy.

3.3.1 Core Ideas of Cognitive Dissonance.

Consider a two-period model, where a firm offers a base product in the first period.

The base product can independently fail in each period with a probability q. When

the product fails, it hassles consumers and costs them Ca. For example, when soft-

ware fails it might damage some of the current files, and recreating those files could

be inconvenient and costly. In our setting, Ca captures the cost of collateral damage

and hassle caused by product failure. In the second period, the firm supplies an

upgrade that can eliminate the likelihood of product failure. Using this context, we

next illustrate three core ideas of cognitive dissonance theory (Akerlof and Dickens

1982).
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1. People not only have preferences over states of the world, but also over their

beliefs about the state of the world. In standard economic theory, consumers

have preferences over states of the world, not beliefs. An important implication

of cognitive dissonance theory is that consumers have preferences over beliefs.

In particular, consumers like to believe that the product they own will fail with

a lower probability. To capture this idea, we assume consumers experience

a psychological cost when they fear that their product might fail. Let this

psychological cost be fCf , where Cf is the unit cost of fear and f is the level

of fear. A consumer’s fear of failure f is related to the perceived probability of

product failure q�. Following Akerlof and Dickens (1982), we assume f � q�{q
with the perceived probability being in the range 0 ¤ q� ¤ q. In the first

period, when deciding whether or not to buy the base product, each consumer

recognizes that the cost of collateral damage and hassle induced by product

failure is qCa and the psychological cost of fear is q�
q
Cf . Thus, consumers like

to believe that the product will fail with a lower probability because it reduces

their psychological cost.

2. People have some control over their beliefs. Economic theory commonly as-

sumes that consumers’ preferences are fixed. Cognitive dissonance theory, how-

ever, suggests that consumers’ beliefs about product failure are malleable and

that consumers modify the beliefs to suit their purchase decisions. In partic-

ular, after making the first-period purchase decision, each consumer chooses

a subjective probability of product failure that lowers her psychological cost

and is aligned with her purchase decision. For example, consider a consumer

not planning to buy the upgrade. The objective probability that her product

fails in the second period is q; yet the consumer can choose to believe that the

product will not fail at all (q� � 0) and thereby eliminate any fear of failure.
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On the other hand, a consumer planning to buy the upgrade will believe that

the product will fail with some probability ((0   q�   q) so that she remains

motivated to buy the upgrade.

3. The chosen beliefs persist for some time. The subjective belief chosen by a

consumer persists and influences her second-period perceived cost of failure

and fear. In particular, the consumer who does not buy the upgrade perceives

the cost of product failure to be q�Ca (instead of qCa). But if the consumer were

to buy the upgrade, the product will not fail in the second period, reducing the

costs of fear and failure to zero in the period. It is useful to note that because

the likelihood of failing in each period is independent, consumers do not use

the first period outcome to update their belief about second-period product

failure. Rather, the subjective belief chosen in the first period persists in the

second period.2

Next we incorporate these ideas into a spatial model and study its implication for

a firm’s selling strategy. In our framework, consumers have perfect foresight and are

aware of their tendency to reduce dissonance by aligning their beliefs to be consistent

with their actions.

3.3.2 Selling strategy

Consider a market comprised of two firms, firm A and firm B, located at the two

ends of a Hotelling line of unit length. Each firm offers a product that lasts for two

periods, and consumers derive a value v from the product in each period. Recall that

the product could fail with probability q in either of the two periods, and the cost

2 Although we initially assume that each product independently fails with probability q in each
period, later we allow for the possibility that consumers could engage in Bayesian updating. In
particular, we consider a setting where consumers have a prior belief about the chance of product
failure, and then update their prior belief based on the outcome observed in the first period. The
resulting posterior belief affects second-period purchase decision.
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of the collateral damage and hassle induced by product failure is Ca. Consumers are

uniformly distributed on the Hotelling line. We initially examine the profitability of

two different selling strategies that a firm could use to market its products: advance

selling (simultaneously selling the base product and the upgrade but making the

upgrade available on a later date) and spot selling (sequentially selling the base

product and the upgrade). Later, we consider the situation where a firm advance

sells its upgrade in the first period, and also spot sells it in the second period.

Advance Selling. In advance selling, each competing firm sells the base product

and the upgrade in the first period. The upgrade, however, is provided to consumers

in the second period. In the first period, consumers observe the prices of the base

products and the upgrades and then decide whether or not to purchase a base product

and also whether to buy the corresponding base product’s upgrade. While making

this purchase decision, consumers recognize that they are susceptible to cognitive

dissonance and anticipate how they will change their subjective beliefs to suit their

purchase decisions. Furthermore, upon purchasing the product, consumers modify

the subjective probability of product failure so that the fear of failure is optimally

reduced. In the second period, consumers continue to derive utility from the base

product, and for those who purchased the upgrade in period 1 they can collect the

upgrade to eliminate the likelihood of product failure. The first period assumes

great significance in advance selling because all the strategic decisions are made in

this period. We solve the game backward. Below, we first examine the decisions

made in period 2 and then those in period 1. To facilitate exposition, we focus on

the case where the market for upgrade is partially covered. A formal analysis of a

fully covered market for upgrades can be seen in the Appendix.

Second period. As consumers have already decided whether or not to buy an

upgrade in period 1, they do not have to make any strategic decision in the second

period. Those consumers who have advance purchased the upgrades merely need
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to collect the upgrade after incurring the relevant travel cost. The subjective belief

chosen by a consumer in the first period persists in the second period. Focus on a

consumer located at θ who has purchased base product A and upgrade A in the first

period. Let q
Apupgradeq
advance denote the perceived probability of product failure. It follows

that the consumer’s second-period perceived cost of product failure is q
Apupgradeq
advance Ca

and her psychological cost of fear is
q
Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf . Therefore, the utility that the

consumer located at distance θ derives on not collecting upgrade A is given by:

U
Apupgradeq
advance � v � pqApupgradeqadvance Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q, (3.1)

Alternatively, the consumer could incur the travel cost to collect the upgrade, thereby

preventing product failure and the associated hassle. The (indirect) utility derived

on collecting upgrade A is:

U
Apupgradeq
advance � v � θt, (3.2)

where t is the transportation cost.3 It follows that the consumer will collect upgrade

A only if U
Apupgradeq
advance ¥ U

Apupgradeq
advance , implying that

q
Apupgradeq
advance Ca � q

Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf ¥ θt. (3.3)

In other words, those users of base product A for whom the perceived cost of product

failure in the second period is more than the travel cost will collect the upgrade. So a

3 If travel cost is conceptualized as the cost of making a trip to the store, equations (3.1) and (3.2)
imply that a customer incurs a travel cost only if she collects the upgrade. More generally, travel
cost could reflect heterogeneity in consumer preference. In this case, θt can be viewed as a measure
of the disutility that the consumer at θ experiences because of lack of fit between the consumer
and the upgrade. This disutility is relevant when the customer uses the upgrade. Our analysis,
however, remains the same if travel cost captures heterogeneity in consumer preference. To see this,
note that the base product is a two-period durable good and customers use it in period 2. The net
utility from the base product in period 2 is given by v� θt, which depends on customer’s locations.

Then, equation (3.1) becomes pv � θtq � pq
Apupgradeq
advance Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
advance

q Cf q and equation (3.2) turns

to pv � θtq � θt where the first θt denotes the cost of misfit with base product and the second θt
reflects the cost of misfit with upgrade. Notice that the decision whether or not to collect upgrade
A depends only on the difference between equations (3.1) and (3.2), and our original analysis holds.
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consumer who advance purchased the upgrade would keep the perceived probability

of product failure large enough to remain motivated to collect the upgrade.

First period. This is the most important phase of the game, as all the key decisions

are made in this period. After observing competing firms’ prices for the base products

and upgrades, consumers decide which base product to buy and and also whether

to buy the corresponding product’s upgrade. While making this purchase decision,

consumers anticipate their susceptibility to cognitive dissonance and have foresight

about how they would modify their subjective beliefs to reduce psychological costs.

Below we discuss how consumers form optimal subjective beliefs and then examine

the purchase decisions.

Subjective beliefs. To see how the purchase decision affects subjective belief, again

focus on a consumer located at θ who plans to buy base product A and its upgrade.

By choosing to collect the upgrade in the second period after incurring the required

transportation cost, the consumer could eliminate the costs associated with product

failure. Because the utility decreases in the perceived probability of failure, this

consumer will choose a q
Apupgradeq
advance just large enough to be motivated to collect the

upgrade:

q
Apupgradeq
advance Ca � q

Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf � θt. (3.4)

This implies that

q
Apupgradeq
advance pθq � qθt

qCa � Cf
. (3.5)

Note that the subjective belief of a consumer varies with her location. Next consider

a consumer who plans to buy base product A but not its upgrade. If q
Apbaseq
advance is this

consumer’s subjective belief, then the psychological cost incurred by the consumer is

q
Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf . Because the fear of failure (

q
Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf ) increases with q

Apbaseq
advance and because
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the utility from the product declines with fear, it is optimal for the consumer to set

q
Apbaseq
advance � 0. Similarly, we obtain the optimal subjective beliefs of consumers who

buy only base product B and those who also purchase upgrade B.

Purchase decision. Each consumer makes her purchase decision after evaluating

the two-period discounted utility of four options: 1) only base product A, 2) base

product A and its upgrade, 3) only base product B, and 4) base product B and its

upgrade. If the customer located at θ buys only the base product of firm A (option

1), her (indirect) utility is given by:

U
Apbaseq
advance � v � p

Apbaseq
advance � pqCa � q

Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � qCa � q

Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf s. (3.6)

where p
Apbaseq
advance is the price of base product A. The terms within the square brackets

in equation (3.6) give the second-period utility of this consumer. Note that while

making the first-period purchase decision, consumers use the objective probability

of product failure to assess the monetary cost of product failure for both periods,

and hence we have qCa for both periods in equation (3.6). Furthermore, consumers

buying the base product only anticipate that they would let the subjective probability

q
Apbaseq
advance be zero to reduce the psychological cost.

Next if the consumer at θ pursues option 2 and buys both base product A and

its upgrade, then her two-period period discounted utility is as follows:

U
Apbase�upgradeq
advance � v � p

Apbaseq
advance � p

Apupgradeq
advance � pqCa � q

Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � θts,(3.7)

where p
Apupgradeq
advance is the price of upgrade for product A, which is paid in advance in

the first period. Since the upgrade becomes available only in period 2, the product

could still fail with probability q in period 1 and the associated monetary cost is qCa.

The expression within the square brackets in equation (3.7) gives the second-period
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utility. For the marginal consumer θ
Apupgradeq
advance who is indifferent between buying and

not buying upgrade A, we have U
Apbaseq
advance � U

Apbase�upgradeq
advance .

Let U
Bpbaseq
advance denote the two-period utility derived from base product B (option

3), and let U
Bpbase�upgradeq
advance be the corresponding utility from buying the base product

B and its upgrade (option 4). Similar to equations (3.6) and (3.7), we obtain the

expressions for these two utilities (see Appendix for details). Moreover, the market

for upgrade could be partially covered if the level of product differentiation is such

that t ¡ t � rqCapCf�qCaq
rqCa�p1�rqCf , where r is the discount factor. Because the upgrade

market is partially covered, we solve for the marginal consumer θadvance by setting

U
Apbaseq
advance � U

Bpbaseq
advance. Although we focus on a partially covered market to facilitate

exposition, our key finding holds irrespective of market coverage assumption as shown

in the Appendix.

Profits. Recall that the demand for base product A is θadvance whereas the demand

for base product B is p1�θadvanceq. Likewise, the demand for upgrade A is θ
Apupgradeq
advance

while the demand for upgrade B is 1�θBpupgradeqadvance . Then each firm’s total profits from

the sales of its base product and upgrade are as follows:

πAadvance � θadvancep
Apbaseq
advance � θ

Apupgradeq
advance p

Apupgradeq
advance (3.8)

πBadvance � p1� θadvanceqpBpbaseqadvance � p1� θ
Bpupgradeq
advance qpBpupgradeqadvance . (3.9)

The derivation for the equilibrium prices of the base products and their upgrades,

and the corresponding profits can be seen in the Appendix. Next, we investigate the

profitability of spot selling.

Spot selling. As in advance selling, consumers are susceptible to cognitive

dissonance and are uniformly distributed on a line of unit length. The base product

could fail with probability q. In contrast to advance selling, each competing firm sells

the base product in the first period whereas its upgrade in the second period. In
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the first period, consumers observe the prices of the base products and then decide

whether or not to purchase a base product. In the second period, consumers continue

to derive utility from the base product, and they also have an opportunity to buy an

upgrade that can eliminate the likelihood of product failure. Based on the price of

the upgrade and the perceived probability of failure, each consumer decides whether

or not to buy the upgrade. Below we first discuss the second-period decision and

then the first-period decision.

Second period. The subjective belief chosen by a consumer in the first period

persists in the second period, and comes to influence the second-period purchase

decision. Focus on the consumer located at θ who has purchased base product A in

the first period and expects to purchase an upgrade in period 2 at price p
epApupgradeqq
spot .

Let q
Apupgradeq
spot denote the perceived probability of product failure of a consumer who

expects the update price to be p
epApupgradeqq
spot . It follows that the consumer’s second-

period perceived cost of product failure is q
Apupgradeq
spot Ca and her psychological cost of

fear is
q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf . Therefore, the utility that the consumer located at distance θ

derives on not buying upgrade A is given by:

U
Apupgradeq
spot � v � pqApupgradeqspot Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q, (3.10)

Alternatively, the consumer could pay a price p
Apupgradeq
spot and buy the upgrade, thereby

preventing product failure and the associated hassle. The (indirect) utility derived

on buying upgrade A is:

U
Apupgradeq
spot � v � p

Apupgradeq
spot � θt, (3.11)

where t is the transportation cost.It follows that the consumer will buy upgrade A
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only if U
Apupgradeq
spot ¥ U

Apupgradeq
spot , implying that

q
Apupgradeq
spot Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf ¥ p

Apupgradeq
spot � θt. (3.12)

In other words, those users of base product A for whom the perceived cost of product

failure in the second period is more than the price of the upgrade and travel cost

will end up buying the upgrade. Let θ
Apupgradeq
spot denote the marginal consumer who

is indifferent between buying and not buying upgrade A. Likewise, we can derive

θ
Bpupgradeq
spot . Moreover, a sufficient condition for the upgrade market to be partially

covered is t ¡ 2t. Although we focus on a partially covered market to facilitate

exposition, our key finding holds irrespective of market coverage assumption as shown

in the Appendix. Next we proceed to examine the first-period decision.

First period. After observing the prices of the competing base products, con-

sumers decide whether to buy base product A or base product B. While making this

purchase decision, consumers have foresight about their ability to optimally mod-

ify their subjective beliefs. Furthermore, they form expectations about the price

of the upgrade. Note that the firm does not make a move while consumers make

first-period purchase decisions and choose their subjective beliefs. This is equivalent

to consumers simultaneously deciding what to buy in the first-period and choosing

their subjective beliefs. For expositional reasons, we first discuss the optimal beliefs

and then the purchase decisions.

Subjective beliefs. Focus on the consumer at θ who plans to buy upgrade A in the

second period. Because the utility decreases in the perceived probability of failure,

the consumer will choose a perceived probability just large enough to be motivated

to purchase the upgrade given her expectation about the price of the upgrade:

q
Apupgradeq
spot Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf � p

epApupgradeqq
spot � θt. (3.13)
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It follows that the optimal subjective belief of this consumer is:

q
Apupgradeq
spot � θt� p

epApupgradeqq
spot

Ca � Cf
q

, (3.14)

where p
epApupgradeqq
spot is the expected price of upgrade A. A consumer’s subjective belief

also depends on her location, implying a consumer to the left of marginal consumer

θ
Apupgradeq
spot has a lower perceived probability of failure. Similarly, we obtain q

Bpupgradeq
spot .

Next turn attention to a consumer not planning to buy upgrade A in the second pe-

riod although she owns base product A. Denote the consumer’s perceived probability

of product failure by q
Apbaseq
spot . This consumer’s perceived cost of product failure is

q
Apbaseq
spot Ca in period 2 whereas the psychological cost induced by fear is

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf . If

the consumer does not buy upgrade A as planned, her second-period utility will be:

U
Apupgradeq
spot � v � pqApbaseqspot Ca �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf q, (3.15)

However, if the consumer located at θ were to buy the upgrade for price p
Apupgradeq
spot ,

then her second-period (indirect) utility will be:

U
Apupgradeq
spot � v � p

Apupgradeq
spot � θt, (3.16)

Thus, the consumer at θ will not purchase upgrade A in the second period only if

U
Apupgradeq
spot ¤ U

Apupgradeq
spot , suggesting that

q
Apbaseq
spot Ca �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf ¤ p

Apupgradeq
spot � θt. (3.17)

From the above inequality, it is clear that the customer who does not intend to

purchase upgrade A will set q
Apbaseq
spot as small as possible to reduce the fear of failure.

Since the fear of failure (
q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf ) increases with q

Apbaseq
spot and moreover the utility
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from the product declines with fear, it is optimal for the consumer to set q
Apbaseq
spot � 0

so that she experiences no fear.

Purchase decision. Having examined the optimal subjective beliefs, now we inves-

tigate the first period purchase decision. Note that a consumer located at a distance

of θ from firm A would derive the following discounted utility on buying the base

product of firm A in period 1 and its upgrade in period 2:

U
Apbase�upgradeq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � p

epApupgradeqq
spot � θts.(3.18)

where p
Apbaseq
spot is the price of base product A, p

epApupgradeqq
spot is the expected price of its

upgrade and r is the discount factor. The expression within the square brackets gives

the second-period utility from buying the upgrade. Alternatively, if the consumer at

θ buys the base product of firm A in period 1 but not its upgrade in period 2, her

two-period discounted utility is given by:

U
Apbaseq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � qCa �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf s, (3.19)

where q
Apbaseq
spot is the subjective probability of failure endogenously chosen by this

customer who only buys the base product. The terms within the square brackets in

equation (3.19) give the second-period utility of this consumer. Note that we have

two qCa terms in equation (3.19) because consumers use the objective probability

of product failure to assess the expected monetary cost of product failure for in

each period. Furthermore, consumers anticipate that on buying the base product

they can choose a lower subjective probability of failure and thereby reduce the

expected psychological cost of failure to
q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf . The marginal customer θ

Apupgradeq
spot

is indifferent between buying upgrade and not buying it, so we should have U
Apbaseq
spot �

U
Apbase�upgradeq
spot for this marginal customer.
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Turning to product B, notice that if the consumer were to buy the base product

in period 1 and its upgrade in period 2, then her two-period discounted utility will be

U
Bpbase�upgradeq
spot . The corresponding expression is derived along the lines of equation

(3.18) and is presented in the Appendix. However, if the consumer at θ only buys the

base product of firm B in period 1 and not its upgrade in period 2 then her discounted

utility changes to U
Bpbaseq
spot , and it is similarly derived in the Appendix. Given this set

up, each consumer decides at the beginning of first period whether to buy product

A or product B by evaluating the discounted utility over the two periods. Denote

the customer who is indifferent toward buying product A and product B by θspot.

To better grasp the preceding discussion, Figure 3.1 presents how the utility de-

rived by a consumer changes with her purchase decision and her choice of subjective

belief. To begin with, consider a consumer who lies in the interval r0, θApupgradeqspot s
and plans to buy base product A and its upgrade. As can be seen in Figure 1a, the

utility this consumer derives from just buying base product A steadily declines as the

perceived probability of product failure increases. When the perceived probability

of failure rises to the threshold q
Apupgradeq�
spot , the consumer could derive more utility

by buying upgrade A in addition to base product A. Moreover, the utility from base

product A and its upgrade reduces if the perceived probability of failure increases

beyond q
Apupgradeq�
spot . Therefore, a consumer in the interval r0, θApupgradeqspot s buys base

product A in period 1 and chooses q
Apupgradeq�
spot as the subjective probability of fail-

ure so that she could buy the upgrade in the second period and still minimize the

psychological costs. Next consider a consumer in the interval rθApupgradeqspot , θspots who

plans to only buy base product A. As depicted in Figure 1b, the utility this con-

sumer derives from base product A steadily declines as the perceived probability of

failure increases. When the perceived probability of failure rises to q
Apupgradeq�
spot , the

consumer could potentially increase her utility by choosing to buy the upgrade also.
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(a) Utility of consumers with θ P r0, θ
Apupgradeq
spot q

𝒒𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒕
𝑨 𝒖𝒑𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒅𝒆 ∗

 0 q*
 

 

Ubase

Ubase+upgrade

Utility

Maximum Utility

(b) Utility of consumers with θ P rθ
Apupgradeq
spot , θspotq

Figure 3.1: Utility of Spot Selling

Interestingly, the consumer could realize even greater utility by just buying the base

product and choosing to believe that the product will not fail. This explains why

q
Apbaseq�
spot � 0 for those who plan to buy only base product A.

Profits. The demand for base product A is θspot whereas the demand for product

B is p1 � θspotq. Similarly, the demand for upgrade A is θ
Apupgradeq
spot , and that for

upgrade B is 1� θBpupgradeqspot . We assume that the firm is patient and sets its discount

rate at 1. Upon aggregating each firm’s profits from the sales of its base product and
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upgrade, we obtain the following:

πAspot � θspotp
Apbaseq
spot � θ

Apupgradeq
spot p

Apupgradeq
spot (3.20)

πBspot � p1� θspotqpBpbaseqspot � p1� θ
Bpupgradeq
spot qpBpupgradeqspot . (3.21)

Recall that consumers choose their subjective probability based on their location

and the expected price of the upgrade. We assume that consumers’ expectations

are rational in the sense it is fulfilled in equilibrium. Furthermore, we examine the

sequentially rational equilibrium of this game. Note that consumers in the interval

r0, θApupgradeqspot s can choose a positive subjective probability and plan to purchase the

upgrade A, whereas consumers in the interval pθApupgradeqspot , θspots choose zero as the

subjective probability of failure and do not purchase the upgrade. Given consumers’

expected upgrade price p
epApupgradeqq
spot , a firm cannot sell its upgrade at a higher price

in the second period. Also it is not profitable to sell the upgrade at a price lower

than p
epApupgradeqq
spot because the lower price will not draw any additional consumer; all

consumers in the interval pθApupgradeqspot , θspots have chosen to believe that the product

will not fail and have decided not to buy the upgrade. Hence, it is optimal for each

firm to sell the upgrade at the price that is aligned with consumers’ expectation.

Turning attention to consumers, notice that when the firm charges p
Apupgradeq
spot , it

is optimal for consumers to correctly anticipate the upgrade price and choose a

subjective probability that is consistent with this price (see equation 3.14) if they

want to purchase the upgrade. If a consumer in the interval θ P r0, θApupgradeqspot s chooses

a smaller subjective probability, she will not purchase the upgrade even though she

could earn a surplus by buying the upgrade. On the other hand, if she chooses a

higher subjective probability, then she will unnecessarily incur a higher psychological

cost. Hence, in a sequentially rational equilibrium, we could observe a price in the

interval p0,∆q, where ∆ � rqCapqCa�Cf q
rqCa�p1�rqCf . Furthermore, consumers’ expectation about
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the price of the upgrade is fulfilled in equilibrium. As we want to examine the

relative profitability of spot selling and advance selling, we focus attention on the

highest possible profits a firm could earn under spot selling.

On comparing the profitability of spot selling and advance selling in a partially

covered market, we have the following result:

Proposition 3.1. Advance selling can be more profitable than spot selling if con-

sumers are susceptible to cognitive dissonance and if their discount rate is above the

threshold r � qCa
qCa�Cf .

Even on comparing the highest possible profits from spot selling against those

from advance selling, advance selling is more profitable. To follow the intuition for

this result, notice that consumers have a tendency to distort their subjective beliefs

to be consistent with their purchase decisions. For example, a consumer who does not

buy the upgrade believes that the product will not fail (q� � 0) despite the objective

reality being that the product will fail with probability q. This helps to reduce the

psychological distress due to fear of failure. On the other hand a consumer who finds

it profitable to purchase the upgrade will not let q� be zero. This is because if q� � 0,

it will be difficult to justify the decision to purchase the upgrade. The consumer will

perceive a q� just sufficient to let her belief be consistent with her action.

Specifically, a consumer who advance buys the upgrade needs to incur an addi-

tional cost related to the level of fit between the consumer and the product when she

chooses to avail the upgrade in the second period. In an attempt to remain motivated

to use the upgrade and still keep the psychological cost of failure low, the consumer

reduces the perceived likelihood of product failure from q to q�advance. On the other

hand, a consumer who chooses to spot buy the upgrade (in the second period) needs

to rationalizes her purchase decision by believing that the product will fail with a
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higher probability q�spot ¡ q�advance.
4 The smaller psychological cost associated with

advance buying permits firms to charge a higher price for the upgrade and earn more

profits. Notice that in spot selling consumers’ expected price of the upgrade and the

actual price the firm charges need to be aligned in equilibrium. If consumers expect

the price of upgrade to be different from the price that leads to the highest possible

profits, the profits from spot selling would be even lower.

The preceding analysis is based on a market where some consumers who pur-

chased the base product in the first period might not buy the upgrade in the second

period, implying that the market for upgrades is partially covered. This would nat-

urally raise the question whether the findings in Proposition 1 apply if the market

for upgrades is fully covered. Note that when products are less differentiated, firms

intensely compete on price for the marginal consumer in the first period. Recall that

under advance selling, firms sell both the base product and the upgrade in the first

period. Consequently, firms are not competing to build a customer base in the first

period to exploit later, and this helps to reduce the level of price competition in the

case of advance selling. Under spot selling, however, firms tend to intensely compete

on price to build a customer base in the first period, and then extract all the surplus

from its captive consumers in the second period. This would make spot selling less

profitable. Only when consumers expect the second-period upgrade price to be zero

and firms also charge zero for the upgrade, then the profits would be equal to that

under advance selling. Thus, advance selling yields weakly more profits than spot

selling when the market for upgrade is fully covered.

Proposition 1 advances a new motivation for advance selling. In Shugan and

Xie (2000) and Xie and Shugan (2001), advance selling reduces the the information

4 Specifically, the consumer advance buying the upgrade chooses q�advance such that q�advanceCa �
q�advance

q Cf is equal to her travel cost. However, the consumer spot buying the upgrade chooses q�spot

such that q�spotCa �
q�spot
q Cf is equal to the sum of her travel cost and the spot buy price of the

upgrade.
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asymmetry between buyers and seller and helps the seller to improve profits (see

also Fay and Xie 2008). In our model, however, advance selling helps consumers

to better manage cognitive dissonance and reduce the associated costs. This, in

turn, softens price competition and improves firm’s profits. Using a model where

consumers’ beliefs are symmetric, Akerlof and Dickens (1982) highlight the need

for regulation to ensure that workers adopt safety standards. In contrast to their

model, we consider a duopoly model that allows heterogeneous subjective beliefs

about product failure and examine the profitability of advance selling. Thus far we

have allowed firms to either spot sell or advance sell the upgrade. Next, we relax

this assumption.

Advance Selling and Spot Selling. Now consider the possibility that a firm

could advance sell its upgrade in the first period and again spot sell the upgrade in

the second period to consumers who have not already purchased it.

In the first period, firms offer a bundle that includes the base product and its

upgrade. In addition to the bundle, firms also sell the base product. Consumers

who buy only the base product in period 1 could choose to spot buy the upgrade in

period 2. After taking into account whether they are going to purchase the upgrade

in period 2 and assessing the discounted utility of four potential purchase options,

consumers decide whether to buy base product A, bundle A, base product B or

bundle B. The utilities corresponding to each purchase decision and firms’ profits

are presented in the Appendix. On examining the equilibrium prices and profits, we

have the following result:

Proposition 3.2. When consumers are susceptible to cognitive dissonance, they may

be willing to buy a product bundle at a higher price than the sum of the prices of its

components.

One typically expects a consumer to pay a lower price for a bundle compared to
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the sum of the prices of its components (Estelami 1999). In keeping with this common

view, even in our model, consumers will not buy the bundle at a higher price if they

were not susceptible to cognitive dissonance. Then, why would consumers be willing

to pay a higher price for the bundle in the presence of cognitive dissonance? Much

as in advance buying, by purchasing the product bundle some consumers can lower

their subjective beliefs about product failure and thereby reduce their psychological

costs. Specifically, if a consumer purchases the bundle in period 1, she only needs

to choose a subjective probability that is large enough to justify her travel cost in

the second period. However, if she were to choose to buy the base product alone

in period 1, then she needs to pay the price for the upgrade in the second period

in addition to incurring a travel cost. Recognizing this, the consumer appropriately

raises her subjective probability of failure so that her decision to buy the upgrade

in the second period is justifiable. By advance buying, consumers can keep the fear

of failure lower; this motivates some consumers to purchase the bundle (in advance

rather than individually spot buy the product and its upgrade).5 Moreover, these

consumers are willing to pay a premium for the bundle. This result is not due to any

saving in transportation cost; it is purely driven by savings in psychological costs

associated with cognitive dissonance.

Interestingly, firms that advance sell the upgrade in first period may not give

consumers the option to spot buy the upgrade in the second period. This finding is

intriguing because a firm could potentially sell to additional consumers by offering

the spot buy option. To understand the rationale for this finding, note that the spot

buying option creates inter-temporal competition between the two ways of buying

the upgrade. If consumers buy the bundle in the first period, then a firm could cut

the spot buy price in the second period for the residual consumers whose willingness

to pay is lower. The lower spot price reduces the optimal q� needed to justify the

5 This is because q�bundleCa �
q�bundle

q Cf � θt, whereas q�upgradeCa �
q�upgrade

q Cf � θt� pupgrade.
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purchase of an upgrade, mitigating the psychological cost of owning the product.

Moreover, the lower spot buy price makes it attractive for some consumers to buy

the base product in the first period and wait till the second period to purchase the

upgrade. Faced with this situation, competing firms need to reduce the advance

selling price of the upgrade. Thus, firms would advance sell the upgrades at a lower

price (compared to the case where the firm only advance sells the upgrade without

giving consumers the option to spot buy it). The lower prices help firms to sell more

upgrades, but the increased sales do not compensate for the lower margin. Hence,

it is more profitable to only advance sell the upgrade rather than give consumers

the option of either advance buying or spot buying. We prove this claim in the

Appendix.

3.4 Model Extensions

In developing our model, we have made a few simplifying assumptions to highlight

how cognitive dissonance could affect a firm’s strategy. For example, we assumed

that consumers can conveniently adjust their subjective beliefs about product failure

to any desired level. However, some consumers may find it difficult or impossible

to change their subjective beliefs about product failure. How would the presence

of consumers with nonmalleable beliefs affect the profitability of advance selling?

We examine this issue in Section 4.1. Next, in our original model we assumed that

product failure causes collateral damage and hassle; yet the product continues to

function despite the failure. One can conceive of situations where product failure

could be more severe. For instance, when the product fails it could completely stop

functioning; only the upgrade could resuscitate the failed product. How would such a

severe product failure affect the demand for upgrades and firm’s profits? We address

this question in Section 4.2. Finally, recall that in our original model there is no room

for learning as each product independently fails in each period with probability q.
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This might make one wonder whether scope for learning could eliminate the effects

of cognitive dissonance. In Section 4.3, we extend the model to allow for Bayesian

learning and then explore its implications.

3.4.1 Malleability of Consumer Beliefs

Consider a market comprised of two types of consumers. Let α fraction of the market

be consumers with nonmalleable beliefs. The remaining p1 � αq proportion of the

market is comprised of consumers with malleable beliefs. Consumers of each type are

uniformly distributed on a Hotelling line of unit length. On analyzing this model,

we obtain an interesting result. Recall that psychological cost Cf reduces the utility

derived from a product. Hence, one would naturally expect it to hurt firms’ profits.

However, on examining the equilibrium profits, we have the following result:

Proposition 3.3. When α   1
1�2r

, the equilibrium profits from advance selling ini-

tially decline and later increase with Cf .

Consistent with some of our intuition, firms’ profits initially reduce as the psycho-

logical cost Cf increases. But counter to some of our intuitions, profits later increase

as the psychological cost increases. This result is not driven by the price of the base

product because it remains constant at t irrespective of Cf . However, the upgrade

price increases with Cf , and the two types of consumers react in different ways to the

price increase. To see this, note that consumers with malleable beliefs will not pur-

chase the upgrade if its price is high because they can conveniently choose to believe

that the product will not fail. Specifically, consumers with malleable beliefs value

the upgrade at rqCa at most and the demand from such consumers decreases as the

price of upgrade increases. On the other hand, consumers with nonmalleable beliefs

cannot reduce the fear of failure by merely modifying their beliefs, and hence they

may be willing to buy the upgrade even if its price is high. In particular, consumers
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with nonmalleable beliefs value the upgrade at rpqCa�Cf q, and their demand for the

upgrade actually increases as Cf increases. Given this situation, if Cf is relatively

small, the firm sets a low price and caters to both types of consumers. Then, a small

increase in Cf raises the price for the upgrade, causing the demand from consumers

with malleable beliefs to decrease, without an offsetting increase in demand from

consumers with nonmalleable beliefs. Consequently, when Cf is below a threshold,

an increase in psychological cost reduces firm’s profits. However, when Cf is above

the threshold, a price increase could improve the revenue from the nonmalleable

consumers and more than offset the loss in revenue from the malleable consumers,

leading to higher profits. In this case both price and overall demand increases. If the

psychological cost grows beyond certain threshold, firms choose to exclusively sell to

consumers with nonmalleable beliefs.

Consistent with Proposition 1, we again find that advance selling could be more

profitable than spot selling. Recall that consumers with malleable beliefs can reduce

their psychological costs by buying the upgrade in advance. This helps firms to charge

a higher price for the upgrade and earn more profits. Thus when the psychological

cost is moderately large, the profits of advance selling are higher than the highest

possible profits of spot selling. However, if the psychological cost is very large, no

consumers with malleable beliefs buy the upgrade because its price is high. In such

a situation, firms find it more profitable to cater to consumers with nonmalleable

beliefs. Because these consumers cannot modify their subjective beliefs and dispense

with the fear of failure, firms have an opportunity to sell their upgrade at a higher

spot buy price to them and earn more profits. Hence when the psychological cost

is too high, spot selling yields more profits than advance selling in this two-segment

model. We establish this claim in the Appendix.
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3.4.2 Severe Product Failure

Consider the case where if a product fails in the first period, it will cease to function

in the second period. This implies that consumers cannot derive any value from a

failed product in the second period; however, they could revive the product by buying

the upgrade. In this setting, the upgrade is even more important to consumers, and

it could raise several questions in one’s mind. Will the greater importance of upgrade

increase the price and sales of upgrades compared to those of the baseline model? Is

it possible for advance selling to be more profitable than spot selling? On examining

the equilibrium results, we have the following result.

Proposition 3.4. Severe product failure can raise the advance selling price as well

as the demand for upgrades, leading to higher profits compared to those of the baseline

model.

To see the intuition for this finding, first note that the upgrade is critical for

consumers whose products have failed in the first period. Without the upgrade,

these consumers cannot derive value v from the product, and hence they have a

higher willingness to pay for the upgrade (compared to consumers whose products

have not failed). Firms can charge a higher advance selling price for the upgrade.

Furthermore, because consumers cannot condition their advance purchase decision

based on whether or not the product actually failed in the first period and because

the upgrade is vital to derive any value from the product in the event it fails, more

consumers advance buy the upgrade in the first period. Consequently, advance selling

turns out to be even more profitable when product failure is more severe (compared

to the baseline model of advance selling).

Turning attention to spot selling, notice that firms charge a higher spot selling

price for the upgrade. Interestingly, when faced with severe product failure, more

consumers choose to believe that the product will not fail and do not plan to buy the
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upgrade. They do so because it helps to eliminate fear of failure and the associated

psychological costs in the first period. Note that these consumers are aware that if

the product were to fail in the first period, they necessarily have to buy the upgrade

at a higher price to derive value v in the second period. In essence, these consumers

can afford to dispense with fear of failure because they do not need q� ¡ 0 to motivate

them to buy the upgrade; the necessity of the upgrade to derive value v is sufficient to

motivate them to buy the upgrade in the event the product fails against their wishes.

When products are moderately differentiated, severe product failure may reduce spot

sales of the upgrade and also the overall profits from spot selling (compared to the

highest possible profits of spot selling in the baseline model). Thus, consistent with

Proposition 1, we find that advance selling can be more profitable than spot selling

when directly compared to each other. We prove this claim in the Appendix.

3.4.3 Consumer Learning

To investigate the role of learning, consider a product that could be bad with prob-

ability b and good with probability 1� b. A bad base product fails with probability

ρ ¡ 1
2
, whereas a good base product functions well with probability ρ. In this setting,

consumers’ prior belief that the base product would fail is q � bρ � p1 � bqp1 � ρq.
Upon observing whether or not their product failed in the first period, consumers

could update the prior belief about product failure, and use the posterior belief to

decide whether or not to buy the upgrade. If consumers have perfect foresight, they

can foresee the implications of updating their beliefs according to Bayes rule. The

question is, would consumers equipped with the ability to learn still choose to mod-

ify their beliefs as anticipated by cognitive dissonance theory? By choosing to learn,

consumers can better assess the chance their product could fail. Specifically, if the

base product does not fail in the first period and the updated probability of failure in

the second period is low, then consumers could potentially avoid buying the upgrade
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and save some money. On the other hand, if the product fails in the first period

and the updated probability of failure in the second period is sufficiently high, then

consumers may find it profitable to buy the upgrade. Despite these advantages of

learning from experience, we obtain the following result.

Proposition 3.5. Even when consumers have the ability to learn, some consumers

might not learn from experience but choose to modify their subjective beliefs to suit

their actions.

To understand this result, notice that choosing to learn comes at a cost: con-

sumers need to initially believe that the product will fail according to prior belief

q and experience the fear of failure. Consumers for whom this psychological cost

outweighs the benefits of learning choose not to learn and instead modify their sub-

jective beliefs as anticipated by cognitive dissonance theory. In particular, consumers

located toward either ends of the Hotelling line are motivated to buy the upgrade

even if the probability of product failure is small because their travel costs are low.

These consumers, therefore, decide not to learn from experience; they just choose a

low enough subjective probability of failure to reduce the psychological cost. An-

other set of consumers see benefit in learning from experience, and they lie in the

intermediate region between the end and the middle of the Hotelling line. They find

it worthwhile to incur the travel cost and buy the upgrade only if the product failed

in the first period and the updated probability of failure is sufficiently high.6

Recall that in the baseline model advance selling is more profitable than spot

selling. This is because advance selling lowers consumers’ psychological costs and

6 It is useful to note that some of the learners are consumers who would have purchased the upgrade
in the baseline model and others are consumers who would not have purchased the upgrade in the

baseline case. In the current model, consumers in the interval r0, θ
Apupgradeq
advance q do not learn but

buy and fetch upgrade A, consumers in the interval pθ
Apupgradeq
advance , θ

Apbaseq
advanceq learn and advance buy

upgrade A but fetch it only if the product fails in the first period, and consumers in the interval

pθ
Apbaseq
advance, θadvanceq do not learn and do not buy upgrade A. Likewise, the market for upgrade B can

also be segmented. These thresholds are defined in the proof of Lemma A14 in the Appendix.
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gives firms an opportunity to charge a higher price. Learning, on the other hand,

lets consumers update their beliefs about product failure and accordingly save on

expenditure toward procuring the product. On comparing the relative profits from

advance selling and spot selling in the current model, we find that advance selling

could be more profitable when Cf is small or ρ is large. To understand why, note

that when Cf is low, the psychological cost due to fear of failure is lower; when ρ is

large, the posterior belief is likely to be more informative and can better guide the

purchase decision. Thus, when Cf is low or ρ is high, more consumers are motivated

to learn (rather than distort their subjective beliefs to reduce cognitive dissonance).

Because consumers can spot buy the upgrade after gathering more information about

the product, firms can charge a higher spot buy price for upgrades and earn more

profits. On the contrary, when consumers advance buy the upgrade, they make the

buying decision and pay the price in the first period itself, and thus cannot fully

exploit the advantage of observing the outcome of first period and updating their

beliefs about product failure. Hence, the advance selling price of the upgrade is lower

compared to the baseline case. But the increased advance sales of upgrades more than

offset the lower advance selling price of the upgrade, leading to higher profits. Thus,

when Cf is low or ρ is high, advance selling is still more profitable than spot selling.

For a concrete example, consider the case where ρ � 0.9, b � 0.5, Ca � 20, Cf � 1,

t � 20 and r � 0.98. In this case, the profits from advance selling πlearningadvance � 1.2 is

more than the highest possible profits from spot selling πlearningspot � 1.135.7 We prove

this claim in the Appendix. Next we discuss a study designed to assess some of the

7 Consistent with the intuition provided above, in this example when learning is possible, the

advance selling price is lower (p
pupgradeqlearning
advance � 3.43   p

pupgradeqbaseline
advance � 4.9) but sales

of upgrades are higher compared to those of the baseline model (Q
pupgradeqlearning
advance � 0.368 ¡

Q
pupgradeqbaseline
advance � 0.229). Furthermore, when learning is possible, the spot selling price is more

(p
pupgradeqlearning
spot � 4.765 ¡ p

pupgradeqbaseline
spot � 4.575) and sales are more compared to the baseline

model (Q
pupgradeqlearning
spot � 0.238 ¡ Q

pupgradeqbaseline
spot � 0.229).
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predictions of our model.

3.5 Empirical Analysis

Building on prior empirical research in psychology, the theoretical analysis makes

several predictions on how cognitive dissonance may shape prices and firms’ selling

strategies. The goal of our empirical analysis is not to seek additional evidence

on how cognitive dissonance affects consumer behavior. Rather, we want to assess

the descriptive validity of our model’s predictions about firm behavior. One way

to study firm behavior is to analyze field data. In a field setting, however, it is

costly to exogenously vary firms’ selling strategies and assess the impact on profits

after tightly controlling for demand-side factors. It is possible to exercise this level

of control in a laboratory and obtain detailed data on the behavior of participants.

Using the data, we could get a glimpse of the predictive accuracy of the model.

Prior experimental literature has not explored how cognitive dissonance may af-

fect a firm’s behavior. Furthermore, there is very limited experimental research on

horizontally differentiated markets. Much of prior experimental literature on hori-

zontally differentiated markets has studied location choices rather than price com-

petition (e.g., Brown-Kruse, Cronshaw and Schenk 1993, Brown-Kruse and Schenk

2000). A major finding of this body of work is that players differentiate less in their

location choices. Amaldoss and He (2013) examine price competition in a horizon-

tally differentiated model. In their experiment, the intensity of price competition

varies with consumers’ valuation of the product. The price competition is more in-

tense when consumer valuation is high, but far less intense when consumer valuation

is low. The focus of their research, however, is not on examining the strategic impli-

cations of cognitive dissonance. Thus, it would be useful to conduct an experiment

that directly tests the predictions of our model.

As participants are boundedly rational, it is unlikely that they compute the equi-
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librium solution and behave accordingly. Rather, their decisions are likely to be

guided by simple heuristics and refined over time through trial and error. It is,

therefore, not clear that participants will set prices as predicted by theory. It is

possible that they might compete less aggressively, as evidenced in Brown-Kruse,

Cronshaw and Shenk (1993) and Brown-Kruse and Shenk (2000). Alternatively,

they might compete far more aggressively, as seen in Huck et al. (1999). Thus, it

is not evident that we will observe the change in profits predicted by Proposition

1 when a firm shifts from spot selling to advance selling. In this initial empirical

analysis, we limit our attention to Proposition 1 and seek answers for the following

questions:

• Will an advance selling strategy yield more profits than a spot selling strat-

egy when consumers are susceptible to cognitive dissonance? Consistent with

Proposition 1, we find that an advance selling strategy provides more profits

than a spot selling strategy. However, on average, profits are lower than the

predictions of the equilibrium solution.

• Will the prices and profits of the base products be the same in both selling strate-

gies? Consistent with equilibrium prediction, the average prices and profits of

the base product are the same in both selling strategies. But the observed

prices and profits of the base products are substantially lower than the point

prediction of the model.

• Will the advance selling profits of an upgrade be more than its spot selling

profits? On average, advance selling profits from an upgrade are more than

those from spot selling.
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3.5.1 Experimental Design

We use a between-participants design with two groups adopting advance selling and

another two groups pursuing spot selling. The sixteen participants in each group were

randomly assigned to eight duopolies in every trial with the experiment lasting for

sixty trials. The random assignment of participants to duopolies without revealing

their identities helps to obtain data on multiple replications of the game. In the

experiment, we set Ca � Cf � 5, r � 0.9, q � 0.5, and t � 1.9. Given these model

parameters, the equilibrium advance selling price of the base product is 19 dimes

and the corresponding price of the upgrade is 11.25 dimes. In equilibrium, a firm

pursuing spot selling should sell the base product for 19 dimes and the upgrade price

should be in the range of r0, 14.36s dimes.

Participants. We recruited graduate and undergraduate students for the study,

promising them a monetary reward contingent on their performance in the experi-

ment. On average, they earned $28.6 in the study. As we are interested in investi-

gating the pricing behavior of firms, we let participants play the role of firms. We

abstract away from the demand side of the market by letting the computer play

the role of consumers according to the aggregate demand function derived from the

consumer model (see Selten and Apesteguia 2005 and Amaldoss and He 2013 for sim-

ilar designs). The detailed instructions provided to participants are available upon

request.

Procedure. Below we discuss the procedure for spot selling and clarify at the

end how the procedure for advance selling is different. The game involves two stages.

In the first stage, the two competing participants in a duopoly offer a base prod-

uct that can fail with 50% probability. In this stage, each competing participant

simultaneously selects a price for her base product between 1 and 40. The upper

end of the price range is several times above the equilibrium price. After the two
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competing players confirm their prices for the base product, the computer calculates

each participant’s profits from the base product and displays the actual prices and

profits. In the second stage of the game, each participant offers an upgrade to con-

sumers who purchased her base product in the first stage; the upgrade can eliminate

the likelihood of product failure. Each participant indicates a price for her upgrade.

The upgrade prices could range from 1 to 40 with upper bound being several times

more than the corresponding equilibrium price. After both participants confirm their

prices for the upgrade, the computer displays the actual prices and the profits earned

from the base product and its upgrade in the given trial. Then the game progresses

to the next trial.

To familiarize participants with the structure of the game, they were allowed

to play three to five practice trials. Furthermore, to rule out poor computational

skills as an explanation for the experimental results, we provided participants with

a calculator. The calculator merely functions as a computational tool without pro-

viding any guidance on normative behavior. In particular, a participant can enter

her price and her belief about competitor’s price and see its implications for her

likely profits. This makes it easy for participants to focus their efforts on exploring

ways to improve profits. The calculator does not reduce the two-person game into a

single-person optimization problem because the actual profits earned in a given trial

depend on the actual decision of the opponent (not the participant’s belief about

competitor’s prices). After all the participants became familiar with the structure of

game, they played sixty trials with their competitor changing from trial to trial. At

the end of experiment, the cumulative earnings of each participant were converted

to US dollars and paid.

The major difference between the spot selling procedure described above and the

procedure used for the advance selling treatment is as follows. In advance selling,

the prices for both the base product and the upgrade are simultaneously set by the
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participants in the very first stage of the game. In spot selling, on the other hand,

participants set the price for the base product in the first stage and the price for the

upgrade in the second stage. Recall that irrespective of a firm’s selling strategy, the

upgrade becomes available to consumers only in the second stage of the game. Next

we discuss the experimental findings.

3.5.2 Results

Our analysis is based on the 3,840 decisions made by our participants (2 ways of

selling the upgrade � 2 groups � 16 participants � 60 trials). We compare the

profits from advance selling with those from spot selling. On average, advance selling

yields higher profits than spot selling. However, the actual profits are lower than the

predictions of the equilibrium solution. On examining the prices, we find that this

is because the level of price competition is more intense than anticipated by theory.

Analysis of Profits. Table 3.1 presents the mean profits from advance selling

and that from spot selling. We also report separately the mean profits from the

base product and that from the upgrade corresponding to Group 1 and Group 2,

respectively.

Table 3.1: Mean Profits of Advance Selling and Spot Selling
Advance Selling Spot Selling

Product Group 1 Group 2 Overall Group 1 Group 2 Overall

Base Product 5.64 6.97 6.31 6.64 5.93 6.28
Upgrade 3.81 3.94 3.87 2.63 2.59 2.61

Total 9.45 10.91 10.18 9.27 8.52 8.89

According to Proposition 3.1, advance selling should provide more profits than

spot selling when consumers are susceptible to cognitive dissonance. Across partici-

pants and trials, the average total profits from advance selling are 10.18, whereas the

corresponding profits from spot selling are 8.89. A repeated measure analysis rejects

the null hypothesis that these two mean profits are the same (t � 7.09, p   0.0001).
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Then, we decompose the total profits into profits from the base product and profits

from the upgrade. In equilibrium, the profits of the base product should be the same

in both selling strategies. The average base product profits from advance selling

are 6.31, whereas the corresponding profits from spot selling are 6.28. A repeated

measure analysis does not reject the null hypothesis that these two mean profits are

the same (t � 0.15, p � 0.8843). For profits of the upgrade, equilibrium results

show that advance selling should yield higher upgrade profits than spot selling. The

average upgrade profits from advance selling are 3.87, whereas the corresponding

upgrade profits from spot selling are 2.61. A repeated measure analysis rejects the

null hypothesis that these two mean profits are the same (t � 0.15, p � 0.8843). In

the data, we find that the average profits from advance selling the upgrade is more

than the highest possible profits from spot selling the upgrade.

Next, we compare the profits observed in the two selling strategies against the

corresponding predictions of the equilibrium solution. First, we examine the advance

selling profits. In equilibrium, the advance selling profits of the base product should

be 9.5. In actuality, on average the profits observed in the two groups are 6.31

(t � �92.49, p   0.0001). The equilibrium advance selling profits of the upgrade

are 4.25, whereas the actual average profits earned by participants is 3.87 (t �
�27.73, p   0.0001). Now we turn attention to spot selling profits. According to

the equilibrium solution, the spot selling profits of the base product should be 9.5.

The actual average profits observed in the two groups are just 6.28 (t � �102.86,

p   0.0001). The predicted spot selling profits of the upgrade should be within

r0, 2.71s and we find the actual profits are within this range.

Individual Difference. Figure 3.2 presents the distribution of the average profits

earned by individual players in the advance selling and spot selling treatments. The

distribution of profits is directionally consistent with the equilibrium solution. It is

easy to see that the average profits from advance selling ranges from 7.46 to 11.39,
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Figure 3.2: Empirical Distribution of Total Profit

whereas those from spot selling ranges from 7.51 to 9.83. A nonparametric test

rejects the null hypothesis that these average profits of advance selling and spot

selling are drawn from the same distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: D � 0.66,

p   0.0001). As profits are a consequence of the prices charged by our participants,

below we analyze the prices to better understand why the profits are systematically

lower than the predictions of the equilibrium solution.

Analysis of Prices. Table 3.2 presents the mean prices observed in advance

selling and spot selling treatments and the corresponding equilibrium prices. We

report the mean price of the base product and the mean price of the upgrade for each

of the two groups of participants. The observed prices are directionally consistent

with the equilibrium predictions, though the actual price of the base product is

substantially lower than the equilibrium prediction. This may in part explain the

lower profits earned by our participants. Moreover, we observe heterogeneity in the

behavior of individual participants.

Mean Prices. In equilibrium, the advance selling price and spot selling price of

the base product should be the same. Across the two groups, the observed average

advance selling price of the base product is 13.19 and the corresponding spot selling
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Table 3.2: Mean Prices of Advance Selling and Spot Selling
Advance Selling Spot Selling

Product Group 1 Group 2 Overall Prediction Group 1 Group 2 Overall Prediction

Base Product 12.06 14.31 13.19 19 13.69 12.57 13.16 19
Upgrade 11.39 9.97 10.68 11.25 7 7.19 7.09 [0,14.36]

price is 13.16. Consistent with the theoretical prediction, a repeated measure analysis

does not reject the null hypothesis that these prices are the same (t � 0.1, p �
0.9224). On average, the observed advance selling price for the upgrade is 10.68,

whereas the spot selling price for the upgrade is 7.09 (t � 12.21, p   0.0001).

Next, we compare the prices observed in the two selling strategies against the

corresponding predictions of the equilibrium solution. First, we examine the advance

selling prices. In equilibrium, the advance selling price of the base product should be

19. In actuality, on average the price observed in the two groups is 13.19 (t � �71.49,

p   0.0001). The equilibrium advance selling price of the upgrade is 11.25, whereas

the actual average price set by participants is 10.68 (t � �9.63, p   0.0001). Now we

turn attention to spot selling prices. According to the equilibrium solution, the spot

selling price of the base product should be 19. The actual average price observed in

the two groups is just 13.16 (t � �75.38, p   0.0001). The predicted spot selling

price of the upgrade should be in the interval r0, 14.36s and we find the actual prices

are within the same price range. Overall, the actual price of the base product is

much lower than the equilibrium prediction, but the price of the upgrade is closer to

the prediction in both selling strategies.

Individual Differences. We see substantial variation in the prices charged by indi-

vidual participants. In advance selling, the average price charged for the base product

by individual participants ranges from 7.7 to 17.3. Similarly, the average spot selling

price for the base product varies from 8.44 to 17.2 (see Figure 3.3). A nonparametric

test cannot reject the null hypothesis that the two sets of prices are drawn from
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Figure 3.3: Empirical Distribution of Base Product Price

the same distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: D � 0.125, p � 0.9639). Figure

3.4 presents the distribution of the average price set by individual participants for

the upgrade. The average advance selling upgrade price charged by individual play-

ers ranges from 7.07 to 15.45, whereas the corresponding spot selling price ranges

from 5.93 to 8.44. A nonparametric test rejects the possibility that these two sets

of prices are drawn from the same underlying distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test: D � 0.91, p   0.0001). These findings are qualitatively consistent with the

equilibrium predictions. However, the theory does not anticipate the heterogeneity

observed in the behavior of individual participants.

Discussion. The experimental results provide evidence that advance selling can

yield more profits than spot selling if consumers are susceptible to cognitive disso-

nance. A striking deviation from the equilibrium prediction is that the actual price

charged for the base product is substantially lower than the predicted price irrespec-

tive of the selling strategies. We observe this deviation despite the opportunity to

learn over the several trials of the experiment and access to a calculator that could

help understand the profit implications of their pricing decisions (conditional on their

beliefs about the competitor). What could potentially explain the very low prices of
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Figure 3.4: Empirical Distribution of Upgrade Price

base products? Recall that we collected data not only on the prices charged by each

participant but also each participant’s belief about the likely behavior of her com-

petitor. Using this additional information, we can estimate the following empirical

response function:

pit � α � βpbijt, (3.22)

where pit is the price player i charges at period t and pbijt is player i’s belief about

competitor j’s price at period t. We find that α � 3.95 (t � 14.62, p   0.0001) and

β � 0.66 (t � 35.09, p   0.0001) for advance selling, whereas α � 3.32 (t � 13.61,

p   0.0001) and β � 0.7 (t � 41.44, p   0.0001) for spot selling. The equilibrium

best response function is pi � t
2
� pj

2
� 9.5�0.5pj. Notice that the empirical response

function has a smaller intercept but a steeper slope, implying that participants tend

to over react to competitor’s likely price.

Next, we explore how participants react when their competitor undercuts or over-

charges (compared to participants’ belief about the likely behavior of her competitor).

Consider the following regression of price adjustment in trial pt � 1q based on the

difference between ‘competitor’s actual price’ and ‘competitor’s likely price’:
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∆pi,t�1 � β0ppactualjt � plikelyjt q1tpactualjt � plikelyjt ¡ 0u � β1ppactualjt � plikelyjt q1tpactualjt � plikelyjt   0u, (3.23)

where ∆pi,t�1 � pi,t�1 � pi,t is the price adjustment in trial t � 1 compared to the

price in trial t, pactualjt �plikelyjt is the difference between ‘competitor’s actual price’ and

‘competitor’s likely price’ in trial t, and the indicator function distinguishes positive

price difference and negative price difference. On estimating this model, we find

that β0 � 0.12 (t � 5.48, p   0.0001) for advance selling and β0 � 0.18 (t � 7.76,

p   0.0001) for spot selling. On the other hand, β1 � 0.23 (t � 14.06, p   0.0001) for

advance selling and β1 � 0.27 (t � 14.46, p   0.0001) for spot selling. This suggests

that our participants’ reaction to the competitor’s price is asymmetric: participants

decrease their price more on seeing their competitor undercut price (compared to

increasing price upon observing their competitor charge more). This asymmetric

response suggests that our participants were perhaps more aggressive in competing

than predicted by theory. This could in part explain the lower prices of the base

products and also the lower profits earned by participants compared to the point

predictions of the model.

3.6 Conclusion

3.6.1 Result Summary

Consumers experience psychological distress when they hold dissonant cognitions in

their minds. In the last fifty years, a large body of evidence has been accumulated on

the phenomenon of cognitive dissonance and its ability to influence consumer decision

making. Yet prior research has not examined its implications for a firm’s strategy.

In this paper, we propose a game-theoretic model that incorporates the notion of

cognitive dissonance in a model of spatial competition and analyze its implications

for selling strategy. Our theoretical investigation offers insights into a few questions
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of managerial significance.

• In the absence of uncertain demand and information asymmetry, is there any

incentive for firms to engage in advance selling? Our analysis shows that if

consumers are susceptible to cognitive dissonance, it may be more profitable

to advance sell rather than spot sell. To understand this result, note that

consumers have preferences not only over states of the world but also over

their beliefs about the state of the world. Moreover, consumers have control

over their beliefs. Note that if the consumer believes that the product will not

fail, she will not buy the upgrade and will face the economic consequences of

product failure. To be motivated to purchase the upgrade, the consumer needs

to believe that the product will fail with some probability. However, believing

that the product might fail causes psychological distress. To alleviate this pain,

the consumer can choose a subjective probability of failure that is just sufficient

to motivate her to buy the upgrade. By advance buying, the consumer can

lower the psychological distress. Furthermore, advance selling of the upgrade

can soften competition in a duopoly. Thus, advance selling helps firms to sell

the upgrade at a higher price and earn more profits compared to spot selling.

In our formulation, advance selling is more profitable than spot selling in the

absence of demand uncertainty and information asymmetry. Furthermore, an

experiment lend qualitative support for our model prediction.

• Will consumers pay more for a bundle than the sum of the prices of its com-

ponents? Typically, one does not expect consumers to pay a higher price for a

bundle. However, we find that if customers are susceptible to cognitive disso-

nance, they may pay a higher price for a bundle. We obtain this result because

upon buying a bundle, consumers can save on the psychological costs associated

with cognitive dissonance.
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• Will firm’s profits increase when psychological cost rises? Because psychologi-

cal costs decrease the utility that consumers derive from a product, one might

expect it to have a negative effect on firm’s profits. However, when the market

is comprised of some consumers who can adjust their subjective beliefs and

some consumers who cannot, the equilibrium profits initially decline and later

increase with psychological cost. We observe this finding because when the

psychological cost is sufficiently large, firms primarily sell to consumers who

cannot adjust their subjective beliefs. This gives firms an opportunity to charge

a higher price and earn more profits when the psychological cost increases.

• In the presence of an opportunity to learn about a product from experience

and make a more informed purchase decision, will consumers stop distorting

subjective beliefs to reduce dissonance? The answer is no. Some consumers

will choose to update their belief based on first period outcome, and then

decide whether or not to acquire the upgrade in the second period. However,

many other consumers may strategically choose not to update beliefs about

the product and thus not to learn from experience; they find it more profitable

to modify their subjective beliefs to reduce dissonance. This finding attests to

the robustness of the phenomenon of cognitive dissonance in strategic decision

making contexts.

3.6.2 Limitations and Future Directions

Cognitive dissonance is a phenomenon that manifests in many decisions that con-

sumers make in several contexts. In this paper, we have made a beginning in an-

alyzing its theoretical implications for pricing products that can fail with a known

probability. Future could strive to develop models of other contexts where cognitive

dissonance plays a role. For example, the phenomenon could affect our purchase

decisions even if a product has no risk of failure. In particular, consumers buying a
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low-quality product may selectively distort the perceived quality of the product to re-

duce the dissonance coming from not having bought the high-quality product. This

perceptual distortion is not without psychological cost and economic consequence

to the consumer. Future research can investigate how a firm should brand its new

product in light of such consumers. Moreover, this paper has taken one step toward

testing the model prediction after controlling for the demand-side factors. Future

research can test the behavioral implications using field data.
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4

Conclusion

It is critical for firms to understand how consumers behave and make purchasing de-

cisions when choosing optimal strategies and forecasting profits. In this dissertation,

I study two interesting consumer behaviors and their impact on firms’ strategies in

two essays, which introduce novel ways to model consumers’ preference for one-stop

shopping and cognitive dissonance. In both works, I start from consumer primitives

and explicitly model the consumer behavior that I am interested in. Based upon the

model of consumers behavior, I analyze firms’ optimal decisions and infer the equilib-

rium results in a competitive market. With this approach, I am able to understand

the impact of consumer behaviors on firm profitability and strategy directly.

• Essay 1 considers consumers’ shopping cost which leads to their preference for

one-stop shopping. I examine how consumers’ preference for one-stop shop-

ping affect the pricing, location, customer service and advertising decisions of

competing retailers. My analysis offers several insights on how specialty stores

can compete with big-box retailers. I find that because the big-box store offers

one-stop shopping convenience, it sells the specialty product at a lower price
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than the specialty store even if there is no cost difference or utility distribution

difference. However, the rank order of prices can be reversed in the presence

of price advertising by the speciality store. This is because the specialty store

tries to attract more consumers by advertising a low price. Locating the spe-

cialty store too close or too far from the big-box retailer could hurt the specialty

store’s profits. Tradeoff between intense price competition and low store traf-

fic determines the optimal location of the specialty store, which depends on

consumers’ knowledge about the product. Finally, customer service at the spe-

cialty store can improve the profits at the big-box store due to softened price

competition.

• In Essay 2, I propose a game-theoretic model that incorporates cognitive disso-

nance into spatial competition and analyze its implications for selling strategy.

My theoretical investigation offers insights into a few questions of managerial

significance. My analysis shows that if consumers are susceptible to cognitive

dissonance, it may be more profitable for firms to advance sell rather than spot

sell. Advance buying allows consumers to believe that the product will fail with

a lower probability and reduce the psychological distress. Thus, consumers are

willing to pay a higher price under advance selling. I also find that if customers

are susceptible to cognitive dissonance, they may pay a higher price for a bun-

dle. I obtain this result because upon buying a bundle, consumers can save on

the psychological costs associated with cognitive dissonance. In the extensions,

I consider malleability of consumer beliefs, severe product failure and consumer

learning. I am able to show that the results from the main model are robust.
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Appendix A

Proof for Chapter 2

A.1 Proof of Lemma 2.1

Proof. The intuition for this proof is that when the expected net surplus from buy-

ing the staple product is high compared to the search cost, consumers are always

motivated to visit the big-box store. Given this, visiting the big-box store first gives

higher expected utility.

To begin with, we examine the optimal price of the staple product and then

calculate the expected net surplus of the staple product. Denote the price of the

staple product by pst. A consumer visiting the big-box store will purchase the staple

product if her match value of this product is above pst. So given that a consumer

visits the big-box store, the demand of the staple product is 1�F ppstq. The big-box

store’s expected profits from the staple product are given by:

πst � pstr1� F ppstqs � pstp1� pstq. (A.1)

The above profits are maximized at p�st � 1
2
.

Given the equilibrium price and the utility distribution of the staple product, a
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consumer’s expected net surplus from the staple product is given by:

» 1

1
2

pv � 1

2
qdv � 1

8
. (A.2)

Note that when sb ¤ 1
8

and ss ¤ 1
8
, the expected consumer surplus from the staple

product exceeds search cost, implying consumers are always motivated to visit the

big-box store (even if they visit the specialty store first).

Suppose in equilibrium the big-box store charges pb and the specialty store charges

ps. A savvy consumer visiting the big-box store first will buy the specialty product at

the big-box store immediately if the specialty product at the big-box store provides

a high net surplus. As shown in Section 4.2, a savvy consumer stops searching and

purchase at the big-box store if vb � pb is greater than the threshold a � ps where

a satisfies
³v̄s
a
pvs � aqdvs

v̄s
� ss. If a consumer visits the big-box store first, her total

expected utility is given by:

ub � �sb �
» 1

1
2

pv � 1

2
qdv �

» v̄b

a�ps�pb
pvb � pbqdvb

v̄b

�Fbpa� ps � pbqss �
» a�ps�pb

pb

vb � pb � ps
v̄s

pvb � pbqdvb
v̄b

�
» a

ps

vs � ps � pb
v̄b

pvs � psqdvs
v̄s
� Fbpa� ps � pbq

» v̄s

as

pvs � psqdvs
v̄s
. (A.3)

The first term is the search cost visiting the big-box store and the second term is the

expected net surplus from the staple product. The third term is the expected utility

of the specialty product when the specialty product at the big-box store provides a net

surplus higher than a� ps and the consumer buys at the big-box store immediately,

which is region A in Figure A.1. The forth term is the expected cost of visiting the

specialty store. The fifth term gives the expected utility when the consumer visits

both stores and finally purchases from the big-box store because it provides higher
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Figure A.1: Expected Utility of Visiting the Big-Box Store First

net surplus, which is region B in Figure A.1. The last two terms give the expected

utility when the consumer visits both stores and finally purchases from the specialty

store because it provides higher net surplus, which is region C in Figure A.1.

If savvy consumers were to visit the specialty store first, they still need to visit

the big-box store to purchase the staple product. Due to free recall, savvy consumers

will not by the specialty product at the specialty store immediately. They always

visit both stores and choose the specialty product that gives higher net surplus. If a

consumer visits the specialty store first, her total expected utility is given by:

us � �sb � ss �
» 1

1
2

pv � 1

2
qdv �

» v̄b

a�ps�pb

vb � pb � ps
v̄s

pvb � pbqdvb
v̄b

�
» v̄b

a�ps�pb

» v̄s

vb�pb�ps
pvs � psqdvs

v̄s
d
vb
v̄b
�
» a�ps�pb

pb

vb � pb � ps
v̄s

pvb � pbqdvb
v̄b

�
» a

ps

vs � ps � pb
v̄b

pvs � psqdvs
v̄s
� Fbpa� ps � pbq

» v̄s

as

pvs � psqdvs
v̄s
. (A.4)

The first two terms of (A.4) are search costs visiting the big-box store and the

specialty store. The third term is the expected net surplus from the staple product.

The forth and sixth terms give the expected utility when the consumer purchases

from the big-box store because it provides higher net surplus, which is region A1 and
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Figure A.2: Expected Utility of Visiting the Specialty Store First

B in Figure A.2. The fifth and the last two terms give the expected utility when the

consumer purchases from the specialty store because it provides higher net surplus,

which is region A2 and C in Figure A.2.

As we can see from Figure A.1 and Figure A.2, the difference of visiting the big-

box store first and visiting the specialty store first is region A2. Taking the difference

of ub and us, we have:

ub � us

� r1� Fbpa� ps � pbqsss �
» v̄b

a�ps�pb

» v̄s

vb�pb�ps
rpvs � psq � pvb � pbqsdvs

v̄s
d
vb
v̄b
.(A.5)

We know that a satisfies
³v̄s
a
pvs � aqdvs

v̄s
� ss. When vb ¥ a� ps � pb, we have

vb � pb � ps ¥ a. This implies that
³v̄s
vb�pb�psrpvs � psq � pvb � pbqsdvsv̄s ¤ ss for any

vb ¥ a� ps � pb. Thus,

ub � us ¥ r1� Fbpa� ps � pbqsss �
» v̄b

a�ps�pb
ssd

vb
v̄b
� 0. (A.6)

Therefore, it is optimal for savvy consumers to visit the big-box store first.

Nonsavvy consumers purchase the staple product from the big-box store and the

specialty product from the speciality store. The search order does not matter to
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them. But we still need to make sure that they have incentives to visit both stores.

Their incentive to visit the big-box store for the staple product has already been

shown. Here we show they are also motivated to visit the specialty store for the

specialty product. If the price of the specialty product at the specialty store is ps,

a nonsavvy consumer’s expected net surplus from buying the specialty product is

given by:

» v̄s

ps

pvs � psqdvs
v̄s
� pv̄s � psq2

2v̄s
. (A.7)

The specialty store would never charge a price higher than the monopoly price v̄s
2

,

which will be formally shown in the following Claim. Then, the expected net surplus

of the specialty product is equal to or greater than v̄s
8
¡ 1

8
. So a nonsavvy consumer

will visit the specialty store for the specialty product.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 2.1

A.2.1 Existence and Uniqueness of the Solution

Claim A.1. Assuming that sb ¤ 1
8

and ss ¤ 1
8
, expressions (2.10) and (2.11) have

a unique solution which satisfies ppb, psq P rmaxp0, v̄b � aq, v̄b
2
s � rv̄s � a, v̄s

2
s.

Proof. By assumption, a ¥ v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

¡ v̄s
2

for v̄s ¡ 1. Fix pb P r0, as and consider

(2.11). Then, ps � v̄s � a� ts where

ts �
» a

ps

v �∆

a�∆
dv � ρv̄b

1� β

v̄s � 2ps
a�∆

. (A.8)

The integrand v�∆
a�∆

decreases in ps for v P rps, as. v̄s�2ps
a�∆

also decreases in ps because

a ¡ v̄s
2

. Thus, ts decreases in ps for pb P r0, as. We then have: (i) if ps � v̄s � a,

v̄s� a� ts ¡ v̄s� a because ts ¡ 0; (ii) if ps � v̄s
2

, v̄s� a� ts   v̄s� a� pa� psq � ps
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because v�∆
a�∆

  1 and v̄s � 2ps � 0. Therefore, for pb P r0, as, (2.11) has a unique

solution for ps P r0, as, say ps � bsppbq, and bsppbq P rv̄s � a, v̄s
2
s.

Next, from (2.10) we have

pb � 1

2
pv̄b � a� ps � a2 � ps

2

2v̄s
q � bbppsq. (A.9)

dbb
dps

� 1
2
p1 � ps

v̄s
q P r0, 1

2
s. We then have: (i) if ps � v̄s � a, bbppsq � 1

2
pv̄b � a � v̄s

2
q ¥

maxp0, v̄b � aq if v̄b ¡ v̄s
2

; (ii) if ps � v̄s
2

, bbppsq � 1
2
rv̄b � pa�v̄sq2

2v̄s
� v̄s

8
s   v̄b

2
because

a ¥ v̄s
2

. So bbppsq P rmaxp0, v̄b � aq, v̄b
2
s when ps P rv̄s � a, v̄s

2
s. A solution of the pair

of (2.10) and (2.11) involves pb � bbpbsppbqq. By fixed-point theorem, there exists

such a pb P rmaxp0, v̄b � aq, v̄b
2
s. Because ps � bsppbq P rv̄s � a, v̄s

2
s, the pair of FOC’s

has at least one solution ppb, psq P rmaxp0, v̄b � aq, v̄b
2
s � rv̄s � a, v̄s

2
s.

Next consider uniqueness. Substituting bbppsq into (2.11), we have

ps � v̄s � a�
» a

ps

v � ps � bbppsq
a� ps � bbppsqdv �

ρv̄b
1� β

v̄s � 2ps
a� ps � bbppsq . (A.10)

Because dbb
dps

P r0, 1
2
s, dr�ps�bbppsqs

dps
P r�1,�1

2
s. This implies that v�ps�bbppsq

a�ps�bbppsq decreases

in ps. We also have v̄s�2ps
a�ps�bbppsq decreases in ps because a ¡ v̄s

2
. So the right-hand side

of (A.10) decreases in ps, which implies that the solution is unique.

Claim A.2. Both prices decrease in a, increase in β, and increase in ρ.

Proof. From (A.9), dbb
da
� 1

2
p�1� a

v̄s
q P r�1

2
, 0s. a� bbppsq increases in a. This implies

that the right-hand side of (A.10) decreases in a. Because the right-hand side also

decreases in ps, it follows that ps is a decreasing function of a. Therefore, pb � bbppsq
decreases in a as well.

Since v̄s�2ps
a�ps�bbppsq ¥ 0, the right-hand side of (A.10) increases in β. Because the

right-hand side also decreases in ps, it follows that ps is an increasing function of β.

pb � bbppsq increases in ps and therefore increases in β as well.
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Since v̄s�2ps
a�ps�bbppsq ¥ 0, the right-hand side of (A.10) increases in ρ. Because the

right-hand side also decreases in ps, it follows that ps is an increasing function of ρ.

pb � bbppsq increases in ps and therefore increases in ρ as well.

Claim A.3. When v̄b ¥ v̄s
2

, we have 3ps ¡ v̄s and a�ps ¡ 2pv̄s�2psq in equilibrium.

Proof. From (2.11), we have

∆ � av̄s � 1
2
pa� psq2

v̄s � 2ps
� ρv̄b

1� β
. (A.11)

From (2.10), we have

v̄b � pv̄s � aq2
2v̄s

� pv̄s � psq2
2v̄s

� 2∆ � 0. (A.12)

Substituting ∆ in (A.12) by (A.11) gives us

v̄b � pv̄s � aq2
2v̄s

� pv̄s � psq2
2v̄s

� 2
av̄s � 1

2
pa� psq2

v̄s � 2ps
� 2

ρv̄b
1� β

� 0. (A.13)

This equality holds in equilibrium. The left-hand side decreases in ps because

dLHS

dps
� � v̄spv̄s � 2aq2 � pv̄s � 2psqpv̄s � 2psq2

2v̄spv̄s � 2psq2   0. (A.14)

At ps � 2v̄s�a
3

,

LHS � v̄b � 2

9
a� 4pv̄s � aq2

9v̄s
� 2ρ

1� β
v̄b

¡ 0 (A.15)

when v̄b ¥ v̄s
2

. Since the left-hand side decreases in ps, we must have ps ¡ 2v̄s�a
3

in

equilibrium. It follows that a�ps ¡ 2pv̄s�2psq. Since a ¤ v̄s, it follows immediately

that ps ¡ v̄s
3

.
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Claim A.4. When a ¡ v̄s
2

, ps   v̄s
2

.

Proof. As shown in Claim 1, ps P rv̄s � a, v̄s
2
s in equilibrium. So we only need to

show that ps � v̄s
2

when a ¡ v̄s
2

. First, second, third and fifth term of (A.13) are

finite. Assume that ps � v̄s
2

when a ¡ v̄s
2

. The numerator of the forth term equals

� pv̄s�2aq2
4

  0 and the denominator is zero. (A.13) cannot not hold. So ps must be

strictly smaller than v̄s
2

when a ¡ v̄s
2

.

A.2.2 Price Comparison

Proof. (A.9) amd (A.10) imply that

ps � pb � 1

2
rv̄s � v̄b � ρv̄b

1� β

v̄s � 2ps
a�∆

s � 1

2
r 1

a�∆

» a

ps

v �∆dv � 1

v̄s

» a

ps

vdvs

¥ � 1

2v̄s

» a

ps

pps � pbqdv (A.16)

because v̄s ¥ v̄b, v̄s ¥ 2ps and v̄b ¥ a�∆. For the inequality to hold, we must have

ps ¥ pb.

Corollary A.1. The price difference ps � pb increases in distance when ss is small

and decreases in distance when ss is large.

Proof. Using (A.13), we find that

dps
da

� �pv̄s � aqpv̄s � 2psq2 � 2pa� ps � v̄sqpv̄s � 2psqv̄s
pv̄s � psqpv̄s � 2psq2 � 2pa� psqpa� ps � v̄sqv̄s . (A.17)

dps
da

¤ 0 because a ¤ v̄s, ps ¤ v̄s
2

and ps ¥ v̄s � a. dps
da

¡ �1 for a ¡ v̄s
2

because
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ps   v̄s
2

, v̄s � ps ¡ v̄s � a and a� ps ¡ v̄s � 2ps. Recall that ∆ � ps � pb. Then,

d∆

da
� dps

da
� dpb
da

� dps
da

� 1

2
p�1� a

v̄s
q � 1

2
p1� ps

v̄s
qdps
da

� 1

2
p1� a

v̄s
q � 1

2
p1� ps

v̄s
qdps
da

� pv̄s � a� psqpa2 � 2ps
2 � v̄2

s � apps � v̄sqq
pv̄s � psqpv̄s � 2psq2 � 2pa� psqpa� ps � v̄sqv̄s . (A.18)

The second equality follows by using (A.9) and the last equality follows by substi-

tuting dps
da

.

When ss � 0, a � v̄s. The numerator of (A.18) equals psp2ps � v̄sqpps � v̄sq   0

because ps   v̄s
2

when a � v̄s. The denominator is positive and thus d∆
da

  0 at

ss � 0.

When ss � 1
8
, a � v̄s �

?
v̄s
2

. When a � v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

, ps � 6v̄2
s�v̄s

2p6v̄s�
?
v̄sq , the left-hand

side of (A.13) equals

?
v̄sp�4� 19

?
v̄s � 12v̄s � 135v̄s

3
2 � 108v̄2

sq
2p1� 6

?
v̄sq2 � v̄bp1� 2ρ

1� β
q ¡ 0 (A.19)

because �4� 19
?
v̄s� 12v̄s � 135v̄s

3
2 � 108v̄2

s ¡ 0 for v̄s ¡ 1. Since the left-hand side

of (A.13) decreases in ps, we must have ps ¡ 6v̄2
s�v̄s

2p6v̄s�
?
v̄sq to have the equality hold.

When a � v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

and ps � 6v̄2
s�v̄s

2p6v̄s�
?
v̄sq ,

a2 � 2ps
2 � v̄2

s � apps � v̄sq � � v̄
3
2
s p36

?
v̄s � 11qp?v̄s � 1q

2p1� 6
?
v̄sq2

  0 (A.20)

for v̄s ¡ 1. Since a2 � 2ps
2 � v̄2

s � apps � v̄sq decreases in ps, it must be negative at

the equilibrium price. a � ps increases in a because dps
da

¡ �1. v̄s � pa � psq � 0 at
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a � v̄s
2

. So for any a ¡ v̄s
2

, v̄s � pa � psq   0. As the denominator is positive for

a ¡ v̄s
2

, d∆
da

is positive at ss � 1
8
. Then, d∆

dss
� d∆

da
da
dss

is positive at ss � 0 and negative

at ss � 1
8

because da
dss

  0. By continuity argument, d∆
dss

is positive when distance is

sufficiently small and negative when distance is sufficiently large.

In the proof, we show this statement at two extreme ends. However, this result is

more general and holds in bigger parameter region. Numerical example shows that

the price difference increases in distance first and then decreases.

A.3 Proof of Proposition 2.2

Proof. First, from (2.11), we have

ρv̄b
1� β

� �pa� ps � pbqpv̄s � a� psq � a2�ps2

2
� pps � pbqpa� psq

v̄s � 2ps
. (A.21)

The profit of the specialty store is given by

πs � p1� βqpa�∆q
v̄bv̄s

ps
2 � ρ

v̄s
ps

2 � Cpρq. (A.22)

Taking the derivative with respect to ss, we have

dπs
dss

� dπs
da

da

dss
. (A.23)

And

dπs
da

� 1� β

v̄bv̄s
r1
2
p1� a

v̄s
qps2 � psr2pa� ps � pbq � ps

2
p1� ps

v̄s
q � 2ρv̄b

1� β
sdps
da

s

� �1� β

v̄bv̄s

pspa� psq2p�2ps
2 � v̄2

s � apps � v̄sqq
pv̄s � psqpv̄s � 2psq2 � 2pa� psqpa� ps � v̄sqv̄s . (A.24)

The second equality follows by using (A.17) and (A.21). pv̄s� psqpv̄s� 2psq2 � 2pa�
psqpa � ps � v̄sqv̄s ¡ 0 and pa � psq2 ¡ 0 for a ¡ v̄s

2
. So the sign of dπs

da
depends on

�2ps
2 � v̄2

s � apps � v̄sq.
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Denote Φ � �2ps
2 � v̄2

s � apps � v̄sq. Then,

dΦ

da
� �4ps

dps
da

� a
dps
da

� ps � v̄s

¡ �4ps
dps
da

� a� ps � v̄s

¡ 0 (A.25)

because �1   dps
da

¤ 0 and a ¤ v̄s. When a � v̄s, Φ � pspv̄s � 2psq ¡ 0 because

ps   v̄s
2

at a � v̄s.
dΦ
dps

� �4ps � a   0 because ps ¡ v̄s
3
¡ a

4
from Claim 3. When

a � v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

,

Φ � �2ps
2 � v̄2

s � pv̄s � psqpv̄s �
?
v̄s
2
q

  1

9
p�6v̄

3
2
s � v̄2

sq

  0 (A.26)

when v̄s   36. The first inequality follows from the fact that dΦ
dps

  0 and ps ¡ v̄s
3

. So

Φ is negative for small a and later becomes positive as a increases. da
dss

  0 implies

that dΦ
dss

� dΦ
da

da
dss

is negative. So Φ decreases in ss. Φ is positive at ss � 0 and then

becomes negative as ss increases. We define s�s as the ss such that Φ � 0. Then, dπs
dss

is positive for ss   s�s and negative for ss ¡ s�s .

Nest,we want to show that s�s decreases in β. s�s satisfies Φ � 0 where Φ �
�2ps

2 � v̄2
s � apps � v̄sq and a � v̄s � ?

2v̄ss�s . ps is a function of a and β. Taking

partial derivative of Φ with respect to ss and β gives us:

rpa� 4psqdps
da

� ps � v̄ss da
ds�s

ds�s � pa� 4psqdps
dβ

dβ � 0. (A.27)

This implies that:

ds�s
dβ

� �
pa� 4psqdpsdβ

rpa� 4psqdpsda � ps � v̄ss dads�s
. (A.28)
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From Claim 3, we know that ps ¡ v̄s
3
¡ a

4
which implies that a � 4ps   0. We also

have dps
da
  0, dps

dβ
¡ 0 and da

ds�s
  0. So ds�s

dβ
  0.

Claim A.5. The specialty store can earn higher profits than the big-box store from the

specialty product when the required knowledge level is high and the cost of providing

customer service is sufficiently low.

Proof. Using (2.13), (2.15) and (A.9), we have

πs � πb � 1

4v̄b
rps

2pp1� βqp2pa� ps � v̄bqv̄s � ps
2 � a2q � 4ρv̄bv̄sq

v̄2
s

�p1� βqpv̄b � a� ps � a2 � ps
2

2v̄s
q2s � Cpρq. (A.29)

When ρ � 1� β, the difference is given by

πs � πb � ps
2

v̄s
� 1� β

4v̄b
rp�a� ps � v̄b � a2 � ps

2

2v̄s
q2 � 2ps

2v̄b
v̄s

�ps
2pps � aqpa� ps � 2v̄sq

v̄2
s

s � Cpρq. (A.30)

If the sum of the terms inside the square bracket is negative, then we have πs�πb ¡ 0

if Cpρq is small enough. If the sum of the terms inside the square bracket is positive,

it is bounded. For large β and small Cpρq, we can still have πs � πb ¡ 0. Thus,

when the required level of knowledge is high and customer service is not too costly

to provide, we can have πs � πb ¡ 0.

A.4 Proof of Proposition 2.3

Proof. The profits of the big-box store are given by

πb � 1� β

v̄b
pb

2. (A.31)
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Taking the derivative with respect to ρ gives us

dπb
dρ

� dπs
dpb

dpb
dρ

� 2p1� βqpb
v̄b

dpb
dρ

¥ 0 (A.32)

because dpb
dρ
¥ 0 as shown in Claim 2.

Claim A.6. The revenue of the specialty store rs increases in ρ. drs
dρ

and d2rs
dρ2 are

bounded.

Proof. The revenue of the specialty store when providing customer service ρ is given

by

rs � p1� βqpa�∆q
v̄bv̄s

ps
2 � ρ

v̄s
ps

2. (A.33)

Taking derivative with respect to ρ gives us

drs
dρ

� 1� β

v̄bv̄s
rp�dps

dρ
� dpb
dρ

qps2 � 2pspa� ps � pbqdps
dρ

s � 1

v̄s
rps2 � 2ρps

dps
dρ

s

� 1� β

v̄bv̄s
r2pa� ps � pbq � 1

2
p1� ps

v̄s
qpsspsdps

dρ
� 1

v̄s
rps2 � 2ρps

dps
dρ

s. (A.34)

As shown in Claim 2, dps
dρ

¡ 0. If 2pa � ps � pbq � 1
2
p1 � ps

v̄s
qps ¡ 0, then drs

dρ
¡ 0 for

sure.

2pa� ps � pbq � 1

2
p1� ps

v̄s
qps

� 1

2v̄s
r2v̄bv̄s � 2av̄s � a2 � 3psv̄s � 2ps

2s

¡ 1

2v̄s
r2v̄bv̄s � 2av̄s � a2 � 2v̄2

s s

¡ 0. (A.35)
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when v̄b ¥ v̄s
2

. The first equality follows by substituting pb by (A.9). The first and

second inequality follow because v̄s ¥ 2ps and a ¡ v̄s
2

. Thus, we have drs
dρ
¡ 0.

Next, we want to show that drs
dρ

is bounded. Using (A.13), we have

dps
dρ

� 2v̄bv̄spv̄s � 2psq2
rpv̄s � psqpv̄s � 2psq2 � 2pa� psqpa� ps � v̄sqv̄ssp1� βq . (A.36)

Substituting (A.36) into (A.34), we have

drs
dρ

� �2pspa� psqrapps � v̄sq � psp2v̄s � 3psqqs
pv̄s � psqpv̄s � 2psq2 � 2pa� psqpa� ps � v̄sqv̄s . (A.37)

Given v̄s ¡ 1, a ¥ v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

¡ v̄s
2

and ps   v̄s
2

. Both the denominator and the

numerator are positive, bounded and not equal to zero1. So dps
dρ

is bounded and it

follows that drs
dρ

is bounded.

The formula of d2rs
dρ2 is too long, so we are not presenting it here. It is similar to

show that it is also bounded for a ¡ v̄s
2

and β   1.

Claim A.7. d2rs
dssdρ

can be negative for small ss and positive for large ss.

Proof. First, we have

drs
dss

� dπs
dss

� dπs
da

da

dss
(A.38)

dπs
da

is given by (A.24). It is straightforward that d2πs
dadρ

� d2πs
dadps

dps
dρ

. da
dss

� �
b

v̄s
2ss

and

d2a
dssdρ

� 0. By chain rule, we have

d2rs
dssdρ

� d2πs
dadps

dps
dρ

da

dss
. (A.39)

1 When aÑ v̄s
2 , ps Ñ

v̄s
2 . Both the denominator and the numerator could converge to 0. But we

are able to show the limit exists and is finite.
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Using (A.24), we find

d2πs
dadps

� �pa� psqp1� βqΨ
v̄bv̄srpv̄s � psqpv̄s � 2psq2 � 2pa� psqpa� ps � v̄sqv̄ss2 , (A.40)

where

Ψ � �4ps
4pa2 � aps � 4ps

2q � 4pspa4 � 5a3ps � 3a2ps
2 � 2aps

3 � 3ps
4qv̄s

�p2a4 � 10a3ps � 21a2ps
2 � 3aps

3 � 8ps
4qv̄2

s � 2p�2a3 � 7a2ps � 5aps
2 � 4ps

3qv̄3
s

�p3a2 � 9aps � 2ps
2qv̄4

s � pa� 3psqv̄5
s . (A.41)

When a � v̄s,

Ψ � psrpv̄s � 2psqp2v̄4
s � 7psv̄

3
s � 3ps

2v̄2
s � 2ps

3v̄s � 12ps
4q � 8ps

5s

  pspv̄s � 2psqp2v̄4
s � 7psv̄

3
s � 3ps

2v̄2
s � 2ps

3v̄s � 20ps
4q

  pspv̄s � 2psqp�psv̄3
s � 3ps

2v̄2
s � 2ps

3v̄s � 20ps
4q

  pspv̄s � 2psqpps2v̄2
s � 2ps

3v̄s � 20ps
4q

� ps
3pv̄s � 2psqrpv̄s � 3psqpv̄s � 5psq � 5ps

4s

  0. (A.42)

3ps ¡ v̄s implies that ps ¡ v̄s � 2ps and then the first inequality follows. The second

inequality holds because 3ps ¡ v̄s and the third inequality is because 2ps   v̄s. The

last inequality holds because 3ps ¡ v̄s. So Ψ is negative at a � v̄s, which implies

that d2πs
dadps

is positive at a � v̄s.
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Next we study when a is small.

d2Ψ

dps2
� 2pa� psqr�8ps

2p3a� 8psq � 4p�5a2 � 4aps � 16ps
2qv̄s � 3p7a� 4psqv̄2

s � 10v̄3
s s

�4pv̄s � 2psqpv̄s � 2psqp22ps
2 � 7psv̄s � v̄2

sq

¡ 2pa� psqr�12ps
2p2a� 9psq � 4p�5a2 � 4aps � 14ps

2qv̄s � p21a� 17psqv̄2
s � 11v̄3

s s

¡ 2pa� psqr�20a2v̄s � 4apsv̄s � 2ps
2v̄s � p21a� 17psqv̄2

s � 11v̄3
s s

¡ 2pa� psqr�20a2v̄s � 20psv̄
2
s � 21av̄2

s � 11v̄3
s s. (A.43)

The first inequality follows by using a� ps ¡ 2pv̄s� 2psq. The second inequality uses

the fact that v̄s ¡ 2ps. The last inequality is due to a � ps ¡ v̄s and 2a ¡ v̄s. At

a � v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

,

d2Ψ

dps2
¥ pa� psqp�10� 40ps � 19

?
v̄s � 20v̄sqv̄2

s

¥ pa� psqp40ps � 9
?
v̄s � 20v̄sqv̄2

s

¥ pa� psqp9
?
v̄s � 20

3
v̄sqv̄2

s

¥ 0 (A.44)

when v̄s ¤ p27
20
q2. So d2Ψ

dps2 is positive at a � v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

when v̄s ¤ p27
20
q2. When

a � v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

and ps � v̄s�
?
v̄s
2

3
,

dΨ

dps
� 1

648
pv̄

5
2
s � 872v̄3

s � 1503v̄
7
2
s � 1138v̄4

s � 2320v̄
9
2
s � 552v̄5

sq

¡ 0 (A.45)

for 1   v̄s ¤ 10. d2Ψ
dps2 ¡ 0 implies that for any ps ¡ v̄s�

?
v̄s
2

3
we must have dΨ

dps
¡ 0.
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When a � v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

and ps � v̄s�
?
v̄s
2

3
,

Ψ � p?v̄s � 1q2v̄3
s

5832
p�1� 718

?
v̄s � 2100v̄s � 1976v̄

3
2
s � 112v̄2

sq

¡ 0 (A.46)

for 1   v̄s ¤ 1.59. dΨ
dps

¡ 0 implies that for any ps ¡ v̄s�
?
v̄s
2

3
we must have Ψ ¡ 0 when

1   v̄s ¤ 1.59. Following from Claim 3, it is true that ps ¡ v̄s�
?
v̄s
2

3
at a � v̄s �

?
v̄s
2

if v̄b ¥ v̄s
2

. Thus, Ψ ¡ 0 at a � v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

if v̄b ¥ v̄s
2

and 1   v̄s ¤ 1.59. This suggests

that d2πs
dadps

is negative at a � v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

if v̄b ¥ v̄s
2

and 1   v̄s ¤ 1.59. So d2rs
dadρ

can

be negative at a � v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

and positive at a � v̄s. We know that dps
dρ

¡ 0 and

da
dss

  0. Thus, d2rs
dssdρ

can be negative at ss � 0 and positive at ss � 1
8
. By continuity

argument, d2rs
dρdss

can be negative when the distance is sufficiently small and positive

when the distance is sufficiently large.

Claim A.8. d2rs
dρdβ

can be negative when ss is small.

Proof. Using (A.34) and (A.36), we have

drs
dρ

� 1� β

v̄bv̄s
psr2pa� ps � pbq � ps

2
p1� ps

v̄s
q � 2ρv̄b

1� β
sdps
dρ

� ps
2

v̄s

� � 2pspa� psqrapps � v̄sq � psp2v̄s � 3psqs
pv̄s � psqpv̄s � 2psq2 � 2pa� psqpa� ps � v̄sqv̄s . (A.47)

ps is a function of β. So

d2rs
dρdβ

� d2rs
dρdps

dps
dβ

� 2pv̄s � 2psqΩ
rpv̄s � psqpv̄s � 2psq2 � 2pa� psqpa� ps � v̄sqv̄ss2

dps
dβ

, (A.48)
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where

Ω � �2a2ps
3 � 6ps

5 � pa� psq2p2a2 � 8aps � 3ps
2qv̄s � p2a3 � 12a2ps � 9aps

2 � 4ps
3qv̄2

s

�pa2 � 6aps � 6ps
2qv̄3

s . (A.49)

At a � v̄s,

Ω � p2ps � v̄sqp3ps4 � 4ps
2v̄2
s � 4psv̄

3
s � v̄4

sq. (A.50)

Notice that 3ps
4�4ps

2v̄2
s �4psv̄

3
s � v̄4

s increases in ps because 12ps
3�8psv̄

2
s �4v̄3

s ¡ 0.

When a � v̄s and ps � 19
48
v̄s, the left-hand side of (A.13) equals

v̄b � 16733

23040
v̄s � 2ρ

1� β
v̄b ¡ 0 (A.51)

when v̄b ¥ 16733
23040

v̄s. Since the left-hand side of (A.13) decreases in ps and in equi-

librium the equality holds, we must have ps ¡ 19
48
v̄s at a � v̄s in equilibrium.

When ps � 19
48
v̄s, 3ps

4 � 4ps
2v̄2
s � 4psv̄

3
s � v̄4

s � 53521
1769472

v̄4
s ¡ 0. Then, we must have

3ps
4�4ps

2v̄2
s�4psv̄

3
s� v̄4

s ¡ 0 at the equilibrium price. Thus, Ω   0 at a � v̄s because

ps   v̄s
2

and it follows that d2rs
dρdβ

  0 because dps
dβ

¡ 0. By continuity argument, d2rs
dρdβ

is

negative when distance is sufficiently small.

A.5 Proof of Proposition 2.4

Proof. We use a quadratic cost function as an example in this proof. The profits of

the specialty store when providing ρ customer service are given by:

πs � rs � pc1ρ� c2ρ
2q. (A.52)

The first order condition with respect to ρ is given by:

dπs
dρ

� drs
dρ

� pc1 � 2c2ρq. (A.53)
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c1 � 2c2ρ increases in ρ. It equals c1 at ρ � 0 and equals c1 � 2c2β at ρ � β. From

Claim 7, drs
dρ

¡ 0 and it is bounded. For large c1 and c2, it is possible that the

optimal ρ is 0. For small c1 and c2, it is possible that the optimal ρ is β. For β ¡ 0,

if c1   drs
dρ

  c1 � 2c2β for any ρ P r0, βs, then there exists ρ P p0, βq such that

FOC � 0 holds. The second order condition (SOC) is given by:

d2πs
dρ2

� d2rs
dρ2

� 2c2. (A.54)

If |d2rs
dρ2 |   2c2 for any ρ P r0, βs, the SOC is always negative. Then there exists

unique ρ such that the first order condition is met and profit is maximized at this

ρ. Both drs
dρ

and d2rs
dρ2 are bounded, so there exist such c1 and c2 that we have unique

ρ satisfying FOC � 0 and SOC   0. The conditions can be met with small c1 and

large c2. This implies that we need convex cost function with small value around 0

but increasing fast to have a unique interior optimal ρ. In this analysis, we focus on

the cases where there exits a unique interior ρ�.

The interior optimal ρ satisfies:

drs
dρ

� pc1 � 2c2ρq � 0. (A.55)

This implies that

d2rs
dssdρ

dss � rd
2rs
dρ2

� 2c2sdρ � 0. (A.56)

By rearranging terms, we have

dρ�

dss
� �

d2rs
dρdss

d2rs
dρ2 � 2c2

. (A.57)

d2rs
dρ2 � 2c2 is the SOC which is negative. According to Claim 8, d2rs

dssdρ
is negative for

small ss and positive for large ss. It follows that dρ�
dss

is negative for small ss and

positive for large ss.
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(A.55) also implies that

d2rs
dρdβ

dβ � rd
2rs
dρ2

� 2c2sdρ � 0. (A.58)

By rearranging terms, we have

dρ�

dβ
� �

d2rs
dρdβ

d2rs
dρ2 � 2c2

. (A.59)

Again d2rs
dρ2 � 2c2 is negative. d2rs

dρdβ
is negative when ss is small. It follows that dρ�

dβ
is

negative when ss is small.

A.6 Proof of Proposition 2.5

A.6.1 Existence and Uniqueness of the Solution

Claim A.9. Assuming that sb ¤ 1
8

and ss ¤ 1
8
, expressions (2.21) and (2.22) have

a unique solution, which satisfies ppb, psq P r0, v̄b2 s � r0, v̄s
2
s.

Proof. By assumption, a ¥ v̄s �
?
v̄s
2

¡ v̄s
2

for v̄s ¡ 1. Fix pb P r0, as and consider

(2.22). Then, we have

ps � v̄s � a�
» a

ps

v �∆

v̄s �∆
dv � pv̄s � aq2

v̄s �∆
� ρv̄b

1� β

v̄s � 2ps
v̄s �∆

. (A.60)

The integrand v�∆
v̄s�∆

decreases in ps for v P rps, as. � pv̄s�aq2
v̄s�∆

and v̄s�2ps
v̄s�∆

both decrease

in ps. Thus, the right-hand side decreases in ps for pb P r0, as. We then have: (i) if

ps � 0,

RHS ¡ v̄s � a�
» a

ps

v �∆

v̄s �∆
dv � pv̄s � aq2

v̄s �∆

� av̄s � pbv̄s � a2

2

v̄s � pb
¡ 0; (A.61)
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(ii) if ps � v̄s
2

, RHS   v̄s � a � pa � psq � ps because v�∆
a�∆

  1 and v̄s � 2ps � 0.

Therefore, for pb P r0, as, (2.22) has a unique solution for ps P r0, as, say ps � bsppbq,
and bsppbq P r0, v̄s2 s.

Next, from (2.21) we have

pb � 1

2
pv̄b � a� ps � a2 � ps

2

2v̄s
q � bbppsq. (A.62)

dbb
dps

� 1
2
p1 � ps

v̄s
q P r0, 1

2
s. We then have: (i) if ps � 0, bbppsq � 1

2
pv̄b � a � a2

2v̄s
q ¥ 0

if v̄b ¥ v̄s
2

; (ii) if ps � v̄s
2

, bbppsq � 1
2
rv̄b � pa�v̄sq2

2v̄s
� v̄s

8
s   v̄b

2
because a ¡ v̄s

2
. So

bbppsq P r0, v̄b2 s when ps P r0, v̄s2 s. A solution of the pair of (2.21) and (2.22) involves

pb � bbpbsppbqq. By fixed-point theorem, there exists such a pb P r0, v̄b2 s. Because ps �
bsppbq P r0, v̄s2 s, the pair of FOC’s has at least one solution ppb, psq P r0, v̄b2 s � r0, v̄s

2
s.

Next consider uniqueness. Substituting bbppsq into (2.22), we have

ps � v̄s � a�
» a

ps

v � ps � bbppsq
v̄s � ps � bbppsqdv �

pv̄s � aq2
v̄s � ps � bbppsq �

ρv̄b
1� β

v̄s � 2ps
v̄s � ps � bbppsq .(A.63)

Because dbb
dps

P r0, 1
2
s, dr�ps�bbppsqs

dps
P r�1,�1

2
s. This implies that v�ps�bbppsq

v̄s�ps�bbppsq decreases

in ps. We also have � pv̄s�aq2
v̄s�ps�bbppsq and v̄s�2ps

v̄s�ps�bbppsq decreases in ps. So the right-hand

side of (A.63) decreases in ps, which implies that the solution is unique.

A.6.2 Price Comparison

Proof. (2.22) implies that

ps �
pa�∆qpv̄s � aq � ³a

ps
v �∆dv

v̄s �∆
� ρv̄b

1� β

v̄s � 2ps
v̄s �∆

. (A.64)
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The price difference is given by

ps � pb � �1

2
rv̄b � a� a2 � ps

2

2v̄s
� pss

� 1

2
r∆p a2 � ps

2

2v̄spv̄s �∆q �
a� ps � v̄s � v̄b

v̄s �∆
q � pv̄s � aqpv̄b � aq

v̄s �∆

�apv̄s � v̄bq
v̄s �∆

� ρv̄b
1� β

v̄s � 2ps
v̄s �∆

s. (A.65)

Moving the first term inside the square bracket to the left-hand side gives us

r1� a� ps � v̄s � v̄b
2pv̄s �∆q � a2 � ps

2

4v̄spv̄s �∆qspps � pbq

� 1

2
r�pv̄s � aqpv̄b � aq

v̄s �∆
� apv̄s � v̄bq

v̄s �∆
� ρv̄b

1� β

v̄s � 2ps
v̄s �∆

s. (A.66)

When v̄b � v̄s and ρ � 0, the right hand side is negative as long as a   v̄s.

1� a� ps � v̄s � v̄b
2pv̄s �∆q � a2 � ps

2

4v̄spv̄s �∆q

� 1� v̄s � v̄b
2pv̄s �∆q �

pa� psqp2v̄s � a� psq
4v̄spv̄s �∆q ¡ 0. (A.67)

It follows that ps�pb   0 when v̄b � v̄s, ρ � 0 and a   v̄s. By continuity, for positive

but small ρ we still can have ps � pb   0.

Next, we want to show the specialty store advertises its price only when the

distance between the stores is sufficiently large. Denote the equilibrium prices when

the specialty store does not advertise as pnadb and pnads . Denote the equilibrium prices

when the specialty store advertises as padb and pads .

From (2.9), we know the equilibrium profits of the specialty store when it does
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not advertise are given by

πnads � r1� β

v̄bv̄s
rpa� pnads � pnadb qpv̄s � aq � a2 � pnads

2

2

�ppnads � pnadb qpa� pnads qs � ρ
v̄s � pnads

v̄s
spnads � Cpρq. (A.68)

If it charges pads instead of pnads its profit would be

π̃nads � r1� β

v̄bv̄s
rpa� pnads � pnadb qpv̄s � a� pnads � pads q �

a2 � pnads
2

2

�ppnads � pnadb qpa� pnads qs � ρ
v̄s � pads
v̄s

spads � Cpρq. (A.69)

As long as pads � pnads , πnads ¥ π̃nads . From (2.20), we know the equilibrium profit of

the specialty store when it advertises is given by

πads � r1� β

v̄bv̄s
rpa� pads � padb qpv̄s � aq � a2 � pads

2

2

�ppads � padb qpa� pads qs � ρ
v̄s � pads
v̄s

spads � Cpρq. (A.70)

Taking the difference of π̃nads and πads and substituting pnadb and padb by (A.9) and

(A.62), we have

π̃nads � πads

� ppnads � pads qrpads ppads � pnads q � p4a� pads � 3pnads qv̄s � 2v̄2
s s

4v̄s

p1� βqpads
v̄bv̄s

.(A.71)

At a � v̄s,

pads ppads � pnads q � p4a� pads � 3pnads qv̄s � 2v̄2
s

� pads ppads � pnads q � p2v̄s � pads � 3pnads qv̄s
¡ pads ppads � pnads q

¡ 0. (A.72)
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The inequality follows because pnads ¤ v̄s
2

and pads ¤ v̄s
2

. Due to continuity, for

a � v̄s � ε, this formula is also positive given that ε is small enough. If we are able

to show that pnads � pads ¡ 0, then we have π̃nads � πads ¡ 0 for a � v̄s � ε given ε is

sufficiently small.

From (A.13), we know that

v̄b � pv̄s � aq2
2v̄s

� pv̄s � pnads q2
2v̄s

� 2
av̄s � apnads � a2

2
� pnads

2

2

v̄s � 2pnads

� 2
ρv̄b

1� β
� 0. (A.73)

Similarly, using (2.21) and (2.22), we have

v̄b � pv̄s � aq2
2v̄s

� pv̄s � pads q2
2v̄s

� 2
av̄s � v̄sp

ad
s � a2

2
� pads

2

2

v̄s � 2pads
� 2

ρv̄b
1� β

� 0. (A.74)

which implies that

v̄b � pv̄s � aq2
2v̄s

� pv̄s � pads q2
2v̄s

� 2
av̄s � apads � a2

2
� pads

2

2

v̄s � 2pads
� 2

ρv̄b
1� β

� 2pv̄s � aqpads
v̄s � 2pads

,(A.75)

If pads � pnads , the left-hand side of (A.75) is zero but the right-hand side is positive

when a � v̄s. The equality does not hold. Taking derivative of the left-hand side of

(A.75) with respect to pads gives us

dLHS

dpads
� � v̄spv̄s � 2aq2 � pv̄s � 2pads qpv̄s � 2pads q2

2v̄spv̄s � 2pads q2
  0. (A.76)

So the left-hand side decreases in pads . The right-hand side increases in pads . To have

the equality hold, we must have pads   pnads when a � v̄s. Thus, we have π̃nads �πads ¡ 0

for a � v̄s � ε given ε is sufficiently small. This implies that π̃nads � πads ¡ 0 for

sufficiently small but positive ss. Because πnads ¥ π̃nads , it follows that πnads ¡ πads for

sufficiently small but positive ss.
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A.7 Proof of Result 2.1

A.7.1 Existence and Uniqueness of the Solution

Claim A.10. Assuming that sb ¤ 1
8

and ss ¤ 1
8
, expressions (2.31) and (2.32) have

a unique solution which satisfies ppb, psq P rv̄s � a, v̄s
2
s � rv̄s � a, v̄s

2
s. 2

Proof. As ss ¤ 1
8
, a ¥ v̄s �

?
v̄s
2
¡ v̄s

2
for v̄s ¡ 1. Fix pb P rv̄s � a, v̄s

2
s and consider

(2.32). Then, ps � v̄s � a� ts where

ts �
» a

ps

v �∆

a�∆
dv � βv̄b

1� β

v̄s � v̄b
2
� pb � 2ps

a�∆
. (A.77)

The integrand v�∆
a�∆

decreases in ps for v P rps, as. v̄s� v̄b
2
�pb�2ps
a�∆

also decreases in

ps because a � pb ¡ v̄s
2
� pb. Thus, ts decreases in ps for pb P rv̄s � a, v̄s

2
s. We

then have: (i) if ps � v̄s � a, v̄s � a � ts ¡ v̄s � a because ts ¡ 0; (ii) if ps � v̄s
2

,

v̄s�a� ts   v̄s�a�pa�psq � ps because v�∆
a�∆

  1 and v̄s
2
�pb�2ps ¤ 0. Therefore,

for pb P rv̄s � a, v̄s
2
s, (2.32) has a unique solution for ps P rv̄s � a, v̄s

2
s, say ps � bsppbq,

and bsppbq P rv̄s � a, v̄s
2
s.

Next, from (2.31) we have

pb � 1

2
rp1� βqpv̄b � aq � ps � p1� βqa

2 � ps
2

2v̄s
� β

v̄b
2
s � bbppsq. (A.78)

dbb
dps

� 1
2
p1 � p1 � βqps

v̄s
q P r0, 1

2
s. We then have: (i) if ps � v̄s � a, bbppsq � 3v̄s�2a

4
¥

v̄s � a; (ii) if ps � v̄s
2

, bbppsq � p7�βqv̄2
s�4p1�βqpv̄s�aq2

16v̄s
  v̄s

2
because pv̄s � aq2 ¤ v̄2

s

4
.

So bbppsq P rv̄s � a, v̄s
2
s when ps P rv̄s � a, v̄s

2
s. A solution of the pair of (2.31)

and (2.32) involves pb � bbpbsppbqq. By fixed-point theorem, there exists such a

pb P rv̄s� a, v̄s2 s. Because ps � bsppbq P rv̄s� a, v̄s2 s, the pair of FOC’s has at least one

solution ppb, psq P rv̄s � a, v̄s
2
s � rv̄s � a, v̄s

2
s.

2 In the following proof, I will show the case v̄b � v̄s. When v̄s ¡ v̄b, the math will be massier but
the intuition remains the same.
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Next consider uniqueness. Substituting bbppsq into (2.32), we have

ps � v̄s � a�
» a

ps

v � ps � bbppsq
a� ps � bbppsqdv �

βv̄b
1� β

v̄s � v̄b
2
� pb � 2ps

a� ps � bbppsq . (A.79)

Because dbb
dps

P r0, 1
2
s, dr�ps�bbppsqs

dps
P r�1,�1

2
s. This implies that v�ps�bbppsq

a�ps�bbppsq decreases

in ps. We also have
v̄s� v̄b

2
�pb�2ps

a�ps�bbppsq decreases in ps because a ¡ v̄s
2

. So the right-hand

side of (A.79) decreases in ps, which implies that the solution is unique.

To make sure this equilibrium holds, we also need to check v̄b
2
� pb   a � ps so

that nonsavvy consumers do have the incentive to visit the specialty store.

p v̄b
2
� pbq � pa� psq

� �pa� psqpa� ps � 2v̄sq � βpa� ps � v̄sqpa� ps � v̄sq
4v̄s

¤ 0 (A.80)

because a ¡ ps and a � ps ¥ v̄s. So this confirms that in equilibrium nonsavvy

consumers will visit the specialty store.

Next I will consider the case when the specialty store advertises its price. When

the big-box store charges p and the specialty store charges ps, the demand for the

specialty product at the big-box store is given by:

qbppq � p1� βqr v̄b � a� ps � p

v̄b
�
» a�ps�p

p

vb � p� ps
v̄s

d
vb
v̄b
s � β

v̄b
2
� p� ps

v̄s

� p1� βqr v̄b � a� ps � p

v̄b
� 1

v̄bv̄s

» a

ps

vdvs � β
v̄b
2
� p� ps

v̄s
. (A.81)

where β is the mass of savvy consumers and the last term captures the demand from

nonsavvy consumers. The corresponding specialty store’s demand when it charges p
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and the big-box store charges pb is:

qsppq � p1� βqra� p� pb
v̄b

v̄s � a

v̄s
�
» a

p

vs � p� pb
v̄b

d
vs
v̄s
s � β

v̄s � v̄b
2
� pb � p

v̄s

� 1� β

v̄bv̄s
rpa� p� pbqpv̄s � aq �

» a

p

pv � p� pdqdvs � β
v̄s � v̄b

2
� pb � p

v̄s
(A.82)

The terms inside the parenthesis give savvy consumers’ demand for the specialty

product at the specialty store. The last term is the demand from nonsavvy con-

sumers.

The big-box store’s profits of the specialty product when it charges p is

πbppq � pqbppq. (A.83)

The profits of the specialty store that offers service at level β and charges p are given

by:

πsppq � pqsppq � Cpβq, (A.84)

where Cpβq is the cost of providing customer service β. On setting the two first-order

conditions equal to zero at equilibrium prices pb and ps, we have:

1�β
v̄b

rv̄b � a� ps � 2pb � 1
v̄s

³a
ps
vdvs � β

v̄b
2
�2pb�ps
v̄s

� 0 (A.85)

1�β
v̄bv̄s

rpa� ps � pbqpv̄s � a� psq �
³a
ps
pv � ps � pbqdv � pspv̄s � aqs � β

v̄s� v̄b
2
�pb�2ps
v̄s

� 0. (A.86)

Claim A.11. Expressions (A.85) and (A.86) have a unique solution which satisfies

ppb, psq P r0, v̄s2 s � r0, v̄s
2
s.

Proof. Fix pb P r0, v̄s2 s and consider (A.86). Then, we have

ps � v̄s � a�
» a

ps

v �∆

v̄s �∆
dv � pv̄s � aq2

v̄s �∆
� βv̄b

1� β

v̄s � v̄b
2
� pb � 2ps

v̄s �∆
. (A.87)
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The integrand v�∆
a�∆

decreases in ps for v P rps, as. � pv̄s�aq2
v̄s�∆

decreases in ps.
v̄s� v̄b

2
�pb�2ps

v̄s�∆

also decreases in ps because v̄s � pb ¡ v̄s
2
� pb. Thus, the right hand side (RHS) de-

creases in ps for pb P r0, v̄s2 s. We then have: (i) if ps � 0, RHS ¡ v̄s � a � pv̄s�aq2
v̄s�∆

because v̄s�pb ¡ v̄s�a; (ii) if ps � v̄s
2

, RHS   v̄s�a�pa�psq � ps because v�∆
a�∆

  1

and v̄s
2
� pb � 2ps ¤ 0. Therefore, for pb P r0, v̄s2 s, (A.86) has a unique solution for

ps P r0, v̄s2 s, say ps � bsppbq, and bsppbq P r0, v̄s2 s.
Next, from (A.85) we have

pb � 1

2
rp1� βqpv̄b � aq � ps � p1� βqa

2 � ps
2

2v̄s
� β

v̄b
2
s � bbppsq. (A.88)

dbb
dps

� 1
2
p1� p1� βqps

v̄s
q P r0, 1

2
s. We then have: (i) if ps � 0, bbppsq ¡ 0; (ii) if ps � v̄s

2
,

bbppsq � p7�βqv̄2
s�4p1�βqpv̄s�aq2

16v̄s
  v̄s

2
because pv̄s � aq2 ¤ v̄2

s

4
. So bbppsq P r0, v̄s2 s when

ps P r0, v̄s2 s. A solution of the pair of (A.85) and (A.86) involves pb � bbpbsppbqq. By

fixed-point theorem, there exists such a pb P r0, v̄s2 s. Because ps � bsppbq P r0, v̄s2 s, the

pair of FOC’s has at least one solution ppb, psq P r0, v̄s2 s � r0, v̄s
2
s.

Next consider uniqueness. Substituting bbppsq into (A.86), we have

ps � v̄s � a�
» a

ps

v � ps � bbppsq
v̄s � ps � bbppsqdv �

pv̄s � aq2
v̄s � ps � bbppsq �

βv̄b
1� β

v̄s � v̄b
2
� pb � 2ps

v̄s � ps � bbppsq .(A.89)

Because dbb
dps

P r0, 1
2
s, dr�ps�bbppsqs

dps
P r�1,�1

2
s. This implies that v�ps�bbppsq

v̄s�ps�bbppsq decreases

in ps. We also have
v̄s� v̄b

2
�pb�2ps

v̄s�ps�bbppsq decreases in ps. So the right-hand side of (A.89)

decreases in ps, which implies that the solution is unique.

To make sure this equilibrium holds, we also need to check v̄b
2
� pb   a � ps so

that nonsavvy consumers do have the incentive to visit the specialty store. Because

v̄b
2
¤ a and ps ¤ pb as we will show in the next proof, it is straight forward that the

inequality holds. So this confirms that in equilibrium nonsavvy consumers will visit

the specialty store.
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A.7.2 Price Comparison

Proof. First, we examine the case when the specialty store does not advertise its

price. Using (A.78) and (A.79), we have

ps � pb

�
1

2
rps � v̄b � a�

1

v̄s

» a

ps

vdv �
βv̄b

p1 � βqv̄s
p
v̄b
2
� 2pb � psqs

�
1

2
rv̄s � v̄b �

» a

ps

v � ∆

a� ∆
dv �

» a

ps

v

v̄s
dv �

βv̄b
1 � β

p
v̄s �

v̄b
2 � pb � 2ps

a� ∆
�

v̄b
2 � 2pb � ps

v̄s
qs

¥
1

2
r

1

v̄s

» a

ps

�ps � pbdv �
βv̄b

1 � β
p
v̄s
2 � ps

a� ∆
�

v̄s
2 � pb

v̄s
q �

βv̄b
1 � β

p
1

a� ∆
�

1

v̄s
qpps � pbqs

¥
1

2
r

1

v̄s

» a

ps

�ps � pbdv �
βv̄b

p1 � βqv̄s
p�ps � pbq �

βv̄b
1 � β

p
1

a� ∆
�

1

v̄s
qp�ps � pbqs.(A.90)

This inequality can hold only when ps ¥ pb. So when the specialty store does not

advertise its price, we have ps ¥ pb in equilibrium.

Nest, we examine the case when the specialty store advertises its price. Using

(A.88) and (A.89), we have

ps � pb

� �
1

2
r�ps � v̄b � a�

1

v̄s

» a

ps

vdv �
βv̄b

p1 � βqv̄s
p
v̄b
2
� 2pb � psqs

�
1

2
r∆p

³a
ps
vdv

pv̄s � ∆qv̄s
�
a� ps � v̄s � v̄b

v̄s � ∆
q �

pv̄s � aqpv̄b � aq

v̄s � ∆
�
apv̄s � v̄bq

v̄s � ∆

�
βv̄b

p1 � βq
p
v̄s �

v̄b
2 � pb � 2ps

v̄s � ∆
�

v̄b
2 � 2pb � ps

v̄s
qs

�
1

2
r∆p

³a
ps
vdv

pv̄s � ∆qv̄s
�
a� ps � v̄s � v̄b

v̄s � ∆
q �

pv̄s � aqpv̄b � aq

v̄s � ∆
�
apv̄s � v̄bq

v̄s � ∆

�
βv̄b

p1 � βq

∆p5v̄s � 2ps � 4pbq

2pv̄s � ∆qv̄s
s. (A.91)
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Consolidating terms of the above equality gives us

pps � pbqp1�
³a
ps
vdv

2pv̄s �∆qv̄s �
a� ps � v̄s � v̄b

2pv̄s �∆q � βv̄b
p1� βq

p5v̄s � 2ps � 4pbq
4pv̄s �∆qv̄s q

� 1

2
r�pv̄s � aqpv̄b � aq

v̄s �∆
� apv̄s � v̄bq

v̄s �∆
s

¤ 0 (A.92)

when v̄b � v̄s. Because 1�
³a
ps
vdv

2pv̄s�∆qv̄s �
a�ps�v̄s�v̄b

2pv̄s�∆q ¡ 0 and p5v̄s�2ps�4pbq
4pv̄s�∆qv̄s ¡ 0, we must

have ps � pb   0. So when the specialty store does not advertise its price, we have

ps ¤ pb in equilibrium.
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Appendix B

Proof for Chapter 3

In this Appendix, we first establish a series of lemmas on the equilibrium solutions of

different selling strategies. Then using these lemmas, we prove the five propositions

and the related claims.

B.1 Equilibrium Solutions

B.1.1 Model of Advance Selling

Lemma B.1 (Advance selling when travel cost is large). When t ¡ t � rqCapCf�qCaq
rqCa�p1�rqCf ,

advance selling strategy yields the following equilibrium prices and profits:

p
Apbaseq
advance � p

Bpbaseq
advance � t

p
Apupgradeq
advance � p

Bpupgradeq
advance � rqCa

2

πAadvance � πBadvance � t

2
� r2q2C2

apCf � qCaq
4tpCf � rCf � rqCaq .

Proof. Under advance selling strategy, a firm sells its base product and upgrade

in the first period but makes the upgrade available in the second period. The two-
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period discounted utilities corresponding to the four purchase options of the consumer

located at distance θ from firm A are as follows:

U
Apbase�upgradeq
advance � v � p

Apbaseq
advance � p

Apupgradeq
advance � pqCa � q

Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � θts.(B.1)

U
Apbaseq
advance � v � p

Apbaseq
advance � pqCa � q

Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � qCa � q

Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf s. (B.2)

U
Bpbase�upgradeq
advance � v � p

Bpbaseq
advance � p

Bpupgradeq
advance � pqCa � q

Bpupgradeq
advance

q
Cf q � p1� θqt

�rrv � p1� θqts. (B.3)

U
Bpbaseq
advance � v � p

Bpbaseq
advance � pqCa � q

Bpbaseq
advance

q
Cf q � p1� θqt� rrv � qCa � q

Bpbaseq
advance

q
Cf s.(B.4)

Note that because t is large, we initially assume that the market for upgrades

is partially covered and later formally show that when t ¡ t the market remains

partially covered. This implies that when t ¡ t, we have 0   θ
Apupgradeq
advance   θadvance  

θ
Bpupgradeq
spot   1. We solve the game backwards. Focus on the second-period de-

cisions related to Firm A, and note that the marginal customer at θ
Apupgradeq
advance is

indifferent between buying upgrade A and not buying it. Recall this consumer will

choose q
Apupgradeq
advance if she purchases the upgrade. Given q

Apupgradeq
advance , the disutility that

the consumer experiences on not buying upgrade A is q
Apupgradeq
advance Ca � q

Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf .

However, if this consumer chooses to buy the upgrade, she needs to incur some

travel cost to get the upgrade in addition to paying the price for the upgrade in

the first period. So the marginal customer at θ
Apupgradeq
advance incurs a total cost of

q
Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf � p

Apupgradeq
advance � rθ

Apupgradeq
advance t to get the upgrade. Because the customer

at θ
Apupgradeq
advance is indifferent between buying and not buying upgrade A, the total cost
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of buying upgrade should be equal to the cost of accident rqCa. It therefore follows

that:

q
Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf � p

Apupgradeq
advance � rθ

Apupgradeq
advance t � rqCa. (B.5)

The marginal customer at θ
Apupgradeq
advance would choose a subjective probability q

Apupgradeq
advance

just large enough to cover the travel cost:

q
Apupgradeq
advance Ca � q

Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf � θ

Apupgradeq
advance t. (B.6)

This implies that q
Apupgradeq
advance � qθ

Apupgradeq
advance t

qCa�Cf . Then, (B.5) can be simplified to:

� Cf
qCa � Cf

� r
�
θ
Apupgradeq
advance t� p

Apupgradeq
advance � rqCa. (B.7)

Firm A maximizes its second-period profits from upgrade subject to (B.7). The

profits can be written as:

π
Apupgradeq
advance � θ

Apupgradeq
advance p

Apupgradeq
advance

� rqCa � p
Apupgradeq
advance

p Cf
qCa�Cf � rqt

p
Apupgradeq
advance (B.8)

On solving the first-order condition, we obtain:

p
Apupgradeq
advance � rqCa

2
(B.9)

θ
Apupgradeq
advance � rqCapCf � qCaq

2tpCf � rCf � rqCaq (B.10)

q
Apupgradeq
advance � rq2Ca

2pCf � rCf � rqCaq (B.11)
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Further,
d2π

Apupgradeq
advance

dp
Apupgradeq
advance

2 � � 2

p Cf
qCa�Cf

�rqt
  0, implying (B.9) gives the optimal upgrade

price. Similarly, we can show that

p
Bpupgradeq
advance � rqCa

2
(B.12)

θ
Bpupgradeq
advance � 1� rqCapCf � qCaq

2tpCf � rCf � rqCaq . (B.13)

Since the consumers in the middle will not buy an upgrade in period 2, it is

optimal for them to set q
Apbaseq
advance (or q

Bpbaseq
advance) to be zero. Furthermore, the marginal

customer θadvance is indifferent between buying base product A only and base product

B only:

v � p
Apbaseq
advance � qCa � θadvancet� rpv � qCaq (B.14)

� v � p
Bpbaseq
advance � qCa � p1� θadvanceqt� rpv � qCaq (B.15)

It follows that θadvance � 1
2
� p

Bpbaseq
advance�p

Apbaseq
advance

2t
. The total profits of each firm are given

by:

πAadvance � θadvancep
Apbaseq
advance � θ

Apupgradeq
advance p

Apupgradeq
advance (B.16)

πBadvance � p1� θadvanceqpBpbaseqadvance � p1� θ
Bpupgradeq
advance qpBpupgradeqadvance . (B.17)

When the upgrade market is not fully covered, the price of the upgrade in period

2 does not depend on the price of the base product in period 1. Recall that we have

already solved the second-period optimal upgrade price in (B.9). On solving each

firm’s profit maximization problem, we have:

p
Apbaseq
advance � p

Bpbaseq
advance � t (B.18)

θadvance � 1

2
(B.19)
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The second-order conditions are given by:

B2πAadvance

BpApbaseqadvance

2 � �1

t
(B.20)

B2πBadvance

BpBpbaseqadvance

2 � �1

t
. (B.21)

It follows that the total profits are given by:

πAadvance � πBadvance �
t

2
� r2q2C2

apCf � qCaq
4tpCf � rCf � rqCaq (B.22)

Noting that t ¡ t, and then comparing the solutions for θ
Apupgradeq
advance , θadvance and

θ
Bpupgradeq
advance , we find that θ

Apupgradeq
advance   θadvance and θ

Bpupgradeq
advance ¡ θadvance. This reaffirms

that consumers in the interval rθApupgradeqadvance , θ
Bpupgradeq
advance s do not buy an upgrade when t

is above the threshold given the lemma.

B.1.2 Model of Spot Selling

As we want to examine the relative profitability of spot selling and advance selling,

we focus attention on the highest possible profits the firm could earn under spot

selling and show that the profit of advance selling could be higher than the highest

possible profits of spot selling.

Lemma B.2 (Spot selling when travel cost is large). When t ¡ 2t and firms spot sell

the upgrade, the market of upgrade is always partially covered. The highest possible

equilibrium profits and corresponding prices are given by:

p
Apbaseq
spot � p

Bpbaseq
spot � t

p
Apupgradeq
spot � p

Bpupgradeq
spot � rqCapCf � qCaq

2prqCa � p1� rqCf q

πAspot � πBspot � t

2
� 1

t

� rqCapCf � qCaq
2prqCa � p1� rqCf q

	2

.
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Proof. Consumers have four purchase options: purchase base product A in period

1 and its upgrade in period 2 (U
Apbase�upgradeq
spot ), purchase base product A in period

1 but not its upgrade in period 2 (U
Apbaseq
spot ), purchase base product B in period 1

and its upgrade in period 2 (U
Bpbase�upgradeq
spot ), purchase base product B in period 1

but not its upgrade in period 2 (U
Bpbaseq
spot ). The corresponding expected discounted

utilities are as follows:

U
Apbase�upgradeq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � p

epApupgradeqq
spot � θts.(B.23)

U
Apbaseq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � qCa �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf s. (B.24)

U
Bpbase�upgradeq
spot � v � p

Bpbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Bpupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q � p1� θqt

�rrv � p
epBpupgradeqq
spot � p1� θqts. (B.25)

U
Bpbaseq
spot � v � p

Bpbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Bpbaseq
spot

q
Cf q � p1� θqt� rrv � qCa �

q
Bpbaseq
spot

q
Cf s. (B.26)

Note that equations (B.23) and (B.24) are as in equations (8) and (9) of the

main paper. Likewise, equations (B.25) and (B.26) give the respective utilities for

product B. Because t is large, we initially assume that the market for upgrades

is partially covered and later establish that this is true when t ¡ t, suggesting

0   θ
Apupgradeq
spot   θspot   θ

Bpupgradeq
spot   1.

To begin with, focus on upgrade A in period 2. From equation (4) in the main

paper, we know that marginal consumer at θ
Apupgradeq
spot will choose a q

Apupgradeq
spot just
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large enough to be motivated to purchase the upgrade:

q
Apupgradeq
spot Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf � p

epApupgradeqq
spot � θ

Apupgradeq
spot t. (B.27)

If the marginal consumer chooses not to buy upgrade A, then she can eliminate

fear of product failure by choosing q
Apbaseq
spot � 0 in period 1. However, on buying the

upgrade her perceived probability of product failure is q
Apupgradeq
spot and hence the total

cost of buying upgrade A is
q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf�rpθApupgradeqspot t�pepApupgradeqqspot q. From equation

(B.27), it then follows that this total cost is equal to
q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf � rpqApupgradeqspot Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q. Now because the marginal customer is indifferent between buying

upgrade A and not buying it, her total cost of buying the upgrade should be equal

to the expected saving from not having an accident (that is, rqCa), suggesting:

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf � rpqApupgradeqspot Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q � rqCa. (B.28)

Using the above equation, we obtain q
Apupgradeq
spot � rq2Ca

rqCa�p1�rqCf .

As discussed in the main paper, in a sequentially rational equilibrium, consumers’

expectation about the upgrade price should equal the actual price charged by the

firms (i.e. p
epApupgradeqq
spot � p

Apupgradeq
spot ). So in period 2, we would have:

θ
Apupgradeq
spot t� p

Apupgradeq
spot � q

Apupgradeq
spot Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf . (B.29)

The profits from upgrade can be written as:

π
Apupgradeq
spot � θ

Apupgradeq
spot p

Apupgradeq
spot

� ∆� p
Apupgradeq
spot

t
p
Apupgradeq
spot (B.30)
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where ∆ � rqCapqCa�Cf q
rqCa�p1�rqCf . We could observe an equilibrium where firms charge an

upgrade price in the interval r0,∆s and consumers correctly anticipate this price

and adjust subjective probability accordingly. The highest possible profits from the

upgrade are given by:

π
Apupgradeq
spot � 1

t

� rqCapCf � qCaq
2prqCa � p1� rqCf q

	2

(B.31)

p
Apupgradeq
spot � rqCapCf � qCaq

2prqCa � p1� rqCf q (B.32)

θ
Apupgradeq
spot � rqCapCf � qCaq

2tprqCa � p1� rqCf q . (B.33)

Further,
d2π

Apupgradeq
spot

dp
Apupgradeq
spot

2 � �2
t
  0, implying (B.32) gives the upgrade price correspond-

ing to the highest possible profit of upgrade. Similarly, we obtain:

p
Bpupgradeq
spot � rqCapCf � qCaq

2prqCa � p1� rqCf q (B.34)

θ
Bpupgradeq
spot � 1� rqCapCf � qCaq

2tprqCa � p1� rqCf q . (B.35)

As the upgrade market is partially covered, the marginal customer θspot lying in

the middle of the Hotelling line is indifferent between buying base product A only

and base product B only, suggesting that

v� pApbaseqspot � qCa� θspott� rpv� qCaq � v� pBpbaseqspot � qCa�p1� θspotqt� rpv� qCaq.
(B.36)
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It follows that θspot � 1
2
� p

Bpbaseq
spot �pApbaseqspot

2t
. So the total profits of firms are given by:

πAspot � θspotp
Apbaseq
spot � θ

Apupgradeq
spot p

Apupgradeq
spot (B.37)

� p1
2
� p

Bpbaseq
spot � p

Apbaseq
spot

2t
qpApbaseqspot � ∆� p

Apupgradeq
spot

t
p
Apupgradeq
spot (B.38)

πBspot � p1� θspotqpBpbaseqspot � p1� θ
Bpupgradeq
spot qpBpupgradeqspot (B.39)

� p1
2
� p

Bpbaseq
spot � p

Apbaseq
spot

2t
qpBpbaseqspot � ∆� p

Bpupgradeq
spot

t
p
Bpupgradeq
spot . (B.40)

When the upgrade market is not fully covered, the price of upgrade in period 2

does not depend on the price of base product in period 1. We have already solved

for the second-period optimal upgrade price in (B.32). Now on solving the profit

maximization problem of firms, we obtain:

p
Apbaseq
spot � p

Bpbaseq
spot � t (B.41)

θspot � 1

2
. (B.42)

The second-order conditions are given by:

B2πAspot

BpApbaseqspot

2 � �1

t
(B.43)

B2πBspot

BpBpbaseqspot

2 � �1

t
. (B.44)

Thus, the highest possible profits of firms under spot selling are given by:

πAspot � πBspot � t

2
� 1

t

� rqCapCf � qCaq
2prqCa � p1� rqCf q

	2

. (B.45)

As mentioned before, the equilibrium upgrade price could be in the interval

r0,∆s. The marginal consumer who is indifferent between buying the upgrade A
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or not is given by θ
Apupgradeq
spot � ∆�pApupgradeqspot

t
. We note that θ

Apupgradeq
spot   θspot for any

p
Apupgradeq
spot ¥ 0 when t ¡ 2t. Similarly, θspot   θ

Bpupgradeq
spot for any p

Bpupgradeq
spot ¥ 0 when

t ¡ 2t, where θ
Bpupgradeq
spot is the marginal consumer who is indifferent between buying

the upgrade B or not. This implies that the market of upgrade is partially covered

with consumers in the interval rθApupgradeqspot , θ
Bpupgradeq
spot s not buying an upgrade when

t ¡ 2t.

B.1.3 Model of Advance Selling and Spot Selling

In this section, we consider the case where firms advance sell the upgrade in the first

period and also spot sell the upgrade in the second period. Consumers are aware of

the selling strategy of firms.

Lemma B.3 (Advance selling and spot selling when travel cost is large). If t ¡ 2t

and firms adopt both advance selling and spot selling, the equilibrium prices satisfy:

p
Apbundleq
both � p

Apbaseq
both � pr � EqpApupgradeqboth

where E � Cf
qCa�Cf .

Proof. Recall that in the first period firms simultaneously sell the base product and

the bundle (which includes base product and upgrade). In the second period, firms

spot sell the upgrade to those who have not purchased the bundle in the first period.

Given that the travel cost is high (t ¡ 2t), the upgrade market is partially covered.

It follows that consumers in the interval r0, θApbundleqboth s purchase bundle A in period

1, consumers in the interval pθApbundleqboth , θ
Apupgradeq
both s purchase base product from firm

A in period 1 and buy upgrade A in period 2, and finally consumers in the interval

pθApupgradeqboth , θboths purchase base product A but not its upgrade. Likewise, consumers

in the interval pθboth, θBpupgradeqboth s purchase base product B in period 1 but not its
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upgrade, consumers in the interval pθBpupgradeqboth , θ
Bpbundleq
both s purchase base product B

in period 1 and buy its upgrade period 2, and finally consumers in the interval

pθBpbundleqboth , 1s purchase bundle B in period 1.

The marginal customer at θ
Apbundleq
both should be indifferent between buying bundle

A in period 1 and buying the base product A in period 1 and its upgrade in period

2. This implies that:

v � p
Apbundleq
both � θ

Apbundleq
both t� pqCa �

q
Apbundleq
both

q
Cf q � rrv � θ

Apbundleq
both ts

� v � p
Apbaseq
both � θ

Apbundleq
both t� pqCa �

q
Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf q � rrv � p

Apupgradeq
both � θ

Apbundleq
both ts. (B.46)

Simplifying this equation gives us:

p
Apbundleq
both � q

Apbundleq
both

q
Cf � p

Apbaseq
both � q

Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf � rp

Apupgradeq
both . (B.47)

If this marginal consumer decides to buy the base product now and upgrade later,

she will choose a q
Apupgradeq
spot just large enough to be motivated to purchase the up-

grade: θ
Apupgradeq
both t � p

epApupgradeqq
both � q

Apupgradeq
both Ca � q

Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf . This implies that

q
Apupagradeq
both � p

Apupgradeq
both �θbotht

Ca� q
Cf

as p
Apupgradeq
both � p

epApupgradeqq
both in equilibrium. On the

other hand, If the customer decides to buy the bundle, she needs to choose a sub-

jective probability such that pCa � Cf
q
qqApbundleqboth � θ

Apbundleq
both t which implies that

q
Apbundleq
both � θ

Apbundleq
both t

Ca�Cf
q

. Substituting the formulas of subjective probability into (B.47),

we have:

p
Apbundleq
both � p

Apbaseq
both � pr � EqpApupgradeqboth . (B.48)

As in the spot selling case, consumers hold beliefs about the second-period up-

grade price and in a sequentially rational equilibrium the expected upgrade price
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should equal the actual upgrade price charged by the firms. Here we consider the

case where consumers expect firms to set upgrade prices that would yield the highest

possible profits in the second period given the first period outcome, and firms indeed

adopt this pricing strategy. Below we present the corresponding equilibrium prices

and profits.

The marginal customer at θ
Apupgradeq
both should be indifferent between spot buy-

ing upgrade and not buying it. This consumer chooses the subjective probability

q
Apupgradeq
both if she chooses to spot buy upgrade A. Note that the disutility experienced

in the second period on not buying the upgrade is: q
Apupgradeq
both Ca� q

Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf . There-

fore, the marginal consumer at θ
Apupgradeq
both will choose a q

Apupgradeq
spot just large enough

to be motivated to purchase the upgrade: θ
Apupgradeq
both t�pepApupgradeqqboth � q

Apupgradeq
both Ca�

q
Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf . Furthermore, if this customer had decided not to buy the upgrade, she

could set q
Apbaseq
both � 0 in period 1 which leads to zero psychological cost. Therefore,

the marginal customer θ
Apupgradeq
both incurs a total cost of

q
Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf � rpθApupgradeqboth t�

p
epApupgradeqq
both q � q

Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf�rpqApupgradeqboth Ca� q

Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf q to get the upgrade. Since

customer θ
Apupgradeq
both is indifferent between buying upgrade A and not buying it, her

total cost of buying upgrade should be equal to the cost of accident rqCa:

q
Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf � rpqApupradeqboth Ca � q

Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf q � rqCa. (B.49)

This gives us q
Apupgradeq
both � rq2Ca

rqCa�p1�rqCf . In period 2, firm A chooses a price to

maximize upgrade profits subject to θ
Apupgradeq
both t � p

epApupgradeqq
both � q

Apupgradeq
both Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf � ∆. In a sequentially rational equilibrium, consumers’ expectation

about the upgrade price should equal the actual price charged by the firms (i.e.
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p
epApupgradeqq
spot � p

Apupgradeq
spot ). The profits are as follows:

π
Apupgradeq
both � pθApupgradeqboth � θ

Apbundleq
both qpApupgradeqboth

� p∆� p
Apupgradeq
both

t
� θ

Apbundleq
both qpApupgradeqboth (B.50)

The highest possible second period profits are achieved at:

p
Apupgradeq
both � 1

2
p∆� tθ

Apbundleq
both q (B.51)

θ
Apupgradeq
both � 1

2t
p∆� tθ

Apbundleq
both q (B.52)

π
Apupgradeq
both � 1

4t
p∆� tθ

Apbundleq
both q2. (B.53)

Similarly, we obtain:

p
Bpupgradeq
both � 1

2
p∆� tp1� θ

Bpbundleq
both qq (B.54)

θ
Bpupgradeq
both � 1

2t
ptp1� θ

Bpbundleq
both q �∆q (B.55)

π
Bpupgradeq
both � 1

4t
p∆� tp1� θ

Bpbundleq
both qq2. (B.56)

Turning attention to the first period, note that the marginal customer θboth should

be indifferent between base product A only and base product B only:

v � p
Apbaseq
both � θbotht� pqCa �

q
Apbaseq
both

q
Cf q � rrv � pqCa �

q
Apbaseq
both

q
Cf qs

� v � p
Bpbaseq
both � p1� θbothqt� pqCa �

q
Bpbaseq
both

q
Cf q � rrv � pqCa �

q
Bpbaseq
both

q
Cf qs.(B.57)

If she chooses base product A only, then she can set q
Apbaseq
both � 0. Similarly, if θboth

chooses base product B only she will set q
Bpbaseq
both � 0. By solving (B.57), we find

that:

θboth � 1

2
� p

Bpbaseq
both � p

Apbaseq
both

2t
. (B.58)
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Next, the marginal customer at θ
Apbundleq
both should be indifferent between buying

bundle A in period 1 and buying the base product A in period 1 and its upgrade in

period 2. This implies that:

v � p
Apbundleq
both � θ

Apbundleq
both t� pqCa �

q
Apbundleq
both

q
Cf q � rrv � θ

Apbundleq
both ts

� v � p
Apbaseq
both � θ

Apbundleq
both t� pqCa �

q
Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf q � rrv � p

Apupgradeq
both � θ

Apbundleq
both ts. (B.59)

Simplifying this equation gives us:

p
Apbundleq
both � q

Apbundleq
both

q
Cf � p

Apbaseq
both � q

Apupgradeq
both

q
Cf � rp

Apupgradeq
both . (B.60)

Each consumer’s subjective probability of accident varies with her purchase decision.

If the customer decides to buy the bundle, she needs to choose a subjective probabil-

ity such that pCa� Cf
q
qqApbundleqboth � θ

Apbundleq
both t which implies that q

Apbundleq
both � θ

Apbundleq
both t

Ca�Cf
q

.

On the other hand, if the customer chooses to buy the base product now and upgrade

later, she needs to choose a subjective probability such that pCa � Cf
q
qqApupgradeqboth �

p
Apupgradeq
both �θApbundleqboth t which implies that q

Apupgradeq
both � p

Apupgradeq
both �θApbundleqboth t

Ca�Cf
q

. Substitut-

ing (B.51) and the solution for subjective probability into (B.60), we have:

p
Apbundleq
both � p

Apbaseq
both � pr � EqpApupgradeqboth (B.61)

� p
Apbaseq
both � pr � Eq∆� θ

Apbundleq
both t

2
. (B.62)

Rearranging the terms gives us the demand for bundle A:

θ
Apbundleq
both � ∆

t
� 2ppApbundleqboth � p

Apbaseq
both q

tpr � Eq . (B.63)

Substituting (B.63) into (B.53), we are able to get the second period profits of up-
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grade A:

π
Apupgradeq
both � ppApbundleqboth � p

Apbaseq
both q2

tpr � Eq2 . (B.64)

Similarly, we obtain the upgrade B’s demand and profits:

θ
Bpbundleq
both � 1� ∆

t
� 2ppBpbundleqboth � p

Bpbaseq
both q

tppr � Eqq (B.65)

π
Bpupgradeq
both � ppBpbundleqboth � p

Bpbaseq
both q2

tpr � Eq2 . (B.66)

The total profits from the base product and its upgrade are as follows:

πAboth � p
Apbundleq
both θ

Apbundleq
both � p

Apbaseq
both pθboth � θ

Apbundleq
both q � π

Apupgradeq
both (B.67)

πBboth � p
Bpbundleq
both p1� θ

Bpbundleq
both q � p

Bpbaseq
both pθBpbundleqboth � θbothq � π

Bpupgradeq
both .(B.68)

By substituting (B.58), (B.63), (B.64), (B.65) and (B.66) into the total profits, we

are able to write the total profits as functions of prices of base products and prices

of bundles. Then on simultaneously solving these two firms’ profit maximization

problems, we get:

p
Apbundleq
both � p

Bpbundleq
both � ∆pr � Eq2 � 2p�1� 2E � 2rqt

�2� 4E � 4r
(B.69)

p
Apbaseq
both � p

Bpbaseq
both � t (B.70)

p
Apupgradeq
both � p

Bpupgradeq
both � ∆pr � Eq

�2� 4E � 4r
(B.71)
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θ
Apbundleq
both � ∆p�1� r � Eq

p�1� 2E � 2rqt (B.72)

θ
Bpbundleq
both � 1� ∆p�1� r � Eq

p�1� 2E � 2rqt (B.73)

θ
Apupgradeq
both � ∆p�2� 3E � 3rq

2p�1� 2E � 2rqt (B.74)

θ
Bpupgradeq
both � 1� ∆p�2� 3E � 3rq

2p�1� 2E � 2rqt (B.75)

θ � 1

2
(B.76)

πAboth � πBboth � ∆2pE � rq2 � 2p�1� 2E � 2rqt2
4p�1� 2E � 2rqt . (B.77)

The Hessian matrix corresponding to A is given by:

�
��

B2πAboth

BpApbaseqboth

2

B2πAboth

BpApbaseqboth BpApbundleqboth

B2πAboth

BpApbundleqboth BpApbaseqboth

B2πAboth

BpApbundleqboth

2

�
��

�
� pE�rq2�2pE�rq�4

tpE�rq2
�2�4E�4r
tpE�rq2

�2�4E�4r
tpE�rq2 ��2�4E�4r

tpE�rq2

�
(B.78)

which is negative definite. The hessian matrix of firm B is the same and is also

negative definite.

B.1.4 Malleability of Consumer Beliefs

In this section, we first consider a model where consumers beliefs are not malleable.

Then we consider a model where α fraction consumers have nonmalleable beliefs

whereas the remaining p1 � αq have malleable beliefs. We focus on the case where

the market is not fully covered.

Lemma B.4 (Advance selling to consumers with nonmalleable beliefs). Suppose

all consumers cannot adjust their subjective beliefs. When firms advance sell the
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upgrades, the equilibrium prices and profits are as follows:

pApbaseq � pBpbaseq � t

pApupgradeq � pBpupgradeq � rpqCa � Cf q
2

πA � πB � t

2
� rpqCa � Cf q2

4t
.

Proof. In the first period, each consumer chooses from a set of four purchase options

after taking into consideration their prices. If the customer located at θ buys only

the base product of firm A (option 1), her two-period discounted utility is given by:

UApbaseq � v � pApbaseq � pqCa � Cf q � θt� rrv � qCa � Cf s, (B.79)

Because this consumer is not able to choose a subjective probability, she always

believes the accident can happen with probability q and the associated psychological

cost is q
q
Cf � Cf for each period. Furthermore, since this customer does not purchase

an upgrade, the associated monetary cost of accident is qCa in each period.

But if the consumer at θ pursues option 2 and buys both product A and its

upgrade, then her two-period discounted utility is as follows:

UApbase�upgradeq � v � pApbaseq � pApupgradeq � pqCa � Cf q � θt� rrv � θts, (B.80)

where pApupgradeq is the price of upgrade for product A and it is paid in advance in

the first period. In period 2, the consumer needs to incur some transportation cost

to pick up the upgrade and prevent product failure. If the customer does not collect

upgrade A, her second-period utility will be:

UApupgradeq � v � pqCa � Cf q, (B.81)

Alternatively, if the customer gets upgrade A by incurring the travel cost, she would

not incur any monetary or psychological cost associated with product failure. Thus
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the utility derived by the consumer located at θ on buying upgrade A is

UApupgradeq � v � θt. (B.82)

The consumer will be motivated to collect the upgrade as long as UApupgradeq ¥
UApupgradeq, which requires that:

qCa � Cf ¥ θt. (B.83)

This inequality implies that consumers who live close to firm A are more likely to

purchase the upgrade. By comparing (B.79) and (B.80), we find that the marginal

customer θApupgradeq who is indifferent between buying upgrade A and not buying it

is given by:

rpqCa � Cf q � pApupgradeq � rθApupgradeqt. (B.84)

Firm A maximizes the profits from upgrade subject to (B.84). The profits from

upgrade A are given by:

πApupgradeq � θApupgradeqpApupgradeq

� rpqCa � Cf q � pApupgradeq

rt
pApupgradeq. (B.85)

Turning attention to product B, note that the two-period utility derived from

product B (option 3) by the consumer located at θ is given by:

UBpbaseq � v � pBpbaseq � pqCa � Cf q � p1� θqt� rrv � qCa � Cf s, (B.86)

But if the same customer were to buy both product B and its upgrade (option 4),

then the corresponding discounted utility will be:

UBpbase�upgradeq � v � pBpbaseq � pBpupgradeq � pqCa � Cf q � p1� θqt� rrv � p1� θqts. (B.87)
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Upon doing the same analysis as we did for upgrade A, we find the profits of upgrade

B are given by:

πBpupgradeq � p1� θBpupgradeqqpBpupgradeq

� rpqCa � Cf q � pBpupgradeq

rt
pBpupgradeq. (B.88)

As the upgrade market is partially covered, the marginal customer θ is indifferent

between buying base product A only and base product B only:

v � pApbaseq � qCa � Cf � θt� rpv � qCa � Cf q (B.89)

� v � pBpbaseq � qCa � Cf � p1� θqt� rpv � qCa � Cf q (B.90)

which implies that θ � 1
2
� pBpbaseq�pApbaseq

2t
. The total profits of each firm are as

follows:

πA � θpApbaseq � θApupgradeqpApupgradeq (B.91)

πB � p1� θqpBpbaseq � p1� θBpupgradeqqpBpupgradeq. (B.92)

Substituting (B.85), (B.88) and the formula of θ into the profits above and then

solving the profit maximization problem of firms, we obtain:

pApbaseq � pBpbaseq � t (B.93)

pApupgradeq � pBpupgradeq � rpqCa � Cf q
2

(B.94)

θ � 1

2
(B.95)

πA � πB � t

2
� rpqCa � Cf q2

4t
. (B.96)

Lemma B.5 (Advance selling to some consumers with malleable beliefs and some

consumers with nonmalleable beliefs). Suppose the market consists of α proportion of
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consumers with nonmalleable beliefs and the remaining p1�αq have malleable beliefs.

When firms advance sell the upgrade to both groups of consumers, the equilibrium

prices and profits are as follows:

p
Apbaseq
m�n � p

Bpbaseq
m�n � t

p
Apupgradeq
m�n � p

Bpupgradeq
m�n � rpqCa � Cf qprqCa � p1� rqαCf q

2prqCa � pr � αqCf q

πAm�n � πBm�n � t

2
� rpqCa � Cf q2prqCa � Cf p1� rqαq2

4tprqCa� Cf pr � αqqprqCa � Cf � rCf q .

Furthermore, it is more profitable to sell upgrade to both segments of consumers when

Cf   αqCa�qCa
?
αp4r�4r2�αq

2αp1�rq � C̄ad
f .

Proof. We solve the game backwards. We first focus on upgrade A. According to

(B.7), the marginal consumer in the malleable group is given by rqCa�pApupgradeq
pr�Eqt , where

E is defined in Lemma A4. Then according to (B.84), the marginal consumer in

nonmalleable group is given by
rpqCa�Cf q�pApupgradeq

rt
. So the total demand for upgrade

A is as follows:

QApupgradeq �
$&
%α

rpqCa�Cf q�pApupgradeq

rt
� p1 � αq rqCa�pApupgradeq

pr�Eqt , if pApupgradeq ¤ rqCa

α
rpqCa�Cf q�pApupgradeq

rt
, if rqCa   pApupgradeq   rpqCa � Cf q.

(B.97)

When firm A sells upgrade to both segments, the profits of upgrade A are given

by:

π
Apupgradeq
m�n � pApupgradeqrαrpqCa � Cf q � pApupgradeq

rt
� p1� αqrqCa � pApupgradeq

pr � Eqt s.(B.98)

Similarly, the profits of upgrade B are given by:

π
Bpupgradeq
m�n � pBpupgradeqrαrpqCa � Cf q � pBpupgradeq

rt
� p1� αqrqCa � pBpupgradeq

pr � Eqt s.(B.99)
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Since the upgrade market is not fully covered, customers in the middle will not buy

upgrade in period 2. It is optimal for consumers who can adjust subjective belief

to set the subjective probability qApbaseq (or qBpbaseq) to zero if they do not plan

to purchase upgrade. Marginal customer θm in the malleable group is indifferent

between buying base product A and base product B:

v � pApbaseq � qCa �
qApbaseq

q
Cf � θmt� rpv � qCa �

qApbaseq

q
Cf q (B.100)

� v � pBpbaseq � qCa �
qBpbaseq

q
Cf � p1 � θmqt� rpv � qCa �

qBpbaseq

q
Cf q(B.101)

with qApbaseq and qBpbaseq set to zero. This implies that θm � 1
2
� pBpbaseq�pApbaseq

2t
.

Similarly, marginal customer θn in the nonmalleable group is indifferent between

buying base product A and base product B:

v � pApbaseq � qCa � Cf � θnt� rpv � qCa � Cf q (B.102)

� v � pBpbaseq � qCa � Cf � p1� θnqt� rpv � qCa � Cf q (B.103)

which implies that θn � 1
2
� pBpbaseq�pApbaseq

2t
. The total profits are as follows:

πAm�n � p1� αqpApbaseqθm � αpApbaseqθn � π
Apupgradeq
m�n (B.104)

πBm�n � p1� αqpBpbaseqp1� θmq � αpBpbaseqp1� θnq � π
Bpupgradeq
m�n . (B.105)

Using (B.98), (B.99), the formulas of θm, θn, πAm�n and πBm�n and solving the

profit maximization problem of each firm, we have:

pApbaseq � pBpbaseq � t (B.106)

pApupgradeq � pBpupgradeq � rpqCa � Cf qprqCa � p1� rqαCf q
2prqCa � pr � αqCf q (B.107)

θm � 1

2
(B.108)

θn � 1

2
. (B.109)
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In equilibrium, we need the price of the upgrade to be smaller than rqCa which

implies that:

�rq2C2
a � qCaCf pα � rp1� αqq � C2

f p1� rqα   0. (B.110)

The total profits of each firm are given by:

πAm�n � πBm�n �
t

2
� rpqCa � Cf q2prqCa � Cf p1� rqαq2

4tprqCa� Cf pr � αqqprqCa � Cf � rCf q (B.111)

When firm A sells its upgrade to the nonmalleable group only, the equilibrium

prices are the same as in Lemma A9. The corresponding total profits are given by:

πAn � πBn � t

2
� αrpqCa � Cf q2

4t
, (B.112)

where t
2

is the profit from selling the base product to both groups and
αrpqCa�Cf q2

4t
is

the profit from selling the upgrade to the nonmalleable group only.

On comparing (B.111) with (B.112), we find that selling to both segments of

consumers is more profitable if:

�rq2C2
a � qCaCfα � C2

f p1� rqα   0. (B.113)

Furthermore, when (B.113) is satisfied, (B.110) always holds. It follows from (B.113)

that the firm will sell to both groups of consumers if Cf   C̄ad
f .

Lemma B.6 (Spot selling to consumers with nonmalleable beliefs). Suppose all

consumers cannot adjust their subjective beliefs. When firms spot sell the upgrades,

the equilibrium prices and profits are as follows:

pApbaseq � pBpbaseq � t

pApupgradeq � pBpupgradeq � qCa � Cf
2

πA � πB � t

2
� pqCa � Cf q2

4t
.
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Proof. In the first period, each consumer chooses from base product A and base

product B after taking into consideration their prices. If the customer located at θ

buys only the base product of firm A, her two-period discounted utility is given by:

UApbaseq � v � pApbaseq � pqCa � Cf q � θt� rrv � qCa � Cf s, (B.114)

Because this consumer is not able to choose a subjective probability, she always

believes the accident can happen with probability q and the associated psychological

cost is q
q
Cf � Cf for each period. Furthermore, since this customer does not purchase

an upgrade, the associated monetary cost of accident is qCa in each period.

But if the consumer at θ buys both base product A and its upgrade, then her

two-period discounted utility is as follows:

UApbase�upgradeq � v � pApbaseq � pqCa � Cf q � θt� rrv � pApupgradeq � θts, (B.115)

where pApupgradeq is the price of upgrade for product A and it is paid in the second

period. Meanwhile, the consumer incurs the transportation cost in period 2. By

comparing (B.114) and (B.115), we find that the consumer will be motivated to

purchase the upgrade as long as:

qCa � Cf ¥ pApupgradeq � θt. (B.116)

This inequality implies that consumers located close to firm A are more likely to

purchase the upgrade. The marginal customer θApupgradeq who is indifferent between

buying upgrade A and not buying it is given by:

qCa � Cf � pApupgradeq � θApupgradeqt. (B.117)

In period 2, firm A maximizes the profits from upgrade subject to (B.117). The

profits from upgrade A are given by:

πApupgradeq � θApupgradeqpApupgradeq

� pqCa � Cf q � pApupgradeq

t
pApupgradeq. (B.118)
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Shifting attention to product B, note that the two-period utility derived by the

consumer located at θ on buying base product B only is given by:

UBpbaseq � v � pBpbaseq � pqCa � Cf q � p1� θqt� rrv � qCa � Cf s, (B.119)

But if the same customer were to buy both product B and its upgrade, then the

corresponding discounted utility will be:

UBpbase�upgradeq � v � pBpbaseq � pqCa � Cf q � p1� θqt� rrv � pBpupgradeq � p1� θqts.(B.120)

Upon the same analysis as we did for upgrade A, we find the profits of upgrade B

are given by:

πBpupgradeq � p1� θBpupgradeqqpBpupgradeq

� pqCa � Cf q � pBpupgradeq

t
pBpupgradeq. (B.121)

As the upgrade market is partially covered, the marginal customer θ is indifferent

between buying base product A only and base product B only:

v � pApbaseq � qCa � Cf � θt� rpv � qCa � Cf q (B.122)

� v � pBpbaseq � qCa � Cf � p1� θqt� rpv � qCa � Cf q (B.123)

which implies that θ � 1
2
� pBpbaseq�pApbaseq

2t
. The total profits of each firm are as

follows:

πA � θpApbaseq � θApupgradeqpApupgradeq (B.124)

πB � p1� θqpBpbaseq � p1� θBpupgradeqqpBpupgradeq. (B.125)

Substituting (B.118), (B.121) and the formula of θ into the profits above and
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then solving the profit maximization problem of firms, we have:

pApbaseq � pBpbaseq � t (B.126)

pApupgradeq � pBpupgradeq � qCa � Cf
2

(B.127)

θ � 1

2
(B.128)

πA � πB � t

2
� pqCa � Cf q2

4t
. (B.129)

Lemma B.7 (Spot selling to some consumers with malleable beliefs and some con-

sumers with nonmalleable beliefs). Suppose the market consists of α proportion of

consumers with nonmalleable beliefs and the remaining p1�αq have malleable beliefs.

When firms spot sell upgrade to both groups of consumers, the equilibrium prices and

profits in the most profitable case are as follows:

p
Apbaseq
m�n � p

Bpbaseq
m�n � t

p
Apupgradeq
m�n � p

Bpupgradeq
m�n � pqCa � Cf qprqCa � p1� rqαCf q

2prqCa � Cf � rCf q

πAm�n � πBm�n � t

2
� pqCa � Cf q2prqCa � Cf p1� rqαq2

4tprqCa � Cf � rCf q2 .

Furthermore, it could be more profitable to sell upgrade to both segments of consumers

when Cf   rqCa
p1�rq?α � C̄sp

f .

Proof. We first focus on upgrade A. Among the consumers with malleable beliefs, as

shown in the proof of Lemma 1, the marginal consumer who is indifferent between

buying the upgrade or not buying it would choose q� � rq2Ca
rqCa�p1�rqCf . Hence, the

value of an upgrade to this marginal consumer in period 2 is q�Ca � q�
q
Cf � ∆,

where∆ is defined in Lemma A2. According to (B.29), the marginal consumer in
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malleable group is given by ∆�pepApupgradeqq
t

. Then according to (B.117), the marginal

consumer in nonmalleable group is given by
pqCa�Cf q�pepApupgradeqq

t
. So when the price

of upgrade is below ∆, some consumers with malleable beliefs would purchase the

upgrade. But when the price of upgrade is above ∆, only consumers with nonmal-

leable beliefs would purchase the upgrade. In a sequentially rational equilibrium,

consumers’ expectation about the upgrade price should equal to the actual price

charged by the firms (i.e. pepApupgradeqq � pApupgradeq). So the demand for upgrade A

is given by:

QApupgradeq �

#
α
pqCa�Cf q�p

Apupgradeq

t � p1� αq∆�pApupgradeq

t , if pApupgradeq ¤ ∆

α
pqCa�Cf q�p

Apupgradeq

t , if ∆   pApupgradeq   qCa � Cf .
(B.130)

When firm A sells upgrade to both types of consumers, the profits from upgrade

A are given by:

π
Apupgradeq
m�n � pApupgradeqrαpqCa � Cf q � pApupgradeq

t
� p1� αq∆� pApupgradeq

t
s.(B.131)

Similarly, the profits from upgrade B are given by:

π
Bpupgradeq
m�n � pBpupgradeqrαpqCa � Cf q � pBpupgradeq

t
� p1� αq∆� pBpupgradeq

t
s.(B.132)

Since the upgrade market is not fully covered, customers in the middle will not buy

upgrade in period 2. It is optimal for consumers who can adjust subjective belief

to set subjective probability qApbaseq (or qBpbaseq) to zero if they do not purchase

upgrade. Marginal customer θm in the malleable group is indifferent between buying

base product A and base product B:

v � pApbaseq � qCa �
qApbaseq

q
Cf � θmt� rpv � qCa �

qApbaseq

q
Cf q (B.133)

� v � pBpbaseq � qCa �
qBpbaseq

q
Cf � p1 � θmqt� rpv � qCa �

qBpbaseq

q
Cf q(B.134)
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with qApbaseq and qBpbaseq set to zero. This implies that θm � 1
2
� pBpbaseq�pApbaseq

2t
.

Similarly, marginal customer θn in the nonmalleable group is indifferent between

buying base product A and base product B:

v � pApbaseq � qCa � Cf � θnt� rpv � qCa � Cf q (B.135)

� v � pBpbaseq � qCa � Cf � p1� θnqt� rpv � qCa � Cf q (B.136)

which implies that θn � 1
2
� pBpbaseq�pApbaseq

2t
. The total profits are as follows:

πAm�n � p1� αqpApbaseqθm � αpApbaseqθn � π
Apupgradeq
m�n (B.137)

πBm�n � p1� αqpBpbaseqp1� θmq � αpBpbaseqp1� θnq � π
Bpupgradeq
m�n . (B.138)

Using (B.131), (B.132), formulas of θm, θn, πAm�n and πBm�n and solving the profit

maximization problem of each firm, we obtain:

pApbaseq � pBpbaseq � t (B.139)

pApupgradeq � pBpupgradeq � pqCa � Cf qprqCa � p1� rqαCf q
2prqCa � Cf � rCf q (B.140)

θm � 1

2
(B.141)

θn � 1

2
. (B.142)

This equilibrium gives the highest possible profits of spot selling. Any other equilib-

rium will give lower profits.

In equilibrium, we need the price of the upgrade to be smaller than ∆ which

implies that:

�rqCa � Cf p1� rqα   0. (B.143)

The total profits of each firm are given by:

πAm�n � πBm�n �
t

2
� pqCa � Cf q2prqCa � Cf p1� rqαq2

4tprqCa � Cf � rCf q2 (B.144)
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Next when firm A sells its upgrade to only the consumers with nonmalleable

beliefs, the equilibrium prices are the same as in Lemma A7. The corresponding

total profits are given by:

πAn � πBn � t

2
� αpqCa � Cf q2

4t
, (B.145)

where t
2

is the profit from selling the base product to both groups and
αpqCa�Cf q2

4t
is

the profit from selling the upgrade to the nonmalleable group only.

On comparing (B.144) with (B.145), we find that selling to both segments of

consumers could be more profitable if:

�r2q2C2
a � C2

f p1� rq2α   0. (B.146)

Furthermore, when (B.146) is satisfied, (B.143) always holds. It follows from (B.146)

that the firm may sell to both groups of consumers if Cf   C̄sp
f .

B.1.5 Severe Product Failure

Lemma B.8 (Advance selling when product failure is severe). When t ¡ rqpqCa�Cf qpp1�qqCa�vq
Cf�rCf�rqCa ,

the equilibrium prices and profits from advance selling are given by:

p
Apbaseq
advance � p

Bpbaseq
advance � t

p
Apupgradeq
advance � p

Bpupgradeq
advance � rqpp1� qqCa � vq

2

πAadvance � πBadvance � t

2
� r2q2pqCa � Cf qpp1� qqCa � vq2

4tpCf � rCf � rqCaq .

Proof. If a product fails in the first period, it will cease to function in the second

period and therefore consumers need the upgrade to revive the product. If a consumer

did not advance purchase the upgrade and the base product failed in period 1, she

gets zero utility in period 2.
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If the consumer at θ purchases base product A and its upgrade in period 1, the

corresponding discounted utility is as follows:

U
Apbase�upgradeq
advance � v � p

Apbaseq
advance � p

Apupgradeq
advance � pqCa �

q
Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � θts.(B.147)

Instead, if this consumer only purchases base product A in period 1, the correspond-

ing discounted utility is as follows:

U
Apbaseq
advance � v � p

Apbaseq
advance � pqCa �

q
Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf q � θt� rp1� qqrv � qCa �

q
Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf s.(B.148)

Similarly, if the consumer purchases base product B and upgrade B in period 1, the

corresponding discounted utility is given by:

U
Bpbase�upgradeq
advance � v � p

Bpbaseq
advance � p

Bpupgradeq
advance � pqCa � q

Bpupgradeq
advance

q
Cf q � p1� θqt

�rrv � p1� θqts. (B.149)

If this consumer purchases only base product B in period 1, the corresponding dis-

counted utility is as follows:

U
Bpbaseq
advance � v � p

Bpbaseq
advance � pqCa � q

Bpbaseq
advance

q
Cf q � p1� θqt�

rp1� qqrv � qCa � q
Bpbaseq
advance

q
Cf s. (B.150)

We solve the game backwards. All the purchase decisions are made in period 1.

In period 2, consumers who advance purchased the upgrade would incur the travel

cost to pick up the upgrade. Marginal consumer θ
Apupgradeq
advance would have chosen a

subjective belief just large enough to keep her motivated to collect the upgrade if

she had chosen to advance purchase the upgrade:

q
Apupgradeq
advance Ca � q

Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf � θ

Apupgradeq
advance t, (B.151)
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which implies that q
Apupgradeq
advance � qθ

Apupgradeq
advance t

qCa�Cf

Because this marginal customer is indifferent between buying upgrade A and not

buying it, by comparing (B.147) and (B.148) we have:

q
Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf � p

Apupgradeq
advance � rθ

Apupgradeq
advance t � rqv � rp1� qqqCa. (B.152)

Using the solution for q
Apupgradeq
advance and (B.152), we can write the profits from up-

grade as:

π
Apupgradeq
advance � θ

Apupgradeq
advance p

Apupgradeq
advance

� pqCa � Cf qprqpp1� qqCa � vq � p
Apupgradeq
advance q

tpCf � rCf � rqCaq p
Apupgradeq
advance (B.153)

Upon solving the first-order condition, we have:

p
Apupgradeq
advance � rqpp1� qqCa � vq

2
(B.154)

θ
Apupgradeq
advance � rqpqCa � Cf qpp1� qqCa � vq

2tpCf � rCf � rqCaq (B.155)

π
Apupgradeq
advance � r2q2pqCa � Cf qpp1� qqCa � vq2

4tpCf � rCf � rqCaq . (B.156)

Further,
d2π

Apupgradeq
advance

dp
Apupgradeq
spot

2 � � 2pqCa�Cf q
tpCf�rCf�rqCaq   0, implying (B.154) gives the optimal up-

grade price. Similarly, we obtain:

p
Bpupgradeq
advance � rqpp1� qqCa � vq

2
(B.157)

θ
Bpupgradeq
advance � 1� rqpqCa � Cf qpp1� qqCa � vq

2tpCf � rCf � rqCaq (B.158)

π
Bpupgradeq
advance � r2q2pqCa � Cf qpp1� qqCa � vq2

4tpCf � rCf � rqCaq . (B.159)
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As the upgrade market is partially covered, the marginal customer θadvance lying

in the middle of the Hotelling line is indifferent between buying base product A only

and base product B only, suggesting that

v � p
Apbaseq
advance � pqCa �

q
Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf q � θt� rp1 � qqrv � qCa �

q
Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf s

� v � p
Bpbaseq
advance � pqCa �

q
Bpbaseq
advance

q
Cf q � p1 � θqt� rp1 � qqrv � qCa �

q
Bpbaseq
advance

q
Cf s. (B.160)

Since the marginal customer does not purchase the upgrade, it is optimal to set

q
Apbaseq
advance � q

Bpbaseq
advance � 0. It follows that θadvance � 1

2
� p

Bpbaseq
advance�p

Apbaseq
advance

2t
. The total profits

of firms are given by:

πAadvance � θadvancep
Apbaseq
advance � π

Apupgradeq
advance (B.161)

πBadvance � p1� θadvanceqpBpbaseqadvance � π
Bpupgradeq
advance . (B.162)

Substituting the formula of θadvance into profit functions and solving the profit

maximization problem of firms, we obtain:

p
Apbaseq
advance � p

Bpbaseq
advance � t (B.163)

θadvance � 1

2
. (B.164)

The second-order conditions are given by:

B2πAadvance

BpApbaseqadvance

2 � �1

t
  0

B2πAadvance

BpBpbaseqadvance

2 � �1

t
  0. (B.165)

The optimal total profits of each firm are given by:

πAadvance � πBadvance � t

2
� r2q2pqCa � Cf qpp1� qqCa � vq2

4tpCf � rCf � rqCaq . (B.166)
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Furthermore, on comparing equations (B.155)and (B.158), we note that 0  
θ
Apupgradeq
advance   θadvance   θ

Bpupgradeq
advance   1 when t ¡ rqpqCa�Cf qpp1�qqCa�vq

Cf�rCf�rqCa . This implies

that the market for upgrades is partially covered with consumers in the interval

rθApupgradeqadvance , θ
Bpupgradeq
advance s not buying an upgrade. In the equilibrium, all consumers

who advance purchased the upgrade will incur the travel cost to get the upgrade

even if the base product did not fail in period 1. For this to hold, we need to make

sure that all consumers who advance purchase the upgrade have the incentive to pick

up the upgrade when the base product did not fail in period 1. Assume a consumer

θ advance purchases the upgrade but incurs the travel cost to get the upgrade only

if the base product failed in period 1. The corresponding utility is given by:

v � p
Apbaseq
advance � p

Apupgradeq
advance � pqCa � qAadvance

q
Cf q � θt

�rqpv � θtq � rp1� qqpv � qCa � qAadvance
q

Cf q. (B.167)

Since the consumer has not plan to get the upgrade if the base product did not fail,

she can set qAadvance � 0. By comparing (B.167) and (B.147), we find that consumers

with θ   p1�qqrqCapCf�qCaq
tpp1�qqrqCa�p1�p1�qqrqCf q would pick up the upgrade even if the base product

did not fail. For our equilibrium to hold, we need:

θ
Apupgradeq
advance � rqpqCa � Cf qpp1� qqCa � vq

2tpCf � rCf � rqCaq

  p1� qqrqCapCf � qCaq
tpp1� qqrqCa � p1� p1� qqrqCf q . (B.168)

This requires v   p1� qqCa � 2qCf
p1�qqrp1�qqrqCa�p1�p1�qqrqCf s .

Lemma B.9 (Spot selling when product failure is severe). When q
1�qv   t   2v, the
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equilibrium prices and profits from spot selling are given by:

p
Apbaseq
spot � p

Bpbaseq
spot � t� qt� qv

p
Apupgradeq
spot � p

Bpupgradeq
spot � v � t

2

πAspot � πBspot � p2� qqt
4

.

Proof. In this section, we study the case where if a product fails in the first period, it

will cease to function in the second period. Consumers need to purchase the upgrade

to revive the product. So when the base product fails, consumers have no choice but

to purchase the upgrade in period 2. But if the base product does not fail, consumers

can choose whether to purchase the upgrade or not. In this setting, the firm has two

options in period 2: (1) sell the upgrade only to consumers with a failed base product

and (2) sell the upgrade to consumers with a failed base product as well to consumers

with a functioning base product. Intuitively, when the value of base product is high

compared to the cost of accident, it could be more profitable for firms to set a high

price for the upgrade and sell to consumers with failed base product only. Below we

examine these two options.

Option 1. Here we examine the case when firms sell the upgrade only to consumers

with a failed base product and identify the conditions under which firms will choose

to do so.

If the consumer at θ purchases base product A in period 1 and always purchases

its upgrade in period 2, the corresponding discounted utility is as follows:

U
Apbase�upgradeq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q � θt

�rrv � p
Apupgradeq
spot � θts. (B.169)

Instead, if this consumer purchases upgrade A in period 2 only if the base product
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failed in period 1, the corresponding discounted utility is as follows:

U
Apbaseq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf q � θt�

rp1� qqrv � qCa �
q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf s � rqrv � p

Apupgradeq
spot � θts.(B.170)

Similarly, if this consumer purchases base product B in period 1 and always purchase

its upgrade in period 2, the corresponding discounted utility is given by:

U
Bpbase�upgradeq
spot � v � p

Bpbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Bpupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q � p1� θqt

�rrv � p
Bpupgradeq
spot � p1� θqts. (B.171)

If this consumer purchases upgrade B in period 2 only if the base product failed in

period 1, the corresponding discounted utility is as follows:

U
Bpbaseq
spot � v � p

Bpbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Bpbaseq
spot

q
Cf q � p1 � θqt

�rp1 � qqrv � qCa �
q
Bpbaseq
spot

q
Cf s � rqrv � p

Bpupgradeq
spot � p1 � θqts.(B.172)

To begin with, focus on upgrade A in period 2. The consumer, who decides not

to purchase the upgrade because the base product did not fail in period 1, would set

q
Apbaseq
spot � 0. On comparing (B.169) and (B.170), we find that the marginal consumer

at θ would choose not to purchase the upgrade if the base product did not fail in the

first period and if the following condition is satisfied:

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf � rp1� qqppApupgradeqspot � θtq ¡ rp1� qqqCa. (B.173)

In period 2, when v is large, it is optimal to charge v�θspott for the upgrade where

θspot is the marginal consumer who is indifferent between product A and product B.
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This price makes the marginal consumer θspot indifferent toward buying the upgrade

if the base product failed in period 1. When v � θspott is high compared to the cost

of accident, consumers with functioning base product will not buy the upgrade. A

sufficient condition for this to hold is v � θspott ¡ qCa. Note that when p
Apupgradeq
spot �

v� θspott ¡ qCa, the inequality in (B.173) always holds. Firm B will charge v� p1�
θspotqt for upgrade B. The prices of the upgrades and their profits are as follows:

p
Apupgradeq
spot � v � θspott (B.174)

p
Bpupgradeq
spot � v � p1� θspotqt (B.175)

π
Apupgradeq
spot � pv � θspottqθspot (B.176)

π
Bpupgradeq
spot � pv � p1� θspotqtqp1� θspotq. (B.177)

(B.178)

The marginal customer θspot lying in the middle of the Hotelling line is indifferent

between buying (base product A + upgrade A if base product failed in period 1) and

(base product B + upgrade B if base product failed in period 1), suggesting that

v � p
Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf q � θt

�rp1� qqrv � qCa �
q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf s � rqrv � p

Apupgradeq
spot � θts

� v � p
Bpbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Bpbaseq
spot

q
Cf q � p1� θqt

�rp1� qqrv � qCa �
q
Bpbaseq
spot

q
Cf s � rqrv � p

Bpupgradeq
spot � p1� θqts.(B.179)

Since this consumer would not purchase the upgrade if the base product did not fail

in period 1, it is optimal for her to set q
Apbaseq
spot � q

Bpbaseq
spot � 0. Substituting (B.174)

and (B.175) into (B.179), it follows that θspot � 1
2
� p

Bpbaseq
spot �pApbaseqspot

2t
. Then each firm’s
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total profits are given by:

πAspot � θspotppApbaseqspot � qp
Apupgradeq
spot q (B.180)

πBspot � p1� θspotqppBpbaseqspot � qp
Bpupgradeq
spot q. (B.181)

Substituting (B.174), (B.175) and the formula of θspot into the profit functions

and then solving each firm’s profit maximization problem, we obtain:

p
Apbaseq
spot � p

Bpbaseq
spot � t� qt� qv (B.182)

p
Apupgradeq
spot � p

Bpupgradeq
spot � v � t

2
(B.183)

θspot � 1

2
. (B.184)

The second order conditions are given by:

B2πAspot

BpApbaseqspot

2 � �2� q

2t
  0

B2πBspot

BpBpbaseqspot

2 � �2� q

2t
  0. (B.185)

The optimal total profits of the firms are given by:

πAspot � πBspot � p2� qqt
4

. (B.186)

It is useful to note that (B.182)and (B.183) imply that, when q
1�qv   t   2v, the

price of base product and the price of upgrade are positive.

Option 2. Now we examine the case where firms sell the upgrades to consumers

with a failed base product as well as to consumers with a functioning base product.

We are going to show it is not optimal to do so. To begin with, focus on upgrade A in

period 2. Assume marginal consumer θ
Apupgradeq
spot indifferent between always buying
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upgrade A and only buying it after severe failure. If she chooses to purchase the

upgrade she would choose a subjective belief just large enough to keep her motivated

to purchase the upgrade:

q
Apupgradeq
spot Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf � p

epApupgradeqq
spot � θ

Apupgradeq
spot t. (B.187)

If a consumer decides not to purchase the upgrade if the base product did not

fail in period 1, she would set q
Apbaseq
spot � 0. Since the marginal customer θ

Apupgradeq
spot is

indifferent between always buying upgrade A and only buying it after severe failure,

by comparing (B.169) and (B.170) we have:

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf � rp1� qqppepApupgradeqqspot � θ

Apupgradeq
spot tq � rp1� qqqCa. (B.188)

Substituting (B.187) into (B.188), we have:

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf � rp1� qqpqApupgradeqspot Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q � rp1� qqqCa. (B.189)

Using the above equation, we obtain q
Apupgradeq
spot � rq2p1�qqCa

rqp1�qqCa�p1�rp1�qqqCf .

In period 2, each firm chooses a price to maximize its second-period profits. There

are two groups of consumers who would purchase the upgrade: (1) consumers who

have positive q� and purchase the upgrade even if the base product did not fail in the

first period and (2) consumers who purchase the upgrade only if the base product

failed in the first period. Among the first group of consumers, the marginal consumer

would set q� � rq2p1�qqCa
rqp1�qqCa�p1�rp1�qqqCf and the value they place on the upgrade is at

most q�Ca � q�
q
Cf � rqp1�qqCapqCa�Cf q

rqp1�qqCa�p1�rp1�qqqCf � δ. To sell to this group of consumers,

the price of the upgrade cannot be higher than δ. In this case, even if every consumer

buys the upgrade, the second stage profit of upgrade would be at most δθspot. On
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the other hand, if the firm only sells to consumers whose base product failed, the

firm could earn qpv � θspottqθspot. When v is large (i.e. qpv � tq ¡ δ), it is always

more profitable for the firms to sell to consumers with failed base product only in

the second stage. Hence, selling to both types of consumers will not be observed in

equilibrium.

B.1.6 Consumer Learning

Lemma B.10 (Advance selling with learning). When t ¥ qprq2Ca�p1�p1�qqrqCf q�rp1�qqdpCf�qCaq
rq2 ,

the equilibrium prices and profits from advance selling are given by:

p
Apbaseq
advance � p

Bpbaseq
advance � t

p
Apupgradeq
advance � p

Bpupgradeq
advance � rqCapq2 � d� qdq � Cf pq2r � rd� qp1� r � rdqq

2q

πAadvance � πBadvance � t

2
� prqCapq2 � d� qdq � Cf pq2r � rd� qp1� r � rdqqq2

4rq3t
.

Proof. Consider a product that could be bad with probability b and good with prob-

ability 1� b. A bad base product fails with probability ρ ¡ 1
2
, whereas a good base

product functions well with probability ρ. In this setting, consumers’ prior belief

that the base product would fail is q � bρ� p1� bqp1� ρq. Upon observing whether

or not the base product failed in the first period, consumers could update their prior

beliefs about product failure. If the base product failed in period 1, the posterior

belief of the product being good is given by:

P pGood|Failure in period 1q � P pGood and Failure in period 1q
P pFailure in period 1q

� P pFailure in period 1|GoodqP pGoodq
P pFailure in period 1q

� p1� ρqp1� bq
p1� ρqp1� bq � ρb

(B.190)
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If the base product failed in period 1, the posterior belief of the product being bad

is given by:

P pBad|Failure in period 1q � 1� P pGood|Failure in period 1q

� ρb

p1� ρqp1� bq � ρb
(B.191)

The probability of product failure in the second period given that it failed in first

period is as follows:

P pFailure in period 2|Failure in period 1q

� P pFailure in period 2|GoodqP pGood|Failure in period 1q

�P pFailure in period 2|BadqP pBad|Failure in period 1q

� p1� ρq2p1� bq
p1� ρqp1� bq � ρb

� ρ2b

p1� ρqp1� bq � ρb

� p1� ρq2p1� bq � ρ2b

p1� ρqp1� bq � ρb
¡ q. (B.192)

If the base product failed in period 1, the posterior belief of product failure is higher

than the prior belief q. Define D � p1�ρq2p1�bq�ρ2b
p1�ρqp1�bq�ρb � q. Then, the posterior belief of

product failure after product failure in period 1 is given by q �D.

Similarly, if the base product did not fail in period 1, the posterior belief of the

product being good is:

P pGood|No failure in period 1q � P pGood and No failure in period 1q
P pNo failure in period 1q

� P pNo failure in period 1|GoodqP pGoodq
P pNo failure in period 1q

� ρp1� bq
ρp1� bq � p1� ρqb (B.193)

If the base product did not fail in period 1, the posterior belief of the product being
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bad is:

P pBad|No failure in period 1q � 1� P pGood|No failure in period 1q

� p1� ρqb
ρp1� bq � p1� ρqb (B.194)

If the product did not fail in the first period, the probability that it will fail in the

second period is given by:

P pFailure in period 2|No failure in period 1q

� P pFailure in period 2|GoodqP pGood|No failure in period 1q

�P pFailure in period 2|BadqP pBad|No failure in period 1q

� ρp1� ρqp1� bq
ρp1� bq � p1� ρqb �

ρp1� ρqb
ρp1� bq � p1� ρqb

� ρp1� ρq
ρp1� bq � p1� ρqb   q. (B.195)

If the base product did not fail in period 1, the posterior belief of product failure is

lower than the prior belief q. Define d � q � ρp1�ρq
ρp1�bq�p1�ρqb . Then, the posterior belief

of product failure if there is no product failure in period 1 is given by q � d.

In advance selling, the upgrade price is paid in period 1. After observing whether

or not the product failed in period 1, consumers can update their belief about product

failure and then decide whether or not they want to incur the travel cost to pick up

the upgrade.

In equilibrium, we would not have a consumer who chooses to learn and yet always

picks up the upgrade whether or not the base product fails in period 1. To see this,

note that if the consumer at θ who purchases base product A and its upgrade in

period 1 and chooses not to learn, her discounted utility is as follows:

U
ANLpbase�upgradeq
advance � v � p

Apbaseq
advance � p

Apupgradeq
advance � pqCa �

q
Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � θts. (B.196)
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If the same consumer always picks up the upgrade in period 2 and yet chooses to

learn, her discounted utility becomes:

U
ALpbase�upgradeq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
advance � p

Apupgradeq
advance � pqCa �

q

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � θts. (B.197)

Since q
Apupgradeq
advance ¤ q, we always have (B.196) greater than (B.197). Therefore, it is

better for this consumer, who always picks up the upgrade, to not learn.

It follows that those consumers who choose to learn would not pick up the upgrade

if their posterior belief of product failure is lower. In other words, consumers who

choose to learn would not pick up the upgrade if the base product did not fail in

period 1.

If the consumer at θ, who advance purchases the upgrade, chooses to learn but

picks up the upgrade only if the base product failed in period 1, then her discounted

utility is as follows:

U
ALpbase�upgradeq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
advance � p

Apupgradeq
advance � pqCa � q

q
Cf q � θt� rqrv � θts

�rp1� qqpv � pq � dqCa � q � d

q
Cf q. (B.198)

By comparing (B.196) and (B.198), we find the marginal consumer θ
Apupgradeq
advance who

is indifferent between (not learning + always picking up upgrade) and (learning +

picking up upgrade only after first period failure) is given by:

q
Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf � rp1� qqθApupgradeqadvance t � Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q � d

q
Cf q.(B.199)

If this consumer chooses to purchase the upgrade, she would choose a subjective

probability such that:

q
Apupgradeq
advance Ca � q

Apupgradeq
advance

q
Cf � θ

Apupgradeq
advance t. (B.200)
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Combining (B.199) and (B.200), we note that the marginal consumer satisfies:

p Cf
qCa � Cf

� rp1� qqqθApupgradeqadvance t � Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q � d

q
Cf q.(B.201)

This implies that:

θ
Apupgradeq
advance �

Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q�d
q
Cf q

p Cf
qCa�Cf � rp1� qqqt

. (B.202)

If (B.196) is greater than (B.198), consumer θ would choose not to learn and set

positive q�   q. This condition is more likely to be met with small θ. Hence,

consumers close to the ends of Hotelling line are more likely to choose not to learn

and always picks up the upgrade.

If the consumer at θ chooses not to learn and not to purchase the upgrade, her

discounted utility is as follows:

U
ANLpbaseq
advance � v � p

Apbaseq
advance � pqCa � q

Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � qCas. (B.203)

If this consumer never purchases upgrade, it is optimal to have q
Apbaseq
advance � 0. By

comparing (B.198) and (B.203), the marginal consumer θ
Apbaseq
advance who is indifferent

between (learning + picking up the upgrade only after first period failure) and (no

learning + no purchasing upgrade) satisfies:

p
Apupgradeq
advance � rqθ

Apbaseq
advancet � rqCa � Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q � d

q
Cf q. (B.204)

This implies that:

θ
Apbaseq
advance �

rqCa � Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q�d
q
Cf q � p

Apupgradeq
spot

rqt
. (B.205)

The profits from upgrade A are given by:

π
Apupgradeq
advance � θ

Apbaseq
advancep

Apupgradeq
advance . (B.206)
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On maximizing the profits from upgrade A, we find that:

p
Apupgradeq
advnace � rqCapq2 � d� qdq � Cf pq2r � rd� qp1� r � rdqq

2q
(B.207)

θ
Apupgradeq
advnace �

Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q�d
q
Cf q

p Cf
qCa�Cf � rp1� qqqt

(B.208)

θ
Apbaseq
advnace � qprq2Ca � p1� p1� qqrqCf q � rp1� qqdpCf � qCaq

2rq2t
(B.209)

π
Apupgradeq
advnace � prqCapq2 � d� qdq � Cf pq2r � rd� qp1� r � rdqqq2

4rq3t
.(B.210)

The second-order condition is given by
B2π

Apupgradeq
advance

BpApupgradeqadvance

2 � � 2
rqt

  0.

Similarly, by maximizing firm B’s profits from selling its upgrade, we obtain:

p
Bpupgradeq
advnace � rqCapq2 � d� qdq � Cf pq2r � rd� qp1� r � rdqq

2q
(B.211)

θ
Bpupgradeq
advnace � 1�

Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q�d
q
Cf q

p Cf
qCa�Cf � rp1� qqqt

(B.212)

θ
Bpbaseq
advnace � 1� qprq2Ca � p1� p1� qqrqCf q � rp1� qqdpCf � qCaq

2rq2t
(B.213)

π
Bpupgradeq
advnace � prqCapq2 � d� qdq � Cf pq2r � rd� qp1� r � rdqqq2

4rq3t
. (B.214)

As the upgrade market is partially covered, the marginal customer θadvnace lying

in the middle of the Hotelling line is indifferent between (no learning + no purchasing

upgrade A) and (no learning + no purchasing upgrade B), suggesting that:

v � p
Apbaseq
advance � pqCa �

q
Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � qCa �

q
Apbaseq
advance

q
Cf s

� v � p
Bpbaseq
advance � pqCa �

q
Bpbaseq
advance

q
Cf q � p1 � θqt� rrv � qCa �

q
Bpbaseq
advance

q
Cf s.(B.215)
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Since the marginal customer does not purchase the upgrade, it is optimal to set

q
Apbaseq
advance � q

Bpbaseq
advance � 0. It follows that θadvance � 1

2
� p

Bpbaseq
advance�p

Apbaseq
advance

2t
. The total profits

of firms are given by:

πAadvance � θadvancep
Apbaseq
advance � π

Apupgradeq
advance (B.216)

πBadvance � p1� θadvanceqpBpbaseqadvance � π
Bpupgradeq
advance . (B.217)

On substituting the formula of θadvance into the profit functions, and solving the

profit maximization problem of each firm, we obtain:

p
Apbaseq
advance � p

Bpbaseq
advance � t (B.218)

θadvance � 1

2
. (B.219)

The second-order conditions are given by:

B2πAadvance

BpApbaseqadvance

2 � �1

t
  0

B2πAadvance

BpBpbaseqadvance

2 � �1

t
  0. (B.220)

The optimal total profits of each firm are given by:

πAadvance � πBadvance �
t

2
�
prqCapq

2 � d� qdq � Cf pq
2r � rd� qp1 � r � rdqqq2

4rq3t
.(B.221)

Lemma B.11 (Spot selling with learning). When t ¥ t̃, the equilibrium prices and

profits from spot selling in the most profitable case are given by:

p
Apbaseq
spot � p

Bpbaseq
spot � t

p
Apupgradeq
spot � p

Bpupgradeq
spot �

r2q3p1 � qqC2
a � pp1 � rqq2 � d� qpr � dqqrqCaCf � prq2 � rd� p1 � r � rdqqqC2

f

2rqprqp1 � qqCa � p1 � rp1 � qqqCf q

πAspot � πBspot � t

2
�
pr2q3p1 � qqC2

a � pp1 � rqq2 � d� qpr � dqqrqCaCf � prq2 � rd� p1 � r � rdqqqC2
f q2

4r2q2prqp1 � qqCa � p1 � rp1 � qqqCf q2t
,
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where d � q � ρp1�ρq
ρp1�bqq�p1�ρqb ,

t̃ �

�
p1� qqpCf � qCaqrpp2� qqCf � 2p1� qqpCf � qCaqrqd
� qpCf � p1� qqpCf � qCaqrqprq2Ca � p�2� q � 2p1� qqrqCf q

�

2rq2pCf � rp1� qqpCf � qCaqq .

Proof. In spot selling, consumers purchase upgrade in period 2. After observing

whether or not the base product failed in period 1, consumers can update their belief

about product failure and then decide whether or not to purchase the upgrade.

In equilibrium, we would not have a consumer who chooses to learn and still

purchases the upgrade whether or not the base product failed in period 1. To see

this, consider the consumer at θ who purchases base product A in period 1, purchases

its upgrade in period 2 irrespective of first period outcome, and chooses not to learn.

The two-period expected discounted utility derived by the consumer is as follows:

U
ANLpbase�upgradeq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q � θt

�rrv � p
epApupgradeqq
spot � θts. (B.222)

If the same consumer chooses to learn, but purchases the base product in period

1 and the upgrade in period 2 irrespective of whether or not the product failed in

period 1, the two-period expected discounted utility is given by:

U
ALpbase�upgradeq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � p

epApupgradeqq
spot � θts.(B.223)

Since q
Apupgradeq
spot ¤ q, it follows that (B.222) greater than (B.223), implying that it

is better not to learn.

Therefore, consumers who choose to learn would not purchase the upgrade if the

posterior belief of product failure is lower. In other words, consumers who choose to

learn would not purchase the upgrade if the base product did not fail in period 1.
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If the consumer at θ chooses to learn and purchases the upgrade only if the base

product failed in period 1, the corresponding discounted utility is as follows:

U
ALpbase�upgradeq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
spot � pqCa � q

q
Cf q � θt� rqrv � p

epApupgradeqq
spot � θts

�rp1� qqpv � pq � dqCa � q � d

q
Cf q. (B.224)

On comparing (B.222) and (B.224), the marginal consumer θ
Apupgradeq
spot who is indiffer-

ent between (not learning + always purchasing upgrade) and (learning + purchasing

upgrade only after first period failure) is given by:

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf � rp1� qqppepApupgradeqqspot � θ

Apupgradeq
spot tq

� Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q � d

q
Cf q. (B.225)

If this consumer chooses to purchase the upgrade, she would choose a subjective

probability such that:

q
Apupgradeq
spot Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf � p

epApupgradeqq
spot � θ

Apupgradeq
spot t. (B.226)

From (B.225) and (B.226), we have:

p Cf
qCa � Cf

� rp1� qqqppepApupgradeqqspot � θ
Apupgradeq
spot tq

� Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q � d

q
Cf q. (B.227)

This implies that:

θ
Apupgradeq
spot � 1

t
p
Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q�d

q
Cf q

Cf
qCa�Cf � rp1� qq

� p
epApupgradeqq
spot q. (B.228)
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If (B.222) is greater than (B.224), the consumer at θ would choose not to learn and

set a positive q�   q. This condition is more likely to be met with small θ. Hence,

consumers close to the ends of Hotelling line are more likely not to learn and always

purchases the upgrade.

If the consumer at θ chooses not to learn and never purchases the upgrade, the

corresponding discounted utility is as follows:

U
ANLpbaseq
spot � v � p

Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � qCa �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf s.(B.229)

Since this consumer does not purchase upgrade, it is optimal to have q
Apbaseq
spot � 0.

By comparing (B.224) and (B.229), the marginal consumer θ
Apbaseq
spot who is indiffer-

ent between (learning + purchasing upgrade only after first period failure) and (no

learning + never purchasing upgrade) satisfies:

rqppepApupgradeqqspot � θ
Apbaseq
spot tq � rqCa � Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q � d

q
Cf q.(B.230)

This implies that:

θ
Apbaseq
spot � 1

t
p
rqCa � Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q�d

q
Cf q

rq
� p

epApupgradeqq
spot q. (B.231)

If (B.224) is smaller than (B.229), consumer θ would choose not to learn and set

q� � 0. This condition is more likely to be met with large θ. Hence, consumers

located in the middle are more likely to choose not to learn and never purchases the

upgrade.

In a sequentially rational equilibrium, consumers’ expectation about the upgrade

price should equal to the actual price charged by the firm (i.e. p
epApupgradeqq
spot �

p
Apupgradeq
spot ). The profits from upgrade A are given by:

π
Apupgradeq
spot � pθApupgradeqspot � qpθApbaseqspot � θ

Apupgradeq
spot qqpApupgradeqspot . (B.232)
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The highest possible profits of upgrade will be achieved at:

p
Apupgradeq
spot �

r2q3p1 � qqC2
a � pp1 � rqq2 � d� qpr � dqqrqCaCf � prq2 � rd� p1 � r � rdqqqC2

f

2rqprqp1 � qqCa � p1 � rp1 � qqqCf q
(B.233)

θ
Apupgradeq
spot �

qCa � p2 � 1
r
qCf � p1�qqpCf�qCaqpCf�2rpCf�qCaqqd

qCf�rqp1�qqpCf�qCaq
2t

(B.234)

θ
Apbaseq
spot �

�
p1 � qqpCf � qCaqrpp2 � qqCf � 2p1 � qqpCf � qCaqrqd

� qpCf � p1 � qqpCf � qCaqrqprq2Ca � p�2 � q � 2p1 � qqrqCf q

�

2rq2pCf � rp1 � qqpCf � qCaqqt
(B.235)

π
Apupgradeq
spot �

pr2q3p1 � qqC2
a � pp1 � rqq2 � d� qpr � dqqrqCaCf � prq2 � rd� p1 � r � rdqqqC2

f q2
4r2q2prqp1 � qqCa � p1 � rp1 � qqqCf q2t

.(B.236)

The second-order condition is given by
B2π

Apupgradeq
spot

BpApupgradeqspot

2 � �2
t
  0.

Similarly, by solving the second-period maximization problem of firm B, we find

that:

p
Bpupgradeq
spot �

r2q3p1 � qqC2
a � pp1 � rqq2 � d� qpr � dqqrqCaCf � prq2 � rd� p1 � r � rdqqqC2

f

2rqprqp1 � qqCa � p1 � rp1 � qqqCf q
(B.237)

θ
Bpupgradeq
spot � 1 �

qCa � p2 � 1
r
qCf � p1�qqpCf�qCaqpCf�2rpCf�qCaqqd

qCf�rqp1�qqpCf�qCaq
2t

(B.238)

θ
Bpbaseq
spot � 1 �

�
p1 � qqpCf � qCaqrpp2 � qqCf � 2p1 � qqpCf � qCaqrqd

� qpCf � p1 � qqpCf � qCaqrqprq2Ca � p�2 � q � 2p1 � qqrqCf q

�

2trq2pCf � rp1 � qqpCf � qCaqqt
(B.239)

π
Bpupgradeq
spot �

pr2q3p1 � qqC2
a � pp1 � rqq2 � d� qpr � dqqrqCaCf � prq2 � rd� p1 � r � rdqqqC2

f q2
4r2q2prqp1 � qqCa � p1 � rp1 � qqqCf q2t

.(B.240)

As the upgrade market is partially covered, the marginal customer θspot lying in

the middle of the Hotelling line is indifferent between (not learning + never pur-

chasing upgrade A) and (not learning + never purchasing upgrade B), suggesting

that

v � p
Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf q � θt� rrv � qCa �

q
Apbaseq
spot

q
Cf s

� v � p
Bpbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Bpbaseq
spot

q
Cf q � p1 � θqt� rrv � qCa �

q
Bpbaseq
spot

q
Cf s.(B.241)
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Since the marginal customer does not purchase the upgrade, it is optimal to set

q
Apbaseq
spot � q

Bpbaseq
spot � 0. It follows that θspot � 1

2
� p

Bpbaseq
spot �pApbaseqspot

2t
. The total profits of

firms are given by:

πAspot � θspotp
Apbaseq
spot � π

Apupgradeq
spot (B.242)

πBspot � p1� θspotqpBpbaseqspot � π
Bpupgradeq
spot . (B.243)

Substituting the solution for θspot into the profit functions and solving each firm’s

profit maximization problem of firms, we obtain:

p
Apbaseq
spot � p

Bpbaseq
spot � t (B.244)

θspot � 1

2
. (B.245)

The second order conditions are given by:

B2πAspot

BpApbaseqspot

2 � �1

t
  0

B2πAspot

BpBpbaseqspot

2 � �1

t
  0. (B.246)

The highest possible profits of spot selling are given by:

πAspot � πBspot �
t

2
�
pr2q3p1 � qqC2

a � pp1 � rqq2 � d� qpr � dqqrqCaCf � prq2 � rd� p1 � r � rdqqqC2
f q2

4r2q2prqp1 � qqCa � p1 � rp1 � qqqCf q2t
.(B.247)

B.1.7 Upgrade Market Full Coverage

Lemma B.12 (Advance selling when travel cost is small). When the upgrade market

is fully covered, the equilibrium prices and profits from advance selling are as follows:

p
Apbaseq
advance � p

Apupgradeq
advance � p

Bpbaseq
advance � p

Bpupgradeq
advance � p1� r � Eqt

πAadvance � πBadvance � p1� r � Eqt
2

,
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where E � Cf
qCa�Cf .

Proof. As established in the previous lemma, the market for upgrade is not fully

covered when t ¡ t. Hence it follows that the market for upgrade is fully covered

when t   t. This implies that the marginal customer θadvance is indifferent between

buying (base product A + upgrade A) and (base product B + upgrade B). Note

that this consumer chooses q
Apupradeq
advance if she purchases (base product A + upgrade

A). Given q
Apupradeq
advance , the disutility the marginal consumer experiences on not buying

upgrade A is q
Apupradeq
advance Ca� q

Apupradeq
advance

q
Cf . She needs to incur some travel cost to get the

upgrade. On making the benefit of getting the upgrade equal to the cost of getting

it, we have:

q
Apupradeq
advance Ca � q

Apupradeq
advance

q
Cf � θadvancet, (B.248)

which implies that

q
Apupradeq
advance � θadvancet

Ca � Cf
q

. (B.249)

Similarly, we obtain:

q
Bpupradeq
advance � p1� θadvanceqt

Ca � Cf
q

. (B.250)

In period 1, the marginal customer at θadvance is indifferent between buying (base

product A + upgrade A) and (base product B + upgrade B). Hence it follows that:

v � p
Apbaseq
advance � p

Apupgradeq
advance � pqCa �

q
Apupradeq
advance

q
Cf q � θadvancet� rpv � θadvancetq

� v � p
Bpbaseq
advance � p

Bpupgradeq
advance � pqCa �

q
Bpupradeq
advance

q
Cf q � p1 � θadvanceqt� rpv � p1 � θadvanceqtq.(B.251)
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By plugging (B.249) and (B.250) into (B.251), we can rewrite (B.251) as:

v � p
Apbaseq
advance � p

Apupgradeq
advance � pqCa � Eθadvancetq � θadvancet� rpv � θadvancetq

� v � p
Bpbaseq
advance � p

Bpupgradeq
advance � pqCa � Ep1� θadvanceqtq � p1� θadvanceqt� rpv � p1� θadvanceqtq.(B.252)

Therefore, the marginal customer θadvance is given by:

θadvance � 1

2
� ppBpbaseqadvance � p

Bpupgradeq
advance q � ppApbaseqadvance � p

Apupgradeq
advance q

2p1� r � Eqt . (B.253)

As consumers advance buy both the base product and its upgrade, they only care

about the sum of the base product price and the upgrade price (not about the price

of each component). Hence we solve for the combined price that maximizes each

firm’s profits and obtain:

p
Apbaseq
advance � p

Apupgradeq
advance � p

Bpbaseq
advance � p

Bpupgradeq
advance � p1� r � Eqt (B.254)

θadvance � 1

2
(B.255)

The second-order conditions are given by:

B2πAadvance

BpApbaseqadvance

2 � � 1

p1� r � Eqt (B.256)

B2πBadvance

BpBpbaseqadvance

2 � � 1

p1� r � Eqt . (B.257)

Thus, the optimal total profits are given by:

πAadvance � πBadvance �
p1� r � Eqt

2
. (B.258)

Lemma B.13 (Spot selling when travel cost is small). When the market of upgrade is

fully covered, the equilibrium prices and profits from spot selling in the most profitable
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case are given by:

p
Apbaseq
spot � p

Bpbaseq
spot � p1� r � Eqt

p
Apupgradeq
spot � p

Bpupgradeq
spot � 0

πAspot � πBspot � 1� r � E

2
t.

Proof. Consumers have four purchase options and the corresponding utilities, namely

U
Apbase�upgradeq
spot , U

Apbaseq
spot , U

Bpbase�upgradeq
spot , and U

Bpbaseq
spot , are as given in equations

(B.23), (B.24), (B.25) and (B.26), respectively. When travel cost t is small (i.e.

t ¤ 2t) and consumers expect the upgrade price to be low, the market of upgrade

could be fully covered.

As the upgrades market is fully covered, consumers who had purchased base

product A in the first period buy its upgrade in the second period. Hence, we have

θ
Apupgradeq
spot � θspot. The marginal consumer at θspot will choose a q

Apupgradeq
spot just large

enough to remain motivated to purchase the upgrade:

q
Apupagradeq
spot Ca �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf � p

epApupgradeqq
spot � θspott. (B.259)

This implies that:

q
Apupagradeq
spot � p

epApupgradeqq
spot � θspott

Ca � q
Cf

. (B.260)

Similarly, we find

q
Bpupagradeq
spot � p

epBpupgradeqq
spot � p1� θspotqt

Ca � q
Cf

. (B.261)

In period 1, the marginal customer at θspot buys a base product knowing that she

is going to purchase its upgrade in period 2. When she is choosing between product
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A and product B, she is indifferent between buying base product A plus upgrade A

and base product B plus upgrade B. This implies that

v � p
Apbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Apupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q � θspott� rpv � p

epApupgradeqq
spot � θspottq

� v � p
Bpbaseq
spot � pqCa �

q
Bpupgradeq
spot

q
Cf q � p1 � θspotqt� rpv � p

epBpupgradeqq
spot � p1 � θspotqtq.(B.262)

In a sequentially rational equilibrium, we would have p
epApupgradeqq
spot � p

Apupgradeq
spot and

p
epBpupgradeqq
spot � p

Bpupgradeq
spot .

On substituting the subjective probability given in (B.260) and (B.261) into

(B.262), we obtain:

θspot � 1

2
� p

Bpbaseq
spot � p

Apbaseq
spot � pr � EqpBpupgradeqspot � pr � EqpApupgradeqspot

2p1� r � Eqt , (B.263)

where E � qCs
qCa�Cf . The profit functions are given by:

πAspot � ppApbaseqspot � p
Apupgradeq
spot qθspot (B.264)

πBspot � ppBpbaseqspot � p
Bpupgradeq
spot qp1� θspotq (B.265)

When r � E ¡ 1, it is always optimal for firms to set the upgrade price to be 0. To

see this, take upgrade A as an example. Assume that firm A charges p
Apbaseq
spot for the

base product and p
Apupgradeq
spot ¡ 0 for the upgrade in equilibrium. Firm A can always

earn higher profits by charging p
Apbaseq
spot � p

Apupgradeq
spot for the base product and 0 for

the upgrade. So we must have p
Apupgradeq
spot � 0 and p

Bpupgradeq
spot � 0 in equilibrium.
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Then on solving the each firm’s profit maximization problem, we obtain:

θspot � 1

2
(B.266)

p
Apbaseq
spot � p

Bpbaseq
spot � p1� r � Eqt (B.267)

p
Apupgradeq
spot � p

Bpupgradeq
spot � 0 (B.268)

πAspot � πBspot � 1� r � E

2
t. (B.269)

The second-order conditions are given by:

B2πAspot

BpApbaseqspot

2 � � 3

2t
(B.270)

B2πBspot

BpBpbaseqspot

2 � � 3

2t
. (B.271)

So the prices given in (B.267) and (B.268) maximize each firm’s profits.

B.2 Proof of Propositions and Claims

B.2.1 Proof of Proposition 3.1

Proof. From Lemma A1 and A2, we know that the upgrade market is partially

covered under both advance selling and spot selling when t ¡ 2t (t is defined in

Lemma A1). As shown in Lemma A1, the profits from advance selling are:

πadvance � t

2
� r2q2C2

apCf � qCaq
4tpCf � rCf � rqCaq . (B.272)

According to Lemma A2, the highest possible profits from spot selling are:

πspot � t

2
� 1

t

� rqCapCf � qCaq
2prqCa � p1� rqCf q

	2

. (B.273)

Because r ¡ qCa
qCa�Cf , it follows that πadvance ¡ πspot.
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B.2.2 Proof of the claim below Proposition 3.1

Claim B.1. Advance selling is weakly more profitable than spot selling when the

upgrade market is fully covered.

Proof. Lemma A13 gives the highest possible profits of spot selling when the upgrade

market is fully covered. This implies that:

πspot ¤ 1� r � E

2
t. (B.274)

The profits from advance selling when the market is fully covered is given in Lemma

A12:

πadvance � 1� r � E

2
t. (B.275)

Therefore, πadvance ¥ πspot.

B.2.3 Proof of Proposition 3.2

Proof. As shown in Lemma A3, in equilibrium we have

p
Apbundleq
both � p

Apbaseq
both � pr � EqpApupgradeqboth

¥ p
Apbaseq
both � rp

Apupgradeq
both . (B.276)

So the price of the bundle could be higher than the sum of the prices of its compo-

nents.

B.2.4 Proof of the claim below Proposition 3.2

Claim B.2. Firms that advance sell may not offer consumers the option to spot buy

the upgrade.
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Proof. From (B.22) and (B.77), we know:

πadvance � t

2
� r2q2C2

apCf � qCaq
4tpCf � rCf � rqCaq (B.277)

πboth � ∆2pE � rq2 � 2p�1� 2E � 2rqt2
4p�1� 2E � 2rqt , (B.278)

where E is defined in Lemma A3 and ∆ is defined in page A5. When r ¡ qCa
qCa�Cf ,

we find that:

πadvance � πboth � r2q2Ca
2pCf � qCaqpqCap�1� rq � rCf q

4pCf � rCf � rqCaqpCf � 2rCf � qCap�1� 2rqqt
¡ 0 (B.279)

Therefore, it follows that:

πboth   πadvance. (B.280)

Hence, competing firms may find it more profitable to only advance sell their upgrades

(not also give consumers the option to spot buy the upgrade).

B.2.5 Proof of Proposition 3.3

Proof. From Lemma A7, the profits that a firm earns on selling to consumers with

malleable beliefs as well as consumers with nonmalleable beliefs are given by:

πadm�n �
t

2
� rpqCa � Cf q2prqCa � Cf p1� rqαq2

4tprqCa� Cf pr � αqqprqCa � Cf � rCf q . (B.281)

On taking the first-order derivative of profits with respect to Cf , we have:

Bπadm�n
BCf

� rrpqCa � Cf qprqCa � Cf p1� rqαqp2C3
f p1� rq2αpr � αq � 3rqCaC

2
f p1� rqαp1� 2r � αq

�rq2C2
aCf p6r

2α� p1� αqα� rp�1� 6α� α2qq � r2q3C3
ap�1� α� 2rαqs

{r4pCf p1� rq � rqCaq
2tprqCa � Cf pr � αqq2s. (B.282)
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The sign of this derivative depends on

2C3
f p1� rq2αpr � αq � 3rqCaC

2
f p1� rqαp1� 2r � αq

�rq2C2
aCf p6r2α � p1� αqα � rp�1� 6α � α2qq � r2q3C3

ap�1� α � 2rαq.(B.283)

The above expression is a polynomial of Cf with degree 3. When Cf Ñ �8, (B.283)

approaches positive infinity. At Cf � 0, (B.283) equals r2q3Ca
3p�1�α�2rαq, which

takes a negative value if α   1
1�2r

. This polynomial only has one real root and it is

a positive root when α   1
1�2r

. Denote this root by C̃ad
f . So for Cf   C̃ad

f ,
Bπadm�n
BCf   0

and for Cf ¡ C̃ad
f ,

Bπadm�n
BCf ¡ 0 when α   1

1�2r
.

Lemma A7 shows that firms will sell to consumers with malleable as well as con-

sumers with nonmalleable beliefs if Cf   αqCa�qCa
?
αp4r�4r2�αq

2αp1�rq � C̄ad
f . Therefore,

the profits from selling to these two types of consumers decrease in Cf on r0, C�ad
f q

where C�
f � minpC̄ad

f , C̃
ad
f q and increase in Cf on rC�ad

f , C̄ad
f s when α   1

1�2r
. Fur-

thermore, note that when α Ñ 0, minpC̄ad
f , C̃

ad
f q approaches infinity, in which case

profits always decrease in Cf .

Next, when Cf ¡ C̄ad
f , it is more profitable to only sell to consumers with non-

malleable preferences. In this case, the profits are given by:

πadn � t

2
� αrpqCa � Cf q2

4t
. (B.284)

Taking the first order derivative of profits with respect to Cf , we have:

Bπadn
BCf � rpqCa � Cf qα

2t
¡ 0. (B.285)

Therefore, profits increase in Cf when Cf ¡ C̄ad
f .

Hence, given a firm’s optimal targeting strategy, the effect of Cf on profits takes a

U-shape with profits decreasing with Cf in the interval r0, C�ad
f s and then increasing

in the interval pC�ad
f ,�8q when α   1

1�2r
.
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B.2.6 Proof of the claim below Proposition 3.3

Claim B.3. The demand from consumers with malleable beliefs decreases as Cf

increases.

Proof. When the firm advance sells the upgrade, the demand from the malleable

group is given by:

Qadpupgradeq
m �

p1� αqprqCa � rpCf�qCaqprqCa�αp1�rqCf q
2prqCa�pr�αqCf q q

tpr � Cf
qCa�Cf q

. (B.286)

Taking the first-order derivative with respect to Cf , we find that:

BQadpupgradeq
m

BCf
� rrp�1� αqpC4

f p1� rq2αpr � αq � 2CaC
3
frqp1� rqαp1� α � 2rq � p1� rαqr2q4C4

a

�2C3
aCfq

3rpr � α � rα � 2r2αq � C2
aC

2
fq

2p3rα � 6r3α � α2 � r2p1� 6α � α2qqqs

{r2tprqCa � rCf � Cf q2prqCa � pr � αqCf q2s   0. (B.287)

Claim B.4. The demand from consumers with nonmalleable beliefs increases as Cf

increases.

Proof. When the firm advance sells to these consumers, the demand from the non-

malleable group is given by:

Qadpupgradeq
n � αpCf � qCaqprqCa � prp2� αq � αqCf q

2tprqCa � pr � αqCf q . (B.288)
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Taking the first-order derivative with respect to Cf , we obtain:

BQadpupgradeq
n

BCf
� rαp2prp2� αq � αqrqCaCf � p2� αqr2q2C2

a � pr2p2� αq � rαp3� αq � α2qCf 2qs

{r2tprqCa � pr � αqCf q2s ¡ 0. (B.289)

Claim B.5. The advance selling price of upgrade always increases with Cf .

Proof. When Cf   C̄ad
f , it is more profitable to sell upgrade to both groups of

consumers. According to Lemma A7, the advance selling price of upgrade is given

by:

p
adpupgradeq
m�n � rpqCa � Cf qprqCa � p1� rqαCf q

2prqCa � pr � αqCf q (B.290)

Taking the first-order derivative with respect to Cf , we have:

Bpadpupgradeqm�n
BCf � αrpr2q2C2

a � 2p1� rqrqCaCf � p1� rqpr � αqC2
f q

2prqCa � pr � αqCf q2 ¡ 0. (B.291)

When Cf ¥ C̄ad
f , it is more profitable to sell upgrade to nonmalleable group only

and the advance selling price of upgrade is given by:

padpupgradeqn � qCa � Cf
2

. (B.292)

Taking the first-order derivative with respect to Cf , we have:

Bpadpupgradeqn

BCf � 1

2
¡ 0. (B.293)

So the advance selling price of upgrade always increases in Cf .
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Claim B.6. a) When Cf is moderately large, advance selling is more profitable than

spot selling. b) But when Cf is really large, spot selling yields more profits than

advance selling in this two-segment model.

Proof. We first establish part (a) of the claim. From Lemma A7 and Lemma A9,

we know that when Cf   minpC̄sp
f , C̄

ad
f q, firms could sell the upgrade to consumers

with malleable beliefs as well as consumers with nonmalleable beliefs through spot

selling or advance selling. On comparing the profits from advance selling with the

highest possible profits from spot selling, we find:

πadm�n � πspm�n �
pCf � Caqq2pCf pr2 � αq � Caqrp1� rqqprqCa � Cf p1� rqαq2

4tpCaqr � Cf pr � αqqpCf � rCf � rqCaq2 .(B.294)

This difference is positive when Cf ¡ qCarp1�rq
r2�α , implying that advance selling is

more profitable when this condition is satisfied. Therefore, when qCarp1�rq
r2�α   Cf  

minpC̄sp
f , C̄

ad
f q, advance selling is more profitable than spot selling 1.

Next we establish part (b) of the claim. When Cf ¡ maxpC̄sp
f , C̄

ad
f q, firms can

choose to target its selling effort on consumers with nonmalleable consumers. On

comparing the profits from advance selling (B.112) and spot selling (B.145) the up-

grade, we find:

πadn � πspn � pCf � Caqq2p�1� rqα
4t

  0. (B.295)

So when Cf ¡ maxpC̄sp
f , C̄

ad
f q, spot selling yields more profits than advance selling

in this two-segment model.

1 For such Cf to exist, we need qCarp1�rq
r2�α   minpC̄spf , C̄

ad
f q. This condition can be easily met

when r is close to 1. When r � 1, qCarp1�rq
r2�α � 0 and minpC̄spf , C̄

ad
f q is positive.
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B.2.7 Proof of Proposition 3.4

Proof. First, the prices of upgrade in the baseline model and in the severe product

failure model are as follows:

p
pupgradeqbaseline
advance � rqCa

2
(B.296)

p
pupgradeqsevere
advance � rqpp1� qqCa � vq

2
. (B.297)

The difference of these two prices is:

p
pupgradeqsevere
advance � p

pupgradeqbaseline
advance � rqpv � qCaq

2
. (B.298)

which is positive when v ¡ qCa. Thus severe product failure raises the advance

selling price of the upgrade.

Second, the demand of upgrade in the baseline model and in the severe product

failure model are:

Q
pupgradeqbaseline
advance � rqCapCf � qCaq

2tprqCa � p1� rqCf q (B.299)

Q
pupgradeqsevere
advance � rqpCf � qCaqpp1� qqCa � vq

2tprqCa � p1� rqCf q . (B.300)

The difference of these two demands is given by:

Q
pupgradeqsevere
advance �Q

pupgradeqbaseline
advance � rqpCf � qCaqpv � qCaq

2tprqCa � p1� rqCf q , (B.301)

which is positive when v ¡ qCa. Hence severe product failure increases the demand

for the upgrade when sold in advance.

Finally, because the price and the demand are higher when the product failure is

severe, we have:

πsevereadvance � πbaselineadvance ¡ 0 (B.302)
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when v ¡ qCa. Thus severe product failure could improve firms’ advance selling

profits.

B.2.8 Proof of the claim below Proposition 3.4

Claim B.7. If the form of product failure is severe, advance selling can be more

profitable than spot selling when travel cost t is medium.

Proof. The equilibrium in Lemma 10 holds when t ¡ rqpqCa�Cf qpp1�qqCa�vq
Cf�rCf�rqCa . The

equilibrium in Lemma 11 holds when q
1�qv   t   2v. We will focus on the case

where max
 

q
1�qv,

rqpqCa�Cf qpp1�qqCa�vq
Cf�rCf�rqCa

(   t   2v while comparing advance selling

and spot selling in the model of severe product failure. To see that there exists such

a t, note that

rqpqCa � Cf qpp1� qqCa � vq
Cf � rCf � rqCa

� v

¤ qpp1� qqCa � vq � v

� p1� qqpqCa � vq, (B.303)

which is negative when qCa   v. So there exists t such that max
 

q
1�qv,

rqpqCa�Cf qpp1�qqCa�vq
Cf�rCf�rqCa

(  
t   2v.

According to Lemma A10 and Lemma A11,

πsevereadvance � t

2
� r2q2pqCa � Cf qpp1� qqCa � vq2

4tpCf � rCf � rqCaq (B.304)

πseverespot � p2� qqt
4

. (B.305)

Then the difference in profits is:

πsevereadvance � πseverespot

� r2q2pCf � qCaqpp1� qqCa � vq2
4tprqCa � p1� rqCf q � qt

4
(B.306)
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When max
 

q
1�qv,

rqpqCa�Cf qpp1�qqCa�vq
Cf�rCf�rqCa

(   t   r
?
qpqCa�Cf qpp1�qqCa�vq?

Cf�rCf�rqCa
, we have πsevereadvance ¡

πseverespot .

B.2.9 Proof of Proposition 3.5

Proof. As shown in the proof of Lemma A12, consumers with θ P r0, θApupgradeqadvance q
choose not to learn and modify their subjective beliefs to some q� ¡ 0 where

θ
Apupgradeq
advance �

Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q�d
q
Cf q

p Cf
qCa�Cf � rp1� qqqt

. (B.307)

These consumers advance purchase upgrade A.

Next consumers with θ P rθApbaseqadvance, θ
Bpbaseq
advances choose not to learn and modify their

subjective beliefs to q� � 0 where

θ
Apbaseq
advance � qprq2Ca � p1� p1� qqrqCf q � rp1� qqdpCf � qCaq

2rq2t
(B.308)

θ
Bpbaseq
advance � 1� qprq2Ca � p1� p1� qqrqCf q � rp1� qqdpCf � qCaq

2rq2t
.(B.309)

These consumers would not purchase upgrade.

Then consumers with θ P pθBpupgradeqadvance , 1s choose not to learn and modify their

subjective beliefs to some q� ¡ 0 where

θ
Bpupgradeq
advance � 1�

Cf � rp1� qqppq � dqCa � q�d
q
Cf q

p Cf
qCa�Cf � rp1� qqqt

. (B.310)

These consumers advance purchase upgrade B. For example, when ρ � 0.9, b � 0.5,

Ca � 20, Cf � 1, t � 20 and r � 0.98, we have θ
Apupgradeq
advance � 0.253, θ

Apbaseq
advance � 0.349,

θ
Bpbaseq
advance � 0.651 and θ

Bpupgradeq
advance � 0.747, implying that consumers in the interval

r0, 0.253q, p0.349, 0.651q and p0.747, 1s choose not to learn.
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B.2.10 Proof of the claim below Proposition 3.5

Claim B.8. Compared to the baseline model, learning can increase the advance sales

of the upgrade.

Proof. The demand for upgrade in the baseline model and that in the learning model

are given by:

Q
pupgradeqbaseline
advance � rqCapCf � qCaq

2tprqCa � p1� rqCf q (B.311)

Q
pupgradeqlearning
advance � qprq2Ca � p1� p1� qqrqCf q � rp1� qqdpCf � qCaq

2rq2t
.(B.312)

The difference of these two demands is as follows:

Q
pupgradeqlearning
advance �Q

pupgradeqbaseline
advance

� 1

2rq2t
pp1� qqpCf � qCaqrd� qp1� rqCf pCf � rp1� qqpCf � qCaqq

Cf � rCf � rqCa
q.(B.313)

When b � 1
2
,we have:

BpQpupgradeqlearning
advance �Q

pupgradeqbaseline
advance q

Bρ

� BpQpupgradeqlearning
advance �Q

pupgradeqbaseline
advance q

Bd
Bd
Bρ

� p1� qqpCf � qCaqr
2rq2t

p4ρ� 2q ¡ 0. (B.314)

Thus, Q
pupgradeqlearning
advance �Qpupgradeqbaseline

advance increases in ρ. When ρ is large, the difference

can be positive. For example, if ρ � 0.9, b � 0.5, Ca � 20, Cf � 1, r � 0.98 and

t � 20, we find Q
pupgradeqlearning
advance �Q

pupgradeqbaseline
advance � 0.12.

Claim B.9. Compared to the baseline model, learning can lower the advance selling

price of the upgrade.
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Proof. Price of the upgrade in the baseline model and that in the learning model

are:

p
pupgradeqbaseline
advance � rqCa

2
(B.315)

p
pupgradeqlearning
advance � rqCapq2 � d� qdq � Cf pq2r � rd� qp1� r � rdqq

2q
.(B.316)

The difference of these two prices is:

p
pupgradeqlearning
advance � p

pupgradeqbaseline
advance

� �qCf � rpq � dqp1� qqpCf � qCaq
2q

  0. (B.317)

Therefore, learning decreases the advance selling price of upgrade. To see this, note

that ρ � 0.9, b � 0.5, Ca � 20, Cf � 1, r � 0.98 and t � 20, we have p
pupgradeqlearning
advance �

p
pupgradeqbaseline
advance � �1.47.

Claim B.10. When psychological cost Cf is small or when the posterior is infor-

mative (that is ρ is large), advance selling the upgrade is more profitable than spot

selling it.

Proof.

πlearningadvance � t

2
� prqCapq2 � d� qdq � Cf pq2r � rd� qp1 � r � rdqqq2

4rq3t
(B.318)

πlearningspot � t

2
�
pr2q3p1 � qqC2

a � pp1 � rqq2 � d� qpr � dqqrqCaCf � prq2 � rd� p1 � r � rdqqqC2
f q2

4r2q2prqp1 � qqCa � p1 � rp1 � qqqCf q2t
.(B.319)

For example, consider the case when ρ � 0.9, b � 0.5, Ca � 20, r � 0.98 and t � 20.

If Cf � 1, πlearningadvance �πlearningspot � 0.065. But if Cf � 1.5, πlearningadvance �πlearningspot � �0.065.

Next if ρ � 0.88, b � 0.5, Ca � 20, Cf � 1, r � 0.98 and t � 20, we have

πlearningadvance � πlearningspot � �0.037.
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